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INTRODUCTION 

The ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LiPLOSIVES was originally designed as 
an ir4 ernal research instrument for use by .personnel of the 
Ordnance Technical Intelligence Agenrv. At that time,*the 
scope of the Encyclopedia included only explosives nomenclature 
and a brief statement of uses for each entry. Preliminary 
research, however, quickly revealed that unclassified publications 
in the explosives field were either outdated by the second 
Worldlier, or were too technical or too brief to be useful 
to the novice working with explosives data, The ecope of the 
present Encyclopedia was determined by this gap in publications 
on explosives. 

The Encyclopedia is intended to serve as a research and 
reference aid on domestic and foreign explosives, both industrial 
and military. It has been prepared as a preliminary edition with 
the hope that its users will readily contribute their suggestions, 
additions, and general improvements. These suggestions will be 
incorporated into a later final edition. 

The main body of the Encyclopedia is divided into three 
sections: Glossary. General Section, and Foreign Section. In 
addition, there is an appendix and a bibliography. 

The Glosnary contains primarily ;.hose terns which either are 
unique to explosives or which have a particular specialised 
meaning when applied to explosives. Thus, terms such as 
nhygroscopicitym which do net change in meaning when describing 
explosives are omitted, while those like "power" which have a 
particular definition for explosives are included. 

The General Section le intended to cover domestic and foreign 
stnndara explosives that are currently in use, or were in use 
during World War II. It also includes some exploei7e coepcsitions 
which have been seriously considered for standardization by the 
United Staten in recent years. With few exceptions, the General 
Section doei not include explosives components, raw materials, 
or related chemicals; these are covered in the apper•lx. 
Exceptions have been made for certain important materiels (such 
as nitrocellulose) where it was felt that incl%Ision in the 
appendix would not permit adequate description. Each entry in the 
General Section includes (when informat'en AD available) a 
etatovment on American and foreign nomenc:,atx..re, composition, 
charalteristiea, m‘nufacturing procesees, uses, and any w•her 
per. ti 	data. 



Tnc Foreign Sect!,.oa; constitutes an index of foreign explesivev 
nomenclature. It is subdivided into British, Frenth, German, 
Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Russians  and Spanish Terms. This 
section directs the usevis attention to the appropriate entry 
the General Section. It is hoped tirt a rore extensive list 
of foreign terms can be provided in the future, -  

In addition 	the main sections, the Etcy4opediaycontains 
two appendices. The first appendix provides a list of explosives 
constituents, with a brief statement on the uses of each. The 
second appendix consists of a tabulation of oompsrative test 
data for selected evlosives to permit the user to compare 
certain properties of the listed e 	i xp_oe_veo. 

Finally, a bibliography I been prepared which provides the 
list of sources used in preparing the Enciclopedia. 

The Encyclopedia was reviewed in draft form by intermAed 
personnel of Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey. In particular, 
Dr. B. T. Federoff, Mr. 0, R. Sheffield, and Mr,.. C. G. Dunkle 
very generously volunteered their time to correct the numerous 
errors and omissions in the draft. 

R. P. A. 
13 May 1960 
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GLOSSARY 

ABSORBEUT 

A poraue material which mey or may not be combustible and 
which has uhe ability to absorb a liquid explosive (such as 
nitroglycerin) in large quantities for the purpose of making the 
transport end handling of the explosive both safe and easy. 

a' AST (or BUST EFFEOT) 

The blast of a detonation is the shock wave emittei from , the 
point of detonation, and includes a shock *mit, a tigh pressure 
area behind the shock front, and the followleg rarefaction. The 
energy released by the detonation of an explosive charge compresses 
the layer of air around the charge and forces it outward at high 
velocity. This layer of highly compressed air is bounded by an 
extremely sharp front known as the nshock front." The shock front 
is followed by a high pressure area composed of the gaseous products 
of detonation which move outward as a strong wind. Because of the 
forward inertia of ohe gaseous products of detonation, the pressure 
in the high pressure area cannot decrease in velocity as rapidly as 
the pressure at the point of detonation. Consequently, a low 
pressure area is produced, a wrarefection s m behind the high pressure 
area. When the pressure drops below the atmoepheris pressure level, 
the wind of the high pressure area reversed its direction and moves 
toward the eriginal detenaeion point. Thus, a target stbjected to 
the blast of an explosive must undergo both a shattering shock 
front and pressures in two directions. 

BRIBANCE 

The brisance of an explosive if the shock which is produced 
when the explosive detonates; that is, brisance is the shattering 
effect shown by an explosive, and depends principally upon the 
velocity of detonation of the explosive, and to a lesser extent 
upon its energy content. 

CRATERING (or CRATER1NG EFFECT) 

The ability of an exploeion to move a eeentity of earth and 
thus form a circular depression in the vonne known as a crater. 
A groune-level explosion creates a crater by see scouring action 
of gaaes; an underground explosion creates r grater by the 
heavlag eetien of the products of explosion. • • 



DEFLAORATION 

The process of spontaneous surface burnine or vaporising, 
with the prod:vets of reaction fleeing away from the surface to 
expose the unreected material beneath. Each explosive has a 
certain temperature at which the output of heat is aufficiere17 
high to permit burrInc or vaporftetion to can 	without agy 
additional heat from ae outside satire.. At this temperature s  which 
is called the Pfenition temperature (aeo entry), feria rattan 
begins. Deflagration can proceed at differ=t r:ttes; in the 
case of a finely divided explosive, deflagration of all the 
;articles can occur almost instantanfeunly• Confinement of the 
particles b,e' the viscosity of gaseous products in 	the 
pressure which in turn increases both the temperature and the 
rate of reaction, The flnal effect under confinement is explosion, 
which may be violent deflagration cr detonation depee4ing upon 
the material. 

DENSITY OF LOADING 

The density of loading of an explosive is the ratio between 
the weight of the explosive and the weight of this Volume of water 
which woad fill the total chamber in which the charge is loaded. 
It is used to determine he relative density of explosives loaded 
in containers such as projectiles And primers. 

DBSZNSITIZER 

A substance introduced into an explosive compound so as to 
reduce the explosive's sensitivity to initiation by impact s  frictions 

 heat, or by detonation of a primer. 

DgTONATioN 

The almost instantaneous decomposition of an explosive, 
either by an extremely rapid combustion or by rupture and rearrange-
ment of the molecules themselves. The explosive reaction is 
initiated by the shock wave (see BLAST), and the reaction seppliee 
enurgy to maintain the shock. A detonation can he vieualited 
as an explealon wave travelling through the high e'plosivr charge 
at an extremely high velocity (22,000 to 27,500 St pee), Detenation 
is the usual or desired manner of functioning of hegh repl:r.aives. 
Low explonivms, or propellantas  6sually deflagra.e 'see entry) 
rather than de.mAte. 



The rai.o of aavanto of the reaction zont; is called the 
nduLon.stiwi rate" or "detonation velocity." When the detonation 
rate attninn "loch a Tram that it will contime without diainatica 
thr47.1h vac unrcacted matzt;ial, it is called the uatable detonation 
Ielocity0 non the detonation rate is aqua to or gmeter then 
the atchle detonation velocity, ttte reaction is called a vtigb-ordar 
dAtcnation0 Plon the dotonatiou rate in lover than the staLie 
detonation velocity, the renction is called & wlow-order detonation** ,  

DETWATION BATE or DETWATION VELOCITY 

do* DWONATION 

EXPLOSION 

A violent bursting or expansion 'within a matefaal whiett 
results from a chemical reaction, and which pro:Dacca heat and 
noise, and may liberate gap. 'An explosion may be e deflagration 
or a detonation (see entries). 

EUL.15VE 

A suhatilace capable of unde:going rapid chemical reaction or 
4scomposition as described under EXPLOSION. Explosives may be 
classified in several ways dcrending upon the basis of comparison, 
selected. When classified according to Lair characteristics of 
explosion, they may be divided into high explosives (11.E.) which 
detonate (including initiatir7 and nce.initiating.exPloaives) 
and low explosives (L.Z.) which deflagrate (see entries for HIGH 
EXPLOSIVES and PROPELLANTS). When classified according to 
chemical composition, they can be divided into organic coMpounda 
(including explosives such as nitroglycerin, nitrocellulose, 
TNT, tetracene)i - inorganic compunda (such as lead aside, 
ammonium nitrate, mercuric fulminate), and mixtures of oxidising 
and oxidizable materiels (such as black powder and some solid 
rocket propellants). When classified according to chstenal 
composition they can also be divided into explosive (=pound., 
(proftcts of chemical reactions between two cr more substances) 
and explosive mixtures (products of the physical or mechanical 
mixture nf two or more substances). 



EXPLOSIVE TRAINS 

A spropo.L.Uid7440111 ex)loeive train ejeets the projectile 
fray the weapon and ;aux cons linri primer, mn igniter OT 
ignAting charge, and a propelling charge. Thus a spit of five 
from a unall quantity of sensitive explosive, the prince, initiated 
by a blow from the firing pie, is transmit:Ad and intensified by 
the ipiter so tot a large, relatively insenettive propelling 
charge burns in the proper manner eiNi ejecta .t.7%; projectile from 
the bore. 

'aILarbmi-eharge expleeive,  train frements the projectile, 
tat: .a1.0ft; ..44  cialolotb of a prixerh  .zeuenater, booster, :nd bursting 
charge. Other elemerta are sometinesraouired, bet these four 
charges are fundamental. The detonator sets up a high explosive 
wave when initiated by the primer, which is intensified by tali 
booster, and transmitted to the berating charge, which then 
explodes with a high-order detonation. 

EXTRUZICE 

The process or method by which certain explosives (xrinciptay 
solid propellant's) are toed into comparatively intricate cross-
:um:U(1nel configurations by being forced through a die opening of 
the proper shape. Heat is usually applied to give added plesticity. 

FCRCE 

See PoNAt 

The term, When applied to rocket propellants, indicates 
the material which, by burning, geeerates power (and thus the 
required thrust). The fuel generally is mixed with an oxidiser 
(see entry) to permit combustion. Fuels ma be solid or liquid. 

HIOH-ORDIA DETOMWOH 

See Laciunce* 



HIGH EIPLOSIVO (11,S.) 

A materiel which normAlly detonatec when suljocted tr heat 
or shocks it will not burn except under epccial coLditions. 
High explosives ars characterized by the extreme rapidity with 
which decomp,mition and blast, ocJur. They decompose almost 
inst‘ntanecusly tither by extremoiy rapid combustion, or :4-  
ruptire and rearrangement of the molecules themselves. In either 
oase s  gastouz and/or oolid products of reaction are produced The 
disruptive effect of the reaction makes * 10,11 explosive valuable 
as a bursting charge, but; precludes its use as a propellant 
because the gases are formed Go quickly that excessive pressures 
are developed which would likely burst the barrel of the weapon. 

IGNITION TEMPERATURE 

The minimum temperature of an explosive at Ithich derlagrstion 
will begin within a specified time period, veu33ly of fire secon4s. 
In the case of high explosives deflagration takes place so quickly 
as to produce a detonation. 

DIHIBITCR 

A substance which is introduced 	an explosive compound 
to stop or depress undesirable chemical reactions during storage, 
or to reduce the rats of chemical reaction upon explosion. 

LOW EXPLOSIVE (L.E.) 

See PROPELLANT 

LOW.CR DER DETOUTION 

See DETOHLTION 

?IOHAI!PT EYPECT 

se© SHAPED CHARGE 

KUWROE EFFECT 

See SHAPED CHARGE 

I ) 



N EVIAN EPFECT 

See SHE CHARGE 

OXIDIZER 

A. substance which liberates oxygen and thereby permits the 
fuel with which S.- is mixed to burn, Oxidizers mAr be solid or 
liquid. Liquid oxidizers are stored separately from the fuel until 
combustion is desired. Solid'oxidizera are incorporated into 
the explosive =tura. 

POWER 

The power, or strength, of an explosive is its ability to 
displace the surrounding medium. 

PROPELLANT (LOW EXPLOSIVE, L.E.) 

A combustible material which decomposes very rapidly but 
does not normally detonate (at high velocity), this action 
being called deflagration. In decomposition, propellants 
produca a large volume of gases which produce enough pressure 
to propel a projectile or rocket. Propellants do not usually 
propagate a detonation. Under certain conditions, however, 
they may react like high exploeivos, that is, they may 
detonate. 

PRDIERi .  and PRiMtl MIXTURES 

A primer mixture is an explosive (called "initiating explosive*) 
sensitive to a blow such as that from a firing pin. It is used 
to transmit shock or flame to another explosive, a time element, 
or a detonator. Primers can be classified as friction, percussion, 
or electric primers: 

Friction primen_are deticee which produce a spit of fire 
as a resulriMelv a rod or wire moving (sithor by push or 
pull) through the primer mixture. They are most commenlyneed 
Par separate loading ammunition. 

Percussion iiuers are devices. which produce a spit of 
firs from 	 o a ring pin or from the impact of the 
percussion device in an inertia-operated fuse. 

Electric imers are devices which are desimed for 
initiation7Wisireaec r c current. The electric an .: c-SJOnation 
electric-percussion primers have largely supplanter' thE'friction 
primers, 



SENSITIVITY 

Sensitivity  to 	act ie the ease with which an explosive 
material explodes upon t e application of mef:henical shock. 
&plosion by impact mey be due to the development in the 
explosive of "hot epots" of finite size. In general s  the impact 
sensitivity of an explosive materiel increases with the tooperature„ 
and the molten metcrial is Isulh more sensitive than the tot, 
solid =Aerie. 

ssnsitivA to friction is the ease with which an explosive 
mate t exp o esliprithe application of 	Exeloeien by 
friction, like explosion by impact s  is generally attributed to 
hot epots within the explosive material. The friction-producing 
material must be of a certain degree of hardness and must have 
melting point higher than the ignition temperature of the ferploaive. 

Sensitivity to initiation is the ease with which an 
explarieriraieviiare ea subjected to the explosion of 
another material. In general, as 	to initiation is 
parallel. to sensitivity to impact, but not to sensitivity to 
friction (or heat). 

SHAPED CHARGE 

A shaped charge consists of a high explosive charge (usually 
cylindrical) into one and of which a cone has been sunk. The 
cone mayor may not be lined with en inert material such as metal 
or glass, depending on whether the explosive charge is to be 
detonated upon direct contact with the target (no liner being 
used) or upon a specified distance from the target. The distance 
between tho explosive and the target 'ipon detonation is called 
the ;:stand-off" distance. When a shaped charge is detonated. 
detonation waves are formed which travel in different predetermined 
directions in such a manner that they meet and reinforce each 
other (much like light rays reflecting off-a parabolic mirror). 
This reinforcing effect is called the "Munroe effect.," after the 
man who discovered it. The reinforced detcnation wave forms a 
rapidly-moving jet wh!,ch contains in it small particles of the 
collapsing cone liner. The jet is followed by the "slug." which 
contains the major portion of the collapsing cone liner (the 
"IMohaupt effect" or Newman effect"). The moor damage from a 
shaped charge detonation is caused by the jet, which exerts a 
pressure upon the target of several hundred thousand atmosphere's ? 

 and which literally pushes aside the target material by plastic. 
floe. 



Shaped charges have been used in artillery and rocket 
ammunition, demolition charges, and antitank mines. While 
shaped Charges may be used in both rotating and nen-rotating 
projectiles, the rAation of a shaped charge irojectile can 
reduce its effectiveness by as much as 50%, Rotating shaped 
charge projectiles are, however, more effective than a standard 
bursting charge. Shaped charge grenades and bazooka-type rockets 
do not rotate and have c resultant greater: penetrating power on 
armor plate. 

SHOCK WAVE 

See BLAST 

STABILITY 

The ability of an explosive to retain unaltered its chemical 
and physical properties during a given period of storage, under 
normal conditions or sometimes under more severe conditions. 
Although explosives are by nature comparatively unstable in their 
structures, all military explosives may be considered to have a 
high order of stability at temperatures of from 15 0  to 250C 
(590  to Mr). Each explosive has a higher temperature at which 
decomposition becomes rapidly accelerated and instability.. .1z 
pronounced. 

STABILIZER 

A substance introduced into au explosive material for the 
purpose of increasing the explosive's ability to withstand 
spontaneous chemical decomposition. A stabiliser usually will 
react with the products of decomposition of the parent explosive 
and thereby will prevent these products from accelerating the 
decomposition rate. 

STABLE. DETONATION VELOCITY 

See DETONATION 

STAND-OFF DISTANCE 

See SHAPED CHARGE 



Shaped charges have been used in artillery and rocket 
amuunition, demolition charges, and antitank mines. .While 
shaped charges_ may .be uaed in both 	rotating and ► en-rotating 
projectiles, the 7.)tation of a shaped charge p7.7ojectile can 
reduce its effectiveness by as much es 50%, Rotating shaped 
charge projectiles are, however, more effective than a standard 
bursting charge. Shaped charge grenades lnd bazooka-type rockets 
do not rotate and have e resultant greeter; penetrating power on 
armor plate, 

SHOCK WAVE 

See BLAST 

STABILITY 

The ability of an explosive to retain unaltered ite chemical 
and physical properties during a given period of storage, under 
normal conditions or sometimes under more severe conditions. 
Although explosives are by nature comparatively unstable in their 
structures, all military explosives may be considered to have a 
high order of stability at temperatures of from 150  to 250C 
(590 to Mr). Zech explosive has a higher temperature at which 
decompostdon becomes rapidly accelerated and inatability'is 
pronounced, 

STABILIZER 

A substance introduced into au erplosive material for the 
purpose of increasing the explosive's ability to withstand 
spontaneous chemical decomposition. A stabiliser usually will 
react with the products of decomposition of the parent explosive 
and therebywill prevent these products from accelerating the 
decomposition rate. 

STABLE DETONATION VELOCITY 

See DETONATION 

STAND-OFF DISTANCE 

See SHAPED CHARGE 

It 
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STRENGTH 

See POWER 

SYMPATHETIC. DETONATION 

Sympathetic detonation or wxplotion by influence is the 
explosion n' t 2stevia1 produaed by shock waves transmitted 
through the air from another explosion. rlis oheracteristi4 
of certain explosivee te commonly utilised in land min's. 

9 
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ATMATRITE 

Alternate  Nomenclature: 	Foreign Nomenclature: 
The entry is given in the 	Russian: Ainatrit 

English equivalent of 
the Russian nomencla-
ture; there is no 
corresponding U.S. 
explc_iva. 

corTmallat 
See specific compositions listed under AMHONALMATRIT NO. 
KALIIALKATRIT NO. 55, and NATRIIMATRIT NO. 19. 

oM 

Comments:  
Aimatrites are a series of Russian coiolercial explosivos, 
developed at the University of Moscow, which contain chlorates 
and perchlorates together with combustibles (G:ginie 
compounds). They are reported to be as stable ad., and less 
sensitive to friction than, cheddites. 

ANATOL 
	

See also AKMONIUM NITRATE, TRINITRO- 
TOLUENE 

Alternate Nmenclature: 
None 

Fssim Nomenc) 
British: 
French: 
German: 
Japanese: 
Italian: 
Russian: 
Spanish: 

ature:  
Amatol 
Amatol 
Anatol 
Shotoyaku 
Anatol() 
A, Anatol, AT 
Amatola 

Comnositions 
Anatols are compositions containing ammonium nitrate and 
TNT in varying ratioe: The most common composition contains 
these ingredients in 50/50 proportions. Other common 
compositions contain ammonium nitrate-and TNT in 80/20 and 
60/h0 ratios. 5050 amatol uses Grade II TNT; 80/•0 amatol 
uses Grade III TNT. (See TRTNITROTOLUENF for det..ils on 
the grEdes of TNT.) 



ANATOL 

Characteristics: 
Amatols ere buff yellow explosives. 50/50 amatol in melt-
loeded, while 80/20 amatol is loaded by extrusion (see below 
under Manufac;„are). 50/50 amatol detonatea when subjected 
to a temperature of 26500 for Sive aeconds 60/40 amatol 
detonates at 27000 and 80/20 amatol at 28000. Upon detonation, 
50/50 amt-tol emits black smoke; 80/,:.i amatol generates 
white smoke. Amatols do not form danorous compounds with 
metals other than copper and tin. Amatols are more or less 
insensitive to shock and friction; increases in ammonium 
nitrate content decrease sensitivity. However, all amatole 
are hygroscopic, and increases in ammonium nitrate content 
increase hygroscopicity. Anatole have more strength than 
TNT, while 80/20 amatol is stronger than 50/50 amatol. 
At temperatures under 80° to 81 °C (melting point of TNT) 
TNT and ammonium nitrate do not react with each other; at 
temperatures of 100° to 120°C, these ingredients react 
only slightly. Sensitivity, strength, and stability are not 
affected by prolonged storage at 50°C, 

Manufacture:  
In the manufacture of 50/50 amatol„ ammonium nitrate is 
dried and heated to 90°C. It is added to molten TNT. 
Mixing continues until the mixture cools to between 80° 
and 85°C, and the mixture is melt-loaded into shell or 
bomb. 80/20 amatol, although prepared in a like manner, 
is more difficult to manufacture since the mixture is 
plattic rather than fluid. The size of ammonium nitrate 
crystals must be controlled since large crystals will not 
retain molten TNT during the loading operation. Because 
of its plasticity, 80/20 mat'. must !..■.(3 loaded with extrusion 
loading machines. 

Uses: 
Amatols have been used as the bursting charge in shell and 
bombs, mainly to conserve the limited supply of TNT. They 
also have been used in mixtures with aluminlm to form 
ammonala (see entry). 

Comments.: 
only significant advantage of amatola has been the 

conservation (i.e., "stretching") of TNT supplies. Ths 
development of synthetic toluene manufacture has reduced 
this advantage. Moreover, the development of more powerful 
binary explosives, such as compomition•B aad pentolite (see 
entries), has further contributed to lessened needs for 
amatols. 
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AMERICAN • 

AMMONALMATRIT NO. 98 

Alternate Nov.nclature: 
11,1%•••••■••■■••TF■rie  MI11110•11. 01111101■•••■••••■•••• 

alliCkildkn, PRI T NO. 93 

See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

***** 

St,3 also ALMATRITE 

Forei n Nomenclature: 
he en677firaven in the 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 

21M2Piaat 
.mmcnium Chlorate--•- .89% 
Combustible-!.-------- 11% (containing . 8% .*aseline, 27% paraffin, 

65% rosin) 

Comments: 
Ammonalmatrit no. 98 is a Russian commercial explosive of 
the almatrite class (see entry). Its brisance is higher than 
that of TNT. 

4-11414144- 

AMONAL 	 See also MEWL 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

Foreign Nomenclature:  
French: 	Ammonal 
German: 	Ammonal, Ammonpulver 
Hungarian: Ammonigs robbano-anyag 
Italian: Ammonal . 
Russians Ammonal 
Spanish: Amonal 

avosition:  
Ammonals are compositions containing aluminum, ammonium 
nitrate, and TNT (i.e., amatol plus aluminum) in varying 
ratios. The composition listed below gives the most common 
proportions of these ingredients: 

TNT--- 	  67% 
Ammonium Nitrate-- 22% 
Aluminum 	 11% 

Some emerals may Nilo contain as mmh :in 3; of charcoals 

1 3 



• •Jitiumaettiav-- .4a0, 0-v 

Characteristics: 
Ammenals are cast-loaded explosives. The composition listed 
above will detonate when subjected to a temperature of 265 1-T 
for five set-olds. Ammonals are more sensitive to initiation 
than amatols and, because of their aluminum content, detonate 
with higher temperatures, greater blast effect, and brighter 
flash, The composition given above is about 12% more brisant 
than 50/50 amatol hnd prtptically as brisant as TNT (99.6% as 
brisant as meas ,  :ed by the Sand Test). 

Manufacture: 
-----5;37ERAToL 

Uses: 
Ammonals have been used in shell to conserve the limited 
supply of TNT (see Comments  below). Although they are 
no longer used as standard explosives, the high flash of 
an ammonal burst Is useful in proving ground tests to 
facilitate observation, particularly at night, 

Comments: 
The only significant advantages of ammonals have been the 
conservation of TNT supply and the higher brisance over 
=stole (which also have been used to conserve TNT). The 
development of synthetic toluene manufacture has reduced 
these advantages. Moreover, since ammonals are inferior 
to minol (see entry) with respect to blast and shock effects 
and less brisant than more modern binary explosives such as 
pentolite and composition B (see entries), they offer no 
advantages for use in connection with modern techniques of 
warfare, 

AMMONIA DYNAMITE 

***** 

See STRAIGHT DYNAMITE 

***** 

AMMONIA GELATIN DYNAMITE 	See GELATIN DYNAMITE, LOW-FREEZING 
AND NON-FREEZING DYNAM7TES 

14 



ATOIONITE 

• AMMONITE 

Alterneo Nomenclature: 
None 

fozela NorencIature: 
French: 	Ammonite 
German: 	kmmonit 
Italian: Ammonite 
Russian: Ammonit 
Spanish: Amonita 

Composition: 
Ammonites are a group of safety (permissible) explosives :  now 
used primarily in the soviet Union, which contain ammonium 
nitrate plus nitro compounds. The following compositions 
can be considered As  being representative of Soviet types: 

Ammonium Nitrate---- 58% 
TNT 	  12% (know as ammonit no. 2) 

Ammonium Nitrate---- 73% 
Potassium Nitrate--- 15% 
TNT 	  12% 

Ammonium Nitrate—. 77.6% 
TNT 	  18.4% 
Wood Meal 	 4.0% 

Ammonium Nitrate 	 54.5% to 57.5% 
TNT 	  8.5% to 	9,5% 
Pine Bark 	 2.5% to 	3.5% 
Sodium Chloride 	 31.0% to 33.0% 

•Ammonium Nitrate---- 59.5% to 62.5% 
Trinitroxylene 	 9.5% to 10.5% 
Pine Bark 	 2.5% to 3.5% 
Sodium Chloride 	 25.0% to 27.0% 

Other aromatic nitro compounds such as dinitroraphthalene 
may be used in place of TNT and trinitroxylene. 

Characteristics: 
Ammonites have a low sensitivity to both shock and friction 
because of their ammonium nitrate content. This ammonium 
nitrate, howeVer, makes them extremely hygroscopic. N. sever, 
they will deteriorate when stored for any length of tin . 

Manufacture: 
Ammonitos aro mechanical mixtures and sr , ' made simply by 
mixing ingredients together in the sane ma,aw as most 
dynk.art 
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Uses: 
Arvonitem are used for underground mining where a permissible 
explosive is required. Their use is confined primarily to the 
Soviet Una ')n. Some ammonites have been employed in military 
roles as substitutes for explosives using TNT and nitroglycerin. 

**lilt P. 

AMMONIT-OUDRONIT 

AlternateNomenclature: 	Foreign Nomenclature: .... ..---- ........----- 
None 	 The entry is given in the 

Rizzi= nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent, 

Composition:  
Ammonium Nitrate---- ? 
Tar (Gudron) 	 7  The exact composition is not known. 

Comments:  
Ammonit-gudronit is a Russian cvmmercial blasting explosive s 

 probably of the ammonite clAas (see entry). Its brisance is 
about equal -to that of TUT. Because of its ammonium nitrate 
content, ammonit-gudronit is hygroscopic.., and will probably 
deteriorate upon long storage. 

AMMONIUM CRESSYLATE 

are32Nomenclatize: 
Nitrat diammoniaque 
Ammoniumnitrat, 
Ammoniumsalpeter 

Ammoniumnitrat, 
Ammonnaltitrom • 

Nitrato ammonico 
Aranol.,•;,th % 
Saar& vm0a0Wa 
Ammoniinayn selitra s 

 Azotnt.-kislyi ammonii 
Nitrato am6nico 

AMMONIUM NITRATE 

Alternate Nomenclature:  
Mons French: 

German: 

Hungarian: 

Italian: 
Japanese: 
Polish: 
Russian: 

Spanish: 

16 



11.240NIUM 11ITRATE 

Composition: 
NHOO1 -- chemical compound containing the following eixcen.. 
tages by weight of the elements: Nitrogen-. 35.0C% 

Bydrogen---- 5.o4% 
59.96% 

Characteristics: 
Ammonium nitrate. is a uolorlacs, press- or cast-loaded explosive 
meltin. at 169.9C. It will ignite when subjected to a 
temperature of 4690 for five seconds. The grade used for 
explosives must be at least 92% pure. Ammonium nitrate is 
extremely hygroscopic. In the presence of moisture, it will 
react with copper to form a compound (tetramLnocupric nitrate) 
which is as aensitivo to impact and as brisant as lead azide. 
Ammonium nitrate will corrode iron, steel, brass, lead, and 
cadmium. It is the least sensitive to impact of any of the 
military explosives. It will not detonaie when sUWeeted to 
heat unless highly confined, and only partial deonation 
results even when boostered with a charge of tetryl or cyclonite. 
Despite its hygroscopicity, ammonium nitrate is very stable 
in storage at temperatures as high as 150°C (Although slight 
sublimation may occur under certain conditions). Decompo-
sition does not occur significantly until the compound begins 
to melt. 

Manufacture: 
An aqueous solution of ammonia is neutralized with nitric acid 
and then evaporated, The resulting ammonium nitrate is 
grained and dried. 

Usem: 
Ammonium nitrate is commonly used as an explosives extender 
(e.g., amatol), and as an ingredient in binary explosives, 
dynamites, cratering explosives, and some solid rocket 
propellants. Because of its insensitivity, ammonium nitrate 
is seldom used alone as an explosive. 

Comments: 
Ammonium nitrate is used universally both as a nitrogenous 
fertilizer and as a constitaent in explosives. Wher. used 
as a fertilizer, the compound does not have to meet as high 
a standard of purity as that imposed by explosives require- 
ments. Facilities used to produce ammonium nitrate fertiliser 
can produce the purer grade for explosives use withoW, any 
conversion. The purity of the product can be improved by 
controlling the purity of the ammonia and nitric. acid. 

In 190, an agreement was concluded aPelaj the several NATO 
me-ler nations for a common minimum specieication on 
ammonium nitrate applicable to deliveries of the 4:Yplosto 
materal from one NATO country to anothe'. 

17 



PIOR:!`i'l.: 

AMMONIUM PICFtATE 

AMMONIUM TRINITROPHENOLATE 

AMMONPEK 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

See EXPLOSIVR 

See EX1•LOSIVE D 

4i4Htit* 

Foreign Nomenclature, 
The entry is given in the 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 

Composition: 
Ammonium Nitrate---- 95% 
Coal Tar Pitch 	 5% 

Comments: 
Ammonpek is a Soviet high explosive which has been used as 
a substitute for TNT. It has the advantage of lOw sensitivity 
to shock, but because of its high ammonium nitrate content, 
it is extremely hygroscopic and is probably unstcble in 
storage. The development of synthetic toluene manufacture 
probably has greatly decreased the need for ammonpek. 

4Hfifitit 

ANGAYAKU 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

Foreign Nomenclature: 
The entry is given in the 

Japanese nomenclature; 
there is ao English 
equivalent. 

Composition: 
span hasused three types of angayaku, with the following 
compositions: 

Cyclonite- 	 25% 	 85% 	 142; 
Ammonium "%trete 	 75% 	 ... ----- • 4 ? 
PETN 	- 	 0.. 	 .0• 	 50% 
Wax 	... 	 ... 	 15% 	 8% 

10 



AgGAYAKU 

Corurpantb: 
Cyclonite/Wax ang•yaku is similar in compodition to U.S. 
composition A (see entry). It WAS used by the Japanese 
durtag World War. II as a bursting chargo. for armor-piercing 
shells' while cyclorito ammonium nitrate angayaku was used 
in bombs and cyclonite Prabax angayaka was used it 
machinegun bullets. 

NOTE: Tho jRplAlwaii ineoroorated high explosive fillers 
into machinegun bullets with caliborc as agall as 7.7-rm. 

***** 

See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

4HOR-11 

See SUGAR NITRATE 

4HR-Ifif 

See also EXPLOSIVE D, PICRIC ACID, 
TETRANITROANILINE, TETRYL, TRIAZIDO- 
TRINITROBENZENE, TRINITROPHENETOLE, 
TRINITROTOLUENE; also Appendix I 
under CRESSYLITE, DINITROBENME, 
DINITRONAPBTHALENE, DINITROPHIVOL, 
DINITROTOLUENE, DINITROXYLENE, 
HEXANITRODIPHENYLAMINE„ MONONITRO-
BENZENE, MONONITRONAPHTHALEIE, 
MONONITROTOLUEN% TRINITROBENZENE, 
TRINITRONAPHTHALENA, TUNITROXXLENE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
 Aromatics 

Co:oaition1 
For specific comments on Cormosition Characteristics, 
Manufacture, and Uses, se; E=PLOgNeD715iarti 
TETIONITROANILZETTEISYL, and TRINITROTOLUENE. 

APACHE COAL POWDER 

ARABINOSE TETRANITRATE 

AROMATIC NITRO COMPOUNDS 

3.9 



ARONATIC /Tin° 

Characteristics: 
Aromatic nitro - tompOunds form the most important class of 
military high explosives. They include the many nitro 
derivati•se of benzene, toluene, xylene ;  nephthalene, 
phenol, and cresol (other aromatic nitro compounds such as 
anthracene are not utilizers in explesivce). As a group, 
these nitro compounds are stable, and efficient in explosives. 
They are, however, poisonous, an care must be taken in their 
handling and manufacture. They can be absorbed through 
the skin .  anti by breathing their dust and vapors. Various 
illnesses ranging from temporary mild dermatitis to death 
can result. 

Manufacture: 
-Yrithe manufacture of aromatic nitro compounds, the product 

is always obtained by reacting the aromatic compound with 
nitri.n ac.t - The aromatic  mvounds are obtained either AB 

by-products in the manufacture of coke or gee, car in 
gasoline as a product of the fractional-distillation process. 

Uses: 
Aromatic nitro compounds have a wide range of uses ;  both 
alone and as constituents of compound explosives. For 
example, TNT (trinitrotoluene) and picric acid (trinitro-
phenol) have been used alone as bursting charges for high 
explosive ammunition; in addition, TNT has been used in 
amatols and picric acid has been used in the manufacture of 
explosive D. TNT still is the most widely used of the 
standard military bursting charges. Aromatic nitro compounds 
also have been used as constituents In smokeless propellants, 
in detonating and priming compositions, and in liquid form 
(usually as by-products is the manufacture of pure nitro 
compounds) in non-freezing dynamites and other commercial 
explosives. 

**** 

AROMATICS 
	

See ARORATIO NITRO COMPOUNDS 

41444.14. 

ASTRALITE 
	

See also DYNAMITE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Foreign Nonienc 
None British: 

French: 
Gorman: 
Italian: 
Spanish: 

M. • • • • . •••• 

As6ra_ii.tr 
Astral ).t 
Astrellt 
Astralite 
Astralita 
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ASTRALITE 

Composition:  
Antralitas are a form of armitonium nitrate dynamites. Two 
ext,...ples, manufactured in peeAlorld War II Germany, awe 
given below: 

Astralit 	Aetralit IA 
Ammonium Nitrate-- Co% 	68.3% 

_25.0% 
2.7% 

4.; 1% 

The British astralite contains nitrocellulose (gulcotton type) 
in place of the vegetable meal. 

Characteristics: 
ketralites differ from most dynamnes in that atuy contain 
only small amounts of nitroglycerin and relativiAy large 
amounts of TNT. Their other characteristics are those 
listed . under 'DYNAMITE. 

Manufacture:  
See DYNAMITE. 

does: 
Astralites are used for rock-blasting work. They have found 
vide use in the Communist Bloc, especially in the Soviet Union. 

AUSTIN RED-D-GEL 
	

See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

AUSTIN RED DIAMOND 
	

See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

4444.11** 

AZIDES 
	

See also LEAD AZIDE, SUM AZIDE 

Commentet 
ES.d., / are compounds of hydrasoic acid (UN-) and are 
explosive in their nature (especially the hides of :lead ; 

 mercury, and silver). Asides contain no tywgen in their 
chemical structure ani their decomposition does not involve 
combuet'.nn. Lead aside hAs been used extensively in 
sxolosiv4e applications. 

TNT--_- 	---- 
Vegetable Meal 	 
Charcoal 	  
Nitrogyceri 	 l 	n 

	

12% 	 

	

3% 	 

	

1% 	 

	

4% 	 



A 	 (NAYA 

AZLDO-TMEROSSOVArk 

Alternate  Nomenclature: 
None 

Foreign Nomonclativret 
Theent572irven in the 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 
The literal translation of the 
term is not lead azide and 
lead atyphnate." 

Cc2positions 
Lead Azide 	 0.20 to 0.25 gram 
Lead Styphnate---.- 0.06 to 0.05 gram layer covering lead azide 

Conmentot  
Azido-tenerossovaya is a Soviet composition used in 
detonating caps. 

BALLISTITE 	 See also DOUBLE-BASE SMOKELESS 
PROPETIANT, NITROCELLULOSE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Foreign Nomenclatures 
r- t-eone 	 French: Baliatite 

German: 	Ballistit, WPC/89, 
Wirfelpulver/89 

Hungarian: Balliaztit 
Itftlian: Balistite 
Spanish: Balistita 

Composition:  
A typical composition is listed bolow. Percentages may 
vary depending upon the manufacturor and the end-use of the 
product. 

Nitrocellulose 	60% 
Nitroglycerin 	 39% 
Piphenylarine 	 0.70 
Graphite Coating 	 0.25% 

Characteristics: 
Bailistite generally appaars in flakes, sometimes in cords 
and single-perforated tubes. Its other characteristics 
are those listed for double-base smokeless propellant& 
(see entry). 

Manufacture oe 335UBLN-ASE 8140KELPSS PROPELLANT 
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BALLISTETE 

Comments, 
In the United States, ballistite is the stendard mortar 
round propellant. The term ”bailistiteft often is used in the 
UniAd States as a generic term for smokeless propellants with 
a high nitroglycerin content. In Italy. Oormagy, and the 
Scandinavian countries, ballistite has beer the preferred 
propellant for most types of ammunition. In Japan it has 
been used to fill rockets. 

BARATOL 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
—7633; 

Composition:  
Barium Nitrate 	. 	67% 
TNT.. ----- 33% 

Characteristics: 
Baratol a cast-loaded high explosive. It will ignite 
when subjected to a temperature of 385°C for five seconds. 
Baratol is nonhygrosoopic at 30°C and 90% relative humidity. 
It is considerably less eensitive to impact than TNT, and is 
about 56% as brisant as TNT. 

Manufacture:  
Barium nitrate is heeled to .bout 90°C and is added to 
'molten TNT. The mixture is agitated until uniform. It is 
then melt-loaded at the lowest practicable temperature. 

Uses: 
Baratol has been used as a bomb filler. 

Comments:  
Baratol was first developed during World War I. The prenort;ons 
given under Cmposition above are not mandatory and can be 
varied to meet Aiid— Ria purposes. 



BARONAL 

Alternate Nommclatttre: 
None 

Comosition: 
Barium Nitrate----- 50% 
TNT 	  - 35% 
Aluminum---_- 	-- 15% 

Characteristics: 
Baronal is a cast-loaded high explosive somewhat similar to 
baratol (see entry). It will ignite when hubjedted to a 
temperature of 3450C for five seconds. Baronal is less 
sensitive to impact than TNT, and is about 83% as brisant 
as TNT. It is more brisant than baratol. 

Manufacture: 
Barium Nitrate is heated to about 90 0C and is added to TNT 
which has been previously melted. Powdered aluminum is 
added, and the mixture is agitated until uniform. Baronal 
is then melt-loaded at the lowest practicable temperatures 

Uses: 
Baronal has been used as a bomb filler. 

BELLYA WES' 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Foreign Nomenclature: 
None 	 TheerirriEven in the 

Russian nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. The 
literal translati on of the 
term is "white composition." 

Composition: 
Mercuric Fulminate-- 80 to 85% 
Potasetum Chlorate---- 15 to 20% 

Comments: 
-M;Tigu mess is 4 Soviet .fixture used in percussion 
compositions. 

4h14441* 



BELLrilE 

Altermte Nomenclature: 	Foreign  Nomenclature: 
MAIMMI.NIV IN. 

None 	 Russia:17-7031 

gmosition:  
Bellites are a series of commercial high explosives oantalving 
ammonium nitrate and nitro cJmpounds, principally of benzene. 
The original formula called ior ammonium nitrate and mono. 
nitrober ene. This benzene compound was later replaced by 
dinitrobenzene which, because of ita enTid structure and 
greater effectiveness, was found to produce a better explosive. 
The following compositionz, used by the Soviet Union, may 
be takers as representative: 

Ammonium Nitrate---- 35% ---- 87% 	 80% 
Dinitrobenzene 	 65% 13% 	 8% 
Trinitroxylene 	 	12% 

Comments:  
Bellites are used primarily for coal mining. They are 
popular in Europe and in the Soviet Union, but have not 
met with much favor in the United States. 

411-1HH141 

BIT1I1INITE 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

**WM* 

BLACK DIAMOND 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

*IH*** 

BLACK DIAMOND NU-GEL 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 
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MACK PO..11)::R 

BLACK POWDER 

Alternato  NoDimclature: 
Gunpowder 

Forei-n Nomerclatweet 
French: 	voudre noire 
German: 	Schwarzpulver 
1111.,:garian: Fekete 14or 

Polvere nera 
Russian: ChOrnyi porokh 
Spanish: Po2.vora negra 

Composition:  
Potassium or Sodium Nitrate---- 75% ), 
Charcoal 	  15% ) approximate 
Sulfur 	  10% ) 

Characteristics:  
Black powder is a gray-black to black, press-loadad (or 
loosely packed) explosive. It will ignite when subjected 
to a temperature of 427°C for five seconds. It is insensitive 
to shock but highly sensitive to friction and heat. It is 
only about 50% as strong as TNT, being the weakest explosive 
uscd as a bursting charge. Black powder is hygroscopic, and 
is therefore unstable in storage except under conditions of 
controlled humidity. It will not 'Jura completely and the 
residue causes excessive corrosion of the gun barrel and 
produces large quantities of smoke. 

Uses: 
Black powder may be used in primers, igniters, shrapnel 
charges, safety fuse, quick matches, and rarely, in 
bursting charges for low explosive shells. During World 
War II, the Soviet Union used two principal types of 
black powder: “melkozernistyin (grains of about 1-mm) 
and nkrupnoternistylu (grains of about 5- to 10-mm). 
These were used in some igniters, delay fiizes, and in 
incendiary, illuminating, shrapnel, and propaganda 
ammunition. 

Manufacture: 
-5=9 of very high quality is pulverized together with 

charcoal, in the specified proportions. The pulverized 
material is then mixed either with the pulverized nitrate 
(also of very high quality) or stirred into a saturated 
solution of the nitrate (depending upon plant equipment). 
The product is ground, pressed, and re-ground t- insure 
uniformity. 



See also DYNAMITE, NITROGLYCERIN 

Foreign Nomenclature: 
French: 

BLASTING GELATIN 

Alternate  Nomenclature: 
ExplaIWITEM 

22m psition:  
Nitroglycerin 	 
Nitrocellulose 

Gelatine explosive, 
Gelatine detonante 

Spreiaggaat.11-46, 

Sprenggummi 
Robban6-zselatin 
Gelatine explosive 
See DYNAMITE 
Gremuchii studen' 
Gelatine explosive, 

Gelatins detonante, 
Dinamita gome 

Gerrxr.: 

Hungarian; 
Italian: 
Japanese: 
Russian: 
Spanish: 

90 to 93% 
7 to 10% 

Black powder also has been used in countries such as 
Frenee as'a cheap blasting explosive for commercial 
purpnnes. For such uses, France has prcduced three 
varieties of black powder: 

Lonte 
Saltpeter (sodium or-----4(-
potassium nitrate) 

Meru 1 	 30% 
Sulfur   a0% 

Ordinaire 	oorte 
	"ftr 

18% 	 15% 
20% 	 13% IOW 40 WOO. 

Comments: 
The military applications of black powder have practically 
disappeared due to the development of more efficient 
explosives. Black powder containing potassium nitrate is 
called IlArm7 Black Powder;'" black powder containing sodium 
nitrate is called ':commercial" or Hsodium nitrates black 
powder. 

-IHHHHf. 
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73I.M3 TING G 

Characteristics: 
Blasting gelatin is a yellow, translucent, soft, elastic 
explosive material. It is less sensitive to shock ;  friction, 
and impact, than either nitroglycerin or Buhr dynamites (dynamites 
with inactive base). "Thinner" gelatins- (those utilizing • 
smaller qUantities of nitrocellulose) are known as "gelatin 
dynamites" (see entry). Blasting gelatin is completely 
insensitive to water, and is far more difficult to freeze 
than Buhr dynrAiteae However, when it does freeze, its 
sensitivity increases markedly. Blasting gelatin is about 
as stable as nitroglycerin; it is completely stable at 
ordinary temperatures. Rapid temperature changes, however, 
cause the nitroglycerin to exude and result in increased 
sensitivity. Blastinv, gelatin is difficult to explode, 
the rate of difficulty increasing with increases in nitrocellulose 
content. A high nitrocellulose content changes the explosive .  
characteristics from those or a high explosive to those of 
a propellant (see DOUBLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT), 

Manufacture:  
Nitrocellulose (collodion cotton type) is mixed into 
nitroglycerin for the preliminary gelatinization. The 
resulting colloid is mixed by shovel or by hand and is 
allowed to stand for soro 20 to 25 minutes. It is then 
sent to mixing machines, where the absorbents are incorporated 
into the colloid. The gelatin is then placed into cartridges 
by means of screw machines. 

Uses: 
The high brisance of blasting gelatin is used to best 
advantage for the blasting e very hard rock. It is also 
excellent for use in underwater blasting operations. 

***** 

BULK POWDER 	 See E. C. 'POWDER. 

***** 

CARLIT 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Foreign  Nomenclaturec 
None 	 Japanese: Karitto 

29229111:1" 2  
Ammonium Porchvalate---- 56% 
Silicon Carbid, 	- 16% 
Wood Pulp    12% 
	 6% 
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CAPUT 

Comments:  
Carlit is a Japanese explosive composition which WAS first 
used during World War II as a bursting charge for mines and 
depth charges, and in demolition charges, primarily to 
cowerve the lirited supplies of benzane and toluene. At 
presents  it is used extensively in Japan for industrial 
purposes, and is being utilized in experimental solid 
rocket propellants. Since the first carlit composition. 
(listed above), several modlfications have been produced. 

***** 

CELLULOSE NITRATE 
	

See NITROCELLULOSE 

***** 

CHANAYAKU 

Alternate  Nomenclature: 
None 

Foal Nomenclature: 
The—JEFIrgrven in the 
Japanese nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 

Composition:  
TNT 	  70% 
Dinitronaphthalene 	 30% 

Comments: 
-----ainayake is a Japanese explosive composition which was 

used during World War II as a bursting charge for artillery 
ammunition. 

cHACTAKu 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
 None 	. 

Composition: 
icr c Acid----- 75% 

TNT- 	 25% 

11.eFor 	Nomenclature:  
The entry is given in the 
Japanese nomenclature, there 
ig no' English equivalent. 

Comments:  
Chabyalr.0 in a Japanese explosive composition which was 
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011A0Ykla 

used during World War II as a bursting charge for aerial 
bombs. 

414141-11-* 

=MITE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

Foreig4, Nomenclautia: 
French: 	Cheddite 
German: - Cheddit 
Hungarian: Cheddit 
Italian: Oheddite 9  Alto esplosivo 

al clorato di potassio 
(potassium chlorate high 
explosive) 

Russian: Shedit 
Spanish: Cheddita 

Composition: 
Cheddites are a series of chlorate (and aometimes 
perchlorate) explosives. The two types given below, 
manufactured in France, may be considered representative: 

Cheddite No. 1 
Potassium Ohlorate------- ... 	 
Sodium Chlorate 	 79% 	 
Castor Oil 	  5% --.... 	MMIIIIMINDONO• 

Mononitronaphthalene 	 ... 	  
Dinitrotoluene 	• - NO a 

ed 

	

.4.Op 	  

Cheddite No. 

1% 
15% 

Characteristics: 
—Criarates are more sensitive than the permissible explosives, 

and tho chlorate cheddites are more sensitive than the 
perchlorates. The lower sensitivity of the 

r
.,erchlorates 

makes them the safer cheddites to handle and transport. 

Uses: 
Cheddites are widely used for commercial blasting purposes* 
They are used in France for both industrial and military 
blasting operations. 

Comments: 
----drieddites were developed in France. They have, however, 

been adopted by many countries. The Soviet Union has not 
used them since the country feels that its alry.ovites (sae 
entry) art?. pLeferable. 



COAL TAR SALT 

COALITE 

COL= 

COLLODION 

COLLOIDED PROPELLANT 

COMPOSITE PROPELLANT 

CCU TAR SILT 

See TRINITROTOLUENE 

***WA 

See PERMISSIELg EXPLOSIv4 

See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

***** 

See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

See SMOKELESS PROPRYINNT 

Alternate Normstutts 
None 

ompomite propellants contain no raLtrooellulose or nitro-
glycerin (as do other types of modern propellants). They 
normally consist of an organio fuel (such as amonitm 
piorate), an inorganic oxidising agent (such as potassium 
nitrate), and an organic binding agent. A representative 
composition, known as T.9:  is given below, 

Ammonilmi Picrate 	 40.7% 
Potassium Nitrate.- 0.6% 
Ethyl Cellulose 	 4.5% 
Chlorinated Wax- 	 4.5% 
Cant= Stearato 	 0.5% 
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Characteristics: 
Mxposirerpropellants are an uneolloided heterogeneous 

mixture of ingredients. They are more or less' plastic, 
and can be peeled into thR desired shape. Their burning 
rate is no affected by low temperatures, but they tend to 
become brittle and crack. They cannot be used with safety 
at temperatures of -12°C and under. The burning of 
composite propellants producee a leg' amount of white 
smoke. 

Manufacture:   
The manufacturing prooess involves only a simple mixing 
of the ingredients. 

Ties: 
Composite propellants are used as JA?O (Jet-Assisted Take-Off) 
and rocket propellants. 

Comments: 
-- c̀ 	propellants were developed primarily to eliminate 

the difficulties involved is the manufacture of double-base 
propellants in large grains, And the changes in ballistic 
effects of thee. double-base propellants caused by changes 
in temperature. Capposite propellants have been successful 
in these respects, although they are still affected by low 
temperatures. Further impovement; in revistance to temperature 
changes will be made as better binding agents are developed. 

COMPOSITION A 

Alternate Nomenclature:  

Eswitties 	 
ye mite 

Beeswax or MIX derived fres petroleums-- 
91% 

9.% 

Characteristics: 
— rrlp=mooson A is a white to buff (although German and Italian 

compositions were dyed blue and red respectively), press-loaded 
explosive. It will detonate when subjected to a temperature 
of 25000 for five seconds. Composition A is about 30% stronger 
than TNT. It is entirely stable but is slightly corrosive to 
steel, magnesium, copper, and copper elloye. The two radix's 
the oompositiontr eeneitivity. However, the wax wet ac.b 
enter into deL4srion and therefore reduces veloWly. In 
burning, the wax :deo robs the explosive of some ovum, 
thereby reducinr, 	strength. 
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COMPOSITION A 

U603: 
Composition A is best used as a booster with ftmall amounts 
of wax, which does not coat the grain. It, is also used as a 
burdting charge, where larger amounts of wax are used to act, 
as grain coating. 

Comments: 
Changes in the granulation of cyclonite and the method of 
manufaure have resulted in variations known as composition 
A-2 and composition A-3. A'similar : ..n i.;ocition, called 
nangayakan (see entry) ;  was used by Japan during World 
War II. 

41-1,41381 

COMPOSITION A-2 'and COMPOSITION See Comments under CUMPOSITION A 
A-3 

COMPOSITION B and COMPOSITION B-2 

Alternate Nomenclature: Forei Nomenclature: 
arnir=olite 

Jupanene: rigotanyaku 
Swedish: Hexotol (Brand name used 

by Bofors of Sweden; 

Con oaition: 

U.S. composition B 
	 1% 

Cyclonite 	 31111 

TNT...- 
Beeswax- 

TNT  Foreign composition B 
Cyclonite ----- 

Cyclonite 

  

164444 Composition 8-2 

  

TNTMW-MM OMM OSMOOMMONOMOO 

Characteristics: 
Compositions B and B..2 are dirty white to brownish yellow, 
cast-loaded explosives. Compcmition B will detonate rhen 
subjected to 111, temperature of 278°C for five secon4s. It 
is slightly corrosive to eteel, magnesiv., vrer, and copper 
allc7-. Compositions B and 8-2 are very at01e with respee. 
to temptTature. Composition B-2 is much more sensitive than 
composi+ion B. Both are better than composition A in that 
an atAivo desensitizing agent increases power. Howevor, 
sensitin0-7 and TNT content are disAdvantages (the latter 
because im may be in limited supply). 
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COIVOSITION B, B2 

Manufactures 
Wet cyclonite is slowly added to TNT which has been previously 
melted at j.UO0C. The mixture is heated and stirred until 
all moisture has been removede .Wax is added and the mixture 
is thoroug4y stirred. It is then cooled to a suitable 
pouring temperature. 	 • 

v61:1151 

Composition B is used by all nations as a brvf-tIng charge 
in ammunition which does not have to penetrate a target 
(ex: mines and bombs). 

COMPOSITION 0 

Alternate Nomenelatims  
art is Explosive(along 
with other composition 
0.series explosives) 

o Mons 
omits 	 88.0% 

Oil 	11.4% 
Lecithin.... 0.6% 

Characteristics* 
0 is a white to %yawn, kInd.tamped explosive. It 

will detonate when subjected to a temperature of 2650C for 
five seconds. CoMposition C is non-reactive with metals, but 
is unstable. It is less effective than composition B but 21% 
more efficient than TNT inshaped charges. It retains its 
plasticity between 00  and 4000e  but below 000 it beo*mes 
brittle and insensitive while above 40 00 it beoomes gummy and 
tends to exude oil. Lecithin is used to prevent the formation 
of large custels Which would increase sensitivity. 

Uses: 
Oompoeition 0 is used as a demolition agent by many countries. 
A similar composition, called Iloshitsuyake (see entry), was 
used by Japan during World War II. 



COIVOSITICIT 02 

COMPOSITION 0-2 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
neArEgGirg (along 
with other composition 
0-series explosives) 

Composition: 
Oyclons-- 	 78.7% 
Mononitrotoluene 	 2-7% 
Dinitrotoluene--------- 12.0% 
TIT 	  5.0 
Wet Nitrocellulose— 	 0.6% 
Dimethylformsmide------ 1.0% 

ste3512114 $ 1 
ompos t on C-2 is a whits to yollow-brown, hand-tamped 

explosiirs. It will detonate when subjeoted to a temperature 
of 285% icr five seconds. Composition C-2 is plastic from 
-30° to 52 0. It become lens plastic in hot ',Amass because 
of evaporation of volatile matter. Composition 0-2 is 
more sensitive and effective than composition 0 since leis 
thiti 1% bf7thelmatskial is inert compared with 12% in 
composition C. 

Law 
Composition 0-2 is used as a plastio demolition agent, 

COMPOSITION 0-3 

	

ternate No 	laturet 

	

est o 	os ve (along 
with other composition 
C-series explosives) 

11212.2221tinnt 
-----1151-aite 	  77.1% 

Tetryl 	  3.0% 
Nononitrotoluene 	 S.% 
Dinitroteluens 	 1060% Plastiaissr or plesticitun 
TNT 	  44% 
Wet NitrooellUlor. 	 0.9% 
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COI TO: ITION c3 

Characteristics! 
----7omposIVERn C-3 is a yellowish, puttylike, hand4amped explosive. 

It will detonate when subjected to a temperature of 280°C for 
five secon'°. Two classes of composition C-3 (Class A and 
Class B) are manufactured, in accordance with military speci-
fications. The two classes differ only with respect to 
acidity (see Uses below). Coriposi'ion C-3 is pliable at 
normal temperatures and can be easily molded to euit require-
ments. It is tnrgroscopio„ but its brisance is unchanged 
after total im..arsion in water. It is more brieant than 
TNT, but leas brisant than tetryl. Its sensitivity to 
impact is similar to that of TNT, but much less than that 
of eyoloillte, Composition C-3 is sonswhat unstable. When 
exposed to air at 25 0C for five days, it loses 1.2% of its 
weight because of its volatility. Moreover, it becomes hard 
and brittle at -29°C and undergoes considerable exudation 
at 77°C. 

manuxacturas 	• - 
---- TirYrbr, nitrocellulose, and the nitrotoluenee are mixed 

together to form the plasticising agent. This plasticiser 
is then heated to 100°C and wet oyclonite is added. The 
mixture is stirred and heated until the composition is 
uniform and all the water has been driven off. 

Uesgs 
Class A composition C-3 is used for the manufacture of 
demolition blocks; olass N composition C-3 is used both 
for the manufacture of demolition blocks and the loading 
of =munition where a lower acidity is desired, 

Commentss 
---w-irmpoeition 0-3 VAS developed to improve the instability of 

composition 0-2. It has not been completely satisfactory 
in this respect, and is being replaced by composition 
C-4 (see entry). 

COMPOSITION C-4 

--"--

Alternate
Tart 

Nomenclature, 
5e 
Plastic Explosive (along 

with other composition 
C-series explosives) 
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COMPOSITIOY 04 

Composition:  
Cyclonite•• 	 91.0% 
Pa] y^ :,obutylsnv-Y   	2.1% 
Motor Oil   	 1.6% 
Di-(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate----• 5.3% 

Characteristics: 
Compoeilriu C-4 is a dirty white to light brown, puttylike, 
hand-tamped explosive. It will explode when subjected to 
a temperature of 290°C for five aoconds. Composition C-4 
has a higher stability than composition C-3. It is 
eF,:sentielly nonhygroscopio. It will not harden at -57°C 
and will not undergo exudation at 77 °C. Composition C-4 
is less sensitive to impact and slightly more brisant than 
composition C-3. The tlqo 1^,nr ,".eiti= 	 in 
sensitivity to initiation. 

Manufacture: 
Arniobutylene plasticizer, previously made up in ether, 
is mixed with.cyclonite (crystals of 41: micron size or less) 
either by . machine or by hand kneading and rolling (machine 
mixing WAS a Schrader Bowl mixer). The mixture is then 
dried at 600o. 

U6851 
Composition 0-4 is used primarily for demolition blocks. 
It is well suited for underwater demolition if properly 
packaged. It is ideally suited fo- cutting through steel 
because of its plasticity and its high velocity of detonation. 

Comments: 
Composition 0-4 has been developed to improve the instability 
•and hygroscopicity of comroeition C-3 (see entry). It has 
not, however, entirely replaced composition C-3. 

***** 

COMPOSITION T-9 
	

See COMPOSITE PROPELLANT 

*it*** 



CJRIaTE 

CORDITE 

61 t-n—tc  N=anulature: 
None 

See also DOUBLE-BASE SVnKwTrPs 
PROPELLANT 

Foxelm Nomenclature: 
BriTTE7-7bordite 
Fr-nch: 	Cordite 
German: 	Kordit (rarely, cordite) 
Hungarian: Kordit 
Italian: Ocrdite 
Russian: &ddit 
Spanish: Cordite 

Composition:  
A goal composition is listed below, Percentages may 
vary depending upon the manufacturer and the end-use of 
the product 

Guncotton--------- 37% 
Nitroglycerin 	58% 
Mineral. Jelly 	 5% 

Characteristics: 
'7115FairirlIrvery similar to brown twine in appearance (hent• 

its name): Its other characteristics are those listed for 
,double-base smokeless propellants (see entry). 

Manufactures 
Nitrocellulose (guncotton type) and nitroglycerin are mixed 
together by means of acetone. The mineral !ally is then • 
addedp.and upon rembvel of the acetone the colloid is 
pressed into scram. 

Uses: 
Cordite is used in Ores.• Britain as the propellent for the 
armed !mow In this respect, the term is often used 
loosely to apply to propellants deviating considerably 
from the composition listed above: Oordiiie is used 
throughout Western Europe as a standard military propellent, 
In the United States, it does not meet satisfactorily :11 
U.S. Army spelifications. 

Comments, 
----Mimeo of the gun-barrel erosion caused by cordite, a 

modification was introduced, celled "cordite M.D." (i.e., 
"cordite, modified") and containing 65% nitrocellulose 
(guncotton type), 30% nitroglycerin, and 5% mineral jelly. 
A further modification, called "cordite R.D.B." (Research 
Department B) ;  was introduced during World War ., •a s•ctend 
the supply 'r 'solvents. For this purpose, tlorzAtc R.D.B. 
contains nitroJellulose of low nitration. The formula mill, 



C011171TE 

for 52% nitrocellulose, 42% nitroglycerin, 6% minerai jelly. 
Cordite M.D. is the preferred type. 

*Y4-03f-ti- 

CRESSYLITS 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
MAIIIIMOMME,■•••••■■OININIM YEW UMEMMT;r11; 

o-ition: 
aria Acid 	 60% 

Trinitroeresol 
	

40% 

Characteri t e 
see 	o in a high explosive closely related to picric 
acid. It ie somewhat less sensitive to impact and shock 
than pifiri* acid, and consequently requires a awe 
powerful charge to initiate its detonation. 

alts 
Orexeylite is now rarely used as an explosive. It was first 
used by France ea a bursting charge and subsequently was 
used by most countries. It was quickly replaced by TNT. 
however, when an inexpensive manufacturing process for INT 
was found. Prance and the Soviet Union still live oressylite 
to a limited extent. 

CI'CLONITE 

9419Eql22E2Wikial 
yo otrimethylent-
trinitramine 

Trimethylenetrinitramins 

EOM The term "RDX," 
although British in 
origin, is often used 
interchangeably with 
"cyolonite" in the U.S. 

Foreign Numenclature: 
Bri TIM---ItrUeceareh Depart- 

ment Isploeive) 
Trench! 	Exog4ne 
aermani 	Hcxogen 
Japanese: Shouyaku, Tan-o•yeku 
Italian: T-4, TrimoUlentri- 

nitroemina 
Rusuian: OheksoOen, ah 
Spanish: Oiolonita, Yahoo 
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CYCLONITE 

osition: 
He  3N3(NO2)3 or C3H6N606 -- chemical oompound containing the 
followilsg percentagem by weight of the elementat 
Carbon 	 16.22% 

- Hydrogen— 2972% 
Nitrogen---- 37.811  
Oxygen------ 43.22%. 

0harsoteristicst 
Cyclonite is a colorless or white, press-loaded high explosive 
melting at 204°C. It will detonate when subjected to a 
temperature of 260°C for five seconds. Cyclonite is classified 
into two types ;  ill accordance with military specifications. 
Type A must have a minimum melting point of 2000C (the melting 
point given above is for pure cyclonite) and a maximum acidity 
of 0.00 (as nitric acid); type B must have a minimum meting 
point of 190°C and a maximum acidity of 0.02% (as actobiu 
acid), There is also a alight difference in gratulation 
between the two grades. Type .2 is the less pure of the 
two types ;  the impurity consisting mainly of HMX (see entry). 
Cyclonite has no'reaction with aluminum or stainless steel. 
It reacts slightly with copper ;  brass, mild steel ;  and 
cadmium;  and when damp it also reacts slightly with nickel 
and zinc. Cyclonite is nenhygroscopic at 30°C and 90% 
relative humidity. It is as stable as TNT at temperatures 
under 100° to 150°C. It has been stored for ten months at 
85°0 without any change in stability. Cyclonite has the 
same sensitivity to impact as tetryl, bat is more sensitive 
to motion ,tun tetryl. Both types of cyolonite are equally 
sensitive to impact, friotiAn, heat ;  and initiation,. 
Cyolonite is more powerful than tetryl and is considered the 
second most powwful standard 	it uny explosive (nitroglycerin 
being the first). 

Man acturet 
roe dehyde is reacted with ammonia to yield hexamethylene• 
tetramine ;  which in turn is nitrated to yield crude cyolonite. 
The ayclonite is collected by filtration and is washed and 
ground. 

Uses* 
Cyolonite is used mainly in mixtures (composition Al  compo- 
sitions B and B-2, compositions 0, 0-2, 0 -3, and 0-4;  torpax;  
PTX-1, and PTX-2) ;  but our be used alone as a subbooster, 
booster;  and bursting charge. ' 

Comments, 
4----Yg chief impurity 000urring in the manufacture iv oyolonite 

is HMX 	et try). Its presence in cyclonite is Aot 
oonsidared humful. 
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CYCLOTETRAMMUYLENE-
TERRkMINE 

CYCLOTETRAISTHYLDP2TETRA.- 	les0 

NITRAMINE 

MR** 

CYCLOTRIMETHYLENMINITNAKINE 	See croLownz 

***** 

MOLOTOL 	 Sec CCtio05IT/014 B 

4H141** 

DEX 

Alternate Nomenclature* 
Explosive 

Nitrate...... 
Cyolonite 	 
TNT.................. 

2l 

40% 
16% 

Characteristics: 	 . 
.-=---ErS7-&ay, net-loaded explosive. It will ignite when 

subjected to a temperature of 40000 for five seconds. DBX, 
intended as an improvement over torpex, is less sensitive and 
more powerful then torpax, and is very suitabla for depth 
bombs. It is, however, hygroscopic :TA:reacts with metals 
in the same manner as amatol (see entry). 

Manufaotury 
Wet oyelonite is slowly added to molten TNT. The mixture is 
stirred until all water is removed. Ammonium nitrate is addcd, 
Lb* mixtqrs is heated and stirred, and aluminum is added. 
Stirring is continued while the mixture is coaled. 

DBX can also be made by adding 21% ammonium nitrate and l8% 
aluminum to 42% composition B (of 500 proportions) plus 
19% molten TNT. 

beg: 
DU may Cs used as a bursting charge in depth bombs. 



Comments: 
- NI: may be considered a: torpex in which half of the cycloni.te 

content has been replaced by ammonium nitrate. Although DBX 
has been used in the United Statee and Great Britain, it has 
not been standardized for general use. 

4141-144H1 

Dam 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
DlEollfafrIFienol 
Diazol 

Compositions'  
CO2(1N2)00Y502)2 or C6H2N405 	chemical compound containing 
the following percentages by weight of the elements: 
Carbon 	-. 34 ,00% 
Hydrogen---- 0.96% 
Nitrogen---- 2640% 

38.07% 

Characteristics: 
--- WrInntrosnish yellow to brown, Wrong-loaded explosir2 

melting at 15700. It will explode when subjected to a 
temperature of 195 oC for five seconds. DEN? is nodhygroscopic. 
It is as sensitive to impact andlrictionah.leaCaside. 
It is as brisant as TNT, and more brisant than mercuric 
fulminate. Its stability is satiefc;tory in that it can 
be stored at 500C for at least 30 months without change. 

Manufacture:  
Pica:Watt- acid iS prepared by purifying the prodact resulting 
from the evaporation of a mixture of an alcoholic solution 
of ammonium picrate (explosive D) and ammouium sulfide. 
?Uremia acid is Suspended in hydrochloric acid, and the 
mixture is cooled and ctirred. Sodium nitrite, diluted 
with water, is added and the resulting precipitate is 
filtered and w.L.shsd. This precipitate is dillsolved in hot 
acetone; upon the addition of ice water, DDNP is precipi-
tated. 

Uses: 
DDNP is used extensively in commercial blasting caps, and 
to a lesser extent in military priming compositions and 
detonators., 
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See also PROPELLANTS, FORZIGN 
(German and Italian Prooellants) 

Alternate Nomenclature,:  
Diethyleneglycol Dinitrate 
Dinitrodiglytol 

Com osition: 
0(CH2011 :-0.NO2)2 or CAN 207 	chemical compound containing 
the following percentages h;' weight, o: 	elements: 
Carbon-- 2440% • 
Hydrogen-- 4.11% 
Nitrogen—. 14.28% 
Oxygen 	 57.11% 

Characteristics: 
colorless explosive compound. It will datwiate when 

subjected to a temperature of 237 00 for five seconds. It, 
sensitivity to impi.iA and its power are less throe those of 
nitroglycerin; it is, however, more powerful than TNT. D1N 
is extremely stable, much more so than nitroglycerin. When 
free of acid, it can withstand storage for long periods of 
time at ordinary tem:leretures without changer. DS ON has a 
high volatility and it will impart this chareotcriotio to 
explosive compoetiona of which it is awingrodient. 
Hewer, it has the advantage of cooling the temperature of 
explosion of explosive compositions, and thereby reducing 
gun barrel erosion. 

Manufactures 
aethylene glycol is r^actedvith mixed acid to precipitate 
DEGN. The separated DEGN is purified by washing (the purity 
of the product depending upon the purity of the ingredients). 

Uses% 
DEGN was used more or less extensively by Germany and Italy 
during World War II in propellant co positions of the 
double- and triple-base types, as a replacement for nitro-

.glycerin. The Soviet Union has also employed DEON in 
certain l ►topellant compositions, but not to any large extent. 

DEON 

DEPTH BOMB EXPLOSIVE 
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DITS:OickTING oiL 

DETONATING OIL • 

DIAZODINIMOPHENOL 

DIAZOL 

DIEriaLENEOLVIOL DINITRATE 

DINITAODIOLTOOL 

DINITROFITHILEMDIAYINE 

DINOL 

See NITROGLYCERIN 

See DIA? 

**41481. 

See ODNP 

See DEGN 

She DEON 

*MIMI 

See EDNA 

MO*** 

Bee DDNP 

4140.04 
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DONARITE 

DONARII 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	_Foreign  Nomemiature: 
None German: 	Donarit 

Composition: 
The following compositions ray be taken as$ representative: 

Donarite 1 	Donarite 
Gvlatin type rcieritzasPol 

*04 

**e 

*00 

14.0% 
2.0% 
2.0% 
0.5% 

1 	Donarite 2 
Powder?' t 	e 

Nitroglycerin 	  
1--a--N- 

5.0% 
6.0% 

	 .,0 

	

22.0% 	 

	

1.0% 	 
55.o% 	 

	

10.0% 	 
810% 	  

WilwommowW60 

UNOOMNwom 

WWWWwWW 

00.0.1.10-110 

--CO--G 

	  OS* 

	 0** 

• ,0 
eee 

84.0% 

3.0% 

*** 
**0 
9.0% 

**0 

Nitroglyuol 	 

	

 	0.8% 

	

 	0.2% 

Colloid Cotton------------- 
Ammonium Nitrate 	  
Sodium Nitrate 	  
Aromatic Nitrocompounds 	 

TNT 	  
DNT (liquid) 	  
Wood Meal 	  
DY'a 

WWWWWWW 

WWWWWWM 

00WWWWW 

WWWWWLMMIN 

Comments: 
Donarites are a group of German dynamite-type mining explosives. 
Donarite 1p listod above, was manufactured during World War II. 
Another type of &merits, containing 67-80% ammonium nitrate, 
12-25% TNT, 3-8% nitroglycerin, 0.2% nitrocellulose, and 4% 
vegetable meal, was manufactured for military purposes and 
was used as a grenade filler. Donarites currently being used 
are of uncertain composition. 

DOUBLE-BASE COLLOIDED 	 See DOUBLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT 
PROPELLANT 



LoaLal-BASE *Jr.:Kay:3S 
PROP 

 

Of 

 

DOUBLE-BAZE SMOKELESS 
PROPELLENT 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
SolvognITRFalent 

or Powder 
Double•Base Polder 	• 
Double-Base Colloided 
Propellant 

See also BALLISTITE, CORDITE, 
NITROCELLULOSE, NITRoOLYOWN, 
SHOMLESS PROPELLANT 

Foroirn 
---- Igal=7(ett8an 	alspanyag4 lgpor 

Russian: Nitroglitserinovyffe 
ctrokh 

Spanish: P6lvora de doble base 

Compositions  
Dogie•bese smokeless propellants usually contain nitro-
calulOss and nitroglycerin as the rr{ r. 	ingredients. 
They may consist of from 60 et 80% nitrocellulose and from 
20 to 40% nitroglycerin. In some cases, however, Ditr.:. 
glycerin is partially replaced by other argent ,' nitrate* 
having "ohs property of gelatinising nitrocell•lome. Stabilisers 
and other additives are usually included to achieve desired 
results. 

Characteristic.: 
--"-IGUN:S17.4 propellants vary from olive to black in color and 

ars) manufactured in as maw forms, as single-base propellants, 
i.e., strips, flakes, spheres, pellets, tubes, and perforated 
cylindrical shapes. Double-base propellant, have greater 
potential than single-base propellants binause of the 
additional energy content available from nitroglycerin. 
Double-base propellants are lees hygroscopic than single-base 
types. Moreover, double-base propellents contain less solvent 
than single-bass types and therefore have a higher inherent 
ballistic stability. 

Manutictutts  
ouhle-base propellant@ are manufactured by one of two 

' processes, the "solvents process and the ffmonsolventu or 
usolventleses process. The solvent process is similar to 
that used for the manufacture of single-base smokeless 
propellants (sec entry), except that a mixture of ethanol 
and acetone is used as the solvent and the solvent recovery 
procedure is omitted because of the haserd involved in 
recovering solvents containing nitroglycerin. The non. 
solvent proms is used when the nitroglycerin and other 
colloiding agents constitute approximately 14 o1 the 
composition. In this ;stooges, wet nitrocellulose in mixed 
with nitroglycerin. The !stabiliser (centralite) 	...geAmd 
in and water remrved by centrifuge. The colloid is partially 
dried, and an: runcining ingredients are mixed in. Tii 
remaining water 1.2 removed by rolling. 
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DOUBLE-BASE SAOKM% 
PROPELLANT 

Uses! 
Before World War tI, double-,base propellants were limited to 
use in mortar and small arms annunitioa. Since then, they 
have been used in most types cf ammuniti ,:n, as 1:0.1 an in 
rocket propellant ceiwpositions. 

Comments:. 
propellants have replaced single-base propellants 

in many ammanitiop prpellant application;.. Thoy have the 
ad7ante of higher energy content and greater ear,e of 
stabilization. Since double-base pr.4;alants have a greater 
potential, a specified quantity of double-base propellant 
will give better ballistic results than an equal quantity 
of single-base propellant. 

The term "double-base colloided propellant" for double- hs3e 
smokeless propellant is coming into4noreasingly vide usage 
since it is more accurate in it9 descriPtion (these propellants 
are not entirely smokeless). 

DUNNITE 

414!*** 

.Seo Eli'LOSIVE D 

***** 

DUOBEL 	 See FERMISLMLE EXPLOSIVE 

DYNAMITE 

Alternate Nomenclatures 
Sec ComnienTs-Tel3w 

See also ASTRALITE, DONARITE, 
=AMON, NITROGLYCERIN, aad specific 
types listed under Composition 
below. 

goiiejmNomsnclatures 
French: 	Dynamite 
German: 	Dynamit, Spremstoff 
Hungarians Dinamit 
Italian: Dinamit:" 
Japanese: Kaiyaku 
Russians Dinamit 
Spanish: Clsmita 

German Oynamtcest OELATINE-DYNAMIT, 
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DYNANCTE 

gelatin dynamite; 
ObISDINAMIT,guhr 
dynamite; SICHER-
HEITSDYNAMIT, 
safety dynamite; 
SPREAGOELATINE, 
biastir.g gelatin. 

Japanese dynamites (trade 
names of the Nippon Oils 
and Fats Co., Ltd.;: 
MATSU, blasting gelatin; 
SAKURA NO. - 14 NO. 2, 
gelatin; KIRI NOS« 1, 
2, 3, SHIN-XIRI , afamlnift 
gelatin; TAKE NOS. 1, 
2, 8c3s  MAKI, special 
ammonia gelatin; SHIN. 
MORYOKU, ammonia explosive; 
SHIRAUMEs  TOKULHIRAUME 
NOS. 1 & is  permissible 
gelatin; SHOAN, SHIN.. 
TONU-SHORN, permissible 
ammonia dynamite; 
L-SHOAN s  low density 
p^rmissible dynamite; 
NO-SHOAN HAKUYAKU s  SHOAN 
HAIMAKU NOEL 71(9! Prilt  
permissible ammonium • 
nitrate explosive. 

Soviet dynamites. GRIMUCHII 
STUMP, blasting gelatin; 

gelrtinised 
nitroglycerin; PLASTIC/MX= 
DIN !IT, plastic dynAmite. 

sites except military dynamite contain nitroglycerin 
plus varying combinations of absorbent materials oxidisers, 
antacids, and freesing.point &pram:ants. Dynamites can be 
grouped into the basic types listed below. 

Blasting Gelatin 
Gelatin Dynamitr 
Low-Tressirg ati Non Pressing Dynamites 
Military Dyr,...mic 
Permissible Exr:Weivs 
Straight Elmardis 

For the composition %." each type s  see individual entries. 



IN ?!'MITE 

Characteristics: 
For specific characteristics, see entries for the types 
li-bed under Composition above. In general, dynamites are 
sensitive to shock, friction, and heat, unless desensitized 
by inert materials which, in turn, reduce explosivf; power. 
However, dynamites are no', as sensitive to moderate shoekS 
as nitroglycerin, and are carer to handle and transport. 

Manufacture: 
For specific processes, see entries for the types listed 
under Comoosition above., The manufacturing processes normally 
invelve simply a mechanical mixing of the nitroglycerin 
with the other ingredients. 

Uses: 
Dynamites are used universally for blasting operat;.cne both 
above-. and below-ground, and underwater. The spacific types 
listed under Composition  above are used to acccmplish specified 
blasting operations. Wr example, the blasting of soft 
rock or earth is achieved with a straight ammonia dynamite 
because of the explosive's great heaving force and relatively 
low rate of detonation; the blasting of hard tough rock 
is achieved through a gelatin dynamite, which has a low 
heaving force but a high rate of detonation. 

Comments: 
term "dynamite" has both a general and a specific meaning* 

As a general term it is tsed to refer to all the mixtures 
listed under Composition  above. As a specific term, it is 
used as an alternate reference to straight dynamites. 

Military blasting operations usually utilize the same types of 
dynamites as commercial operations. However, military dynamite 
has been designed for certain blasting and demolition work 
(set entry). 

Recently, a trend has developed in the United States leading 
sway from nitroglycerin explosives to cheaper blastiug 
explosives such as those based on ammonium nitrate. 

***** 

DYNAMITE NO. 1 
	

See STRAIGHT DYNAMITE 

**K4* 
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DNA.141TE WITH ACTIVE BASS 

DYNAMITE WITH ACTIVE BASE 

DYNAMITE WITH INACTIVE BASE 

DYNAMON 

Alternate  Nomenclature: 
None 

See STRAIGHT DYNAMITE 

See STRAIGHT DYNAMITE 

*14-#4141 

impaition: 
Dynamon, as originally made in Austria:  had the following 
compositions: 

. 	
Wetterlynamon  

Ammonium Nitrate-- 	 
n 

7 to 8% ----- 	 9 
Red Charcoal 	  22 to 13% ------------ 4% 
Potassium Nitrate 	...   2% 

The present compositions, as used in the Soviet Bloc, are as 
follows* 

Ammonium Nitrate 	 89% 	 .■■ 90% 
Peat 	  11% MIME,   

	

III • • 
Vegetable Meal - 	MINNIPM■ OWIMPOOMMI 

Characteristics: 
Dynamons are very stable in storage. They are more powerful 
than straight.4mam5tes„ to which they are closely related. 

Uses: 
Dynamons are used by the Soviet Bloc for hard ore blasting 
and for excavating. They are no longer used in western 
Europe. 
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E. C. PCWDER 

E. U. POWDER 

AltornaL Nomenclature: 
Bulk Powder 

Nitrocellulose (13.2% N)----- 80% 
Barium ntrata 	  8% 
Potassium Nitrate 	 8% 
Starch 	  3% 
Aurine Nye-----_---._r..---,...r 0.25% 
niphenylemin.7 	  0.75% 

Characteristics: 
B. C. powder is an orange or pink, coarse sand textured explosive. 
It will detonate when subjected to a temperature of 200°C foY 
five seconds. When dry it reacts slightly -fit;. crpper, 
magresiuml  magnesium-aluminum Alloy, and mild steel plated 
with copper or zinc. When wet it severely attacks copper, 
brass :  magnesium, magnesium...iluminum alloy, mild steel, mild 
steel coated with acid-proof black paint, and .mild steel 
plated with copper s - cadmium, nickel, or zinc. E. C. powder 
absorbs moisture readily and therefore must be protected 
from the atmosphere. It is sensitive to friction s  shocks  
and heat. It bui.ne extremely rapidly in the open, but detonates 
if confined. It is, therefore, sufficiently sensitive to be 
used as a high explosive as well as a propellant. It is 
usually exploded by flame from a primer or fuze. 

Uses: 
E. C. powder was user:, at one time as a bursting charge in 
fragmentation hand grenades. It is now used in shotgun 
shells and blank ammunition. Its burning rate prevents its 
use as a standard military propellant. 

Comments: 
----75; name HE, C. powder!' is an abbreviation for Explosives 

Company Powder since it was invented by the Explosives 
Company at Stowmarket in England. It was one of the first 
nitrocellulose compositions to be developed. 



EURASITE 

ECRASITE 

Alternate  Nomer^lature: 
Abnuonium Cressylate 

Foreif.n Nomenclature: 
French: • Ecrasite 
German: 	Ekrasit 
Hu. garian: Ekrasit 

Ecrasite 
Russian: —  Ekrazit 
Spanish: Ecrasita 

Composition: 
C6H.CR,(NO2),ONN4 or C7H8N401 -- chemical compound containing 
the following percentages by weight of the dlcmants: 
Carbon 	 32.31% 
Hydrogen 	 3.10% 
Nitrogen 	 21.54% 
Oxygen-r 	 43.05% 

Characteristics: 
Ecrasite is a high explosive closely related to picric acid. 
It is highly stable and only slightly sensitive to impact. 
It is twice as powerful as dynamite, but its detonation 
is difficult to initiate. 

Uses: 
Ecrasite is now rarely used as an explosive. It was formerly 
used as a bursting charge, especially by Austria. It is still 
used by the Soviet Bloc to a very limited extent. 

EDNA 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
Ethyl;gainitramine 
Dinitroethylenediamine 
Haleite 

Co osiUont 
C 2 2 (NH) 2(NO2) 2  or C2H6Nh04 	chemical compound containing 

the following percentages by .  weight of the elements: 
Carbon 	 16.00% 
Hydrogen--.7 4.03% 
Nitrogen 	 37.33% 
Oxygen 	 112.64% 
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Characteristics: 
EDNA is a white to buff, press-loaded explosive inciting with 
dea7vosition at 177.3 00. It mill deti:aate when subjected to 
a temperature of 1690C for five seconds. Dry EDNA will not 
react with rost metals; in the presence of moisture, however, 
it will react. with brass, c ,:dmium, copper, nickel, nild steel, 
and zinc. It is virtually ronhygroscopic, andorbia6 only 0.01% 
noistur#:. when in an atmosphere of 90% relative humidity at 
30°C. .DNA Is less sensitive to impact than tetryl but 
more .sensitive than TNT; it is somel'..:::t/less sensitive to 
initiation than tetryl. It is more brisant than tetryl. 
Although EDNA is lass stable than tetryl, it, has been 
stored for five months at 65°C and for 30 months at 50°C 
without any trace of instability. 

Manufacturo:  
Ethyleneurea is reacted with either concentrat ed aitric 
acid or nixed acid to yield dinitroethyleneurei. The 
diritrocthyl:rsolre'A is filtered out of the mother liquor, 
washed, and mixed with seven tines its weight of water, 
This is boiled until the evolution of carbolt dioxide gas 
stops. The resulting EDNA, gathered by filtration, is 
washed and dried. 

Uses: • 
EnNk 	!+pen used as both a bursting charge atd an 
ingredient of ednatol (Bee entry). 

Comnents: 
he sensitivity of EnNA precludas itr use as a st'ndard 

military bursting charge. It is useful chiefly as an 
ingredient for ednatol (see entry). . 

itit44-11* 

EDNATOL 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

gE2214119/11 ' 
ED A -- 	 

  

60% r  55% 
40% 	45% 
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Er.EfATOL 

Characteristics: 
Ednatol is a dirty whits to buff, cast-loaded explosive which 
melts at 80°C (5/45 type). Ednatol 55/145 will tiuLonste when 
subjected to a temperature of 190 00 for five seconds. When 
drys  it is slightly corrosive to copper, mild steel, and 
zinc: When dnmp, it is much more corrosive to these metals, 
and also corrc AS cadmium and nickel. Ednatol is practically 
nonhygroscopic. Its sensitivity to impact 
is greater than that of TNT and less than that of EDNA. It 
will not detonate when hit by a rifle bullet, although it 
will occasionally ignite. Ednatol 60/40 is 11 more powerful 
than TNT; ednatol 55/45 is 20% more powerful than TNT. 
Ednatolls stability is equal to that of EDNA at temperatures 
up to 100°C. However, it becomes unstable at higher 
temperatures, and at 120°C it is considerably less stable 
than EDNA. 

Manufacture: 
t]13 heated to about 1000C and melted.. Wet EDNA is slowly 
added and the mixture is stirred and heated. until all moisture 
riaz been removed. The mixture is then cooled to about 850C 
to make it suitable for pour iiig. 

Uses: 
Ednatol can be used as a bursting charge in shell and bombs. 
Although it has been standardized in the United States, it 
has not yet been used to any great extant. 

ENNAYAKU 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
 None 

Foreign Nomenclature:  
The entry is given in the? 
Japanese nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 

Composition:  
Potassium Chlorate---- 80% 
Mononitrotoluene 	 15% 
Castor Bean Oil 	 5% 

Comments:  
Ennayaku is ,Japanese explosive composition -4hich 4as 
used during WoYld War II an a bursting charge :  probably 
for grenades vd mortar shells. 
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MOYAKU 

ENTOYAKU 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

Foreign Nomenclature: 
The entry is given is.: the 
Japanese nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 

.=.:4:r....•■•••■•swroo 
Potassium Chlorate - - 80% 
Dinitrotoluene--•-•--- 16% 
Castor Oil Bean 	 4% 

Comments:  
• 	Entoyaku is a Japanese explosive composition which was 

used during World War II as a bursting charge for gr:made:1 
and mortar shells, and in demolition chargcs. 

ETHYL PICRATE 
	

See TNPH 

***** 

ETHYLENEDIAMINE DINITRATE 
	

Sec SO 

EXPLOSIVE D 
	

See also also AROMATIC NITRO COMPOUNDS 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Forge Nomenclature: 
Ammonium Picrate 	 French: 	Picrate d'ammoniaque 
Ammonium Trinitrophenolate 	German: 	Ammoniumpilsat 
Dunnite 	 Hungarian: Dunnit robban6anyag 
See Comments below 	 Italian: Picrato ammonico 

Russian: Pikwit ammonia, 
Pikrinovolyi ammonii 

Sr apish- Picrato Amonioo 

Co osition: 
6:1,717A4(NO2)3 or C6H6N407 -- chemical. ca ,c ...ad containing 
the foh4owing percentages by weight of the nlemonts: 
Carbon- 	 29.28% 
HydN.on---- 2.46% 
Nitrorn.... 22.76% 
04gen ,  ---- 45.50% 



EXPD3SIVS D 

Characteristics:— 
-- Explosive D is a yellow to orange s  press-loaded explosive. 

It will detonate when subjecteA to a temperature of 318°C 
for five seconds; it will not melt. It does not react with 
metals when dry; when wet, however, explosive D will 
react to form sensitive metallic picrates. The presence 
of small traces or these picrates in the explosive nay 
lower the detoAtion temperature. Explosive D is somewhat 
hygroscopic, absorbing over 5% by ..•aight of 	during 
storage in a moisture-sa .terated atmosphere. It is insen-
sitive to friction and shock; the presence of moisture 
reduces sensitivity to initiation. Explosive D is less 
sensitive than TNT. 

Manufacture: 
The manufacturing process is extremely eimple. Explosive b 
crystallizes out of a cooling solution of picric acid and 
hot water neutralized with aqueous ammonia. The precipitate 
is dried at 450C, and then is screened and packed. 

Dees: 
Explosive D is used as the bursting charge in armor-piercing 
shells. It is alio coming into widespread use as the 
organic feel in composite propellants (see entry). It has 
also been used to some extent in France, mixed with potassium 
nitrate, as a propellant. 

Comm ants: 
Wel insensitivity of explosive D to shock .and friction makes 
it an excellent bursting charge for armor-piercing projectiles 
since it will not detonate upon impact. In other respects. 
however, it is inferior as a high explosive to TNT. 

The term "explosive D" originally was given to ammonium 
picrate in order to keep the explosive composition eecret, 
the "D" standing for Dunn, the name of ito proponent. The 
explosive was called unofficially Dunnite. At present, 
the term "explosive D" is in general usages  and "Dunnites 
is only rarely used. 

***** 

EXPLOSIVE OIL 
	

See NITROGLYCERIN 

***** 

EXTRA DYNAMITE 
	

See STRAIGHT DYNAMITE 

4H1-11-101 
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FLfZIILESS 	5I..10a•- 
LESS CaiPOSITIONS 

FLASHLESS AND SMELIESE 	See also SINGLE-BASE SMOKELESS 
COMPOSITIONS 	 PROPELLANT 	• 

Alternate Nomenclature:  
rnau / 	 TIOrthygrOSCOpie) 
and NH (nonhygroecopic) 

Comments:  
For Characteristics and Manufacture see SINGLE-BASE SMOKI1ESS 
PROPELLANT«. Fleshless and smokgnss compositions are a • 
cla9s of single-base propellants used chiefly in artillery 
ammunition. Standard. U.S. compositions include M-1 0  M-31  

M-6, M-10, Y-12, and M-l4 types. Ingredients vary, 
but all contain nitrocellulose plus nitrotoluene and other 
materials. They are not truly nonhygroscopic, but are 
much less hygroscopic than pyrocellulooe propellants. 

FNH (fleshless, nonhygroscopic) See FLASHLESS AND SMOKELESS 
COMPOSITIONS 

FRENCH MIXTURE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Foreign Nomenclature: 
hA .7.277177,477;n in the 	Russian: FrAntsuzskaya smeal 
English equivalent of tbs 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no corresponding U.S. 
explosive. 

Composition= 
Picric Acid- 	 809 
Dinitronaphthalene 	 20% 

Comments: 
French mixture is a Aoviet composition which has been tweAti 
to fill artillery ammunition, boubs, antitank mines, And 
for demolition charges. 

***** 

FULMINATE OF MG,.CIRY 
	

See MERCURIC FULhINATE 

***** 
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CFM-COALT.TE 

GEL-COALITE See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

See also DYNAMITE 

arsimNomenclaturo: 
British: gelignite 
French: 	Gillatine-dynamito, 

nitrogiclatine 
German: 	Gelatinedynamit, 

hitrogelatine 
Hungarian: Nitrozselatinos dinamit, 

gelignit 
Italian: Gelatina-dinamite, 

nitrogelatina 
Japanese: SAKURA NOS. 1 de 2 (trade 

name of Nippon Oils and 
Fats Co., Ltd.) 

Russian: Griautin, studenistyi 
dinamit 

Spanish: Gelatins dinsmita, 
nitrogelatina 

GELATIN DYNAMITE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
Nitrogelatln 
Nitrogelin 

gepsition: 
GeTain dynamites consist of blasting gelatin (sea entry) to 
which wood meal and sodium or potassium nitrates (saltpeter:) 
have been added. They also may contain ammonium nitrate (in 
which case they are called "amionia gelatin dynamites') ani 
aromatic nitro compounds. Gelatin dynamites normally have a 
lower nitrocellulose content than blasting gelatins and thus 
are often spoken of as being "thinner's or softer gelatins. 
The following compositions have been used in the United Stat,,,s 

Strength 
6c0/ 	1 

Nitroglyterin 	 2 	--20%--3 . --42........4 .0Z-6:40%.-65:04 
0 	 1.0 

Hitrocellause 	 0.7%-- 0.9%-- 1.0%-- .....5,..- 1.7%-- 1.9%-- 2.4% 
Sodium Ni.r“s- 	 62.3%.58.1%,..52.0%.4›.5?---142.3%--38.1%. •29.6% 
Combustible Material- 13.0%--12.0%--13.0%--10.C%-- 9.0%. 9.0%. 7.0% 
Calcium Cartmate---- 1.0%-- 1.0%-- 1.0%-- 1.0%-- 1.0%-- 1.0%-- 1.0% 



GELATIN DY17/11 ,11TE 

Characteristics!  
Gelatin dynamites are plastic and `cohesive; they may be 
Shaped and kncadod as desired. They may or may not be hygro-
scopic: depending upon the types and quantities of ingredients. 
Exposure to moisture-laden atmosphere has caused difficulties 
because of the hygroscopicity of sodium nitrate and ammonium 
nitrate. Gelatin dynamites eatended for tropical climates, 
therefore, usually contain peeaesium nitrate, which is more 
expensiv' than sodium nitrate but nOnhygrOoCOpic. Ammonium 
nitrate content, however, is desirable in some gelatin 
dynamites because of the particularly nign strength it iblearts 
to explosive mixtures. These ammonia gelatin dynamites are 
extremely bygroscopia and require soeciel waterproof packing. 
Gelatin dynamites are about as sensitive to shock as blasting 
gelatin and guhr dynamites. This sensitivity, however, varies 
depending upon ingredients. For example, potassium perchiorate 
will raise shock sensitivity while aromatic nitro compounds 
(see below) mill depress this sekisitivity. Moist gelatin 
dynamites are less zensitive to shock than the dry material. 
Sensitivity to initiation varies with nitrocellulose content. 
Gelatin dynamites with a relatively high nitrocellulose 
content require a strong blasting cap ior detonation while 
those with a low nitrocellulose content can be detonated 
with t weak blasting cap. Long periods of storage may 
decrease sensitivity to initiation. 

Under wartime conditions when glycerin has been in short 
supply, the nitroglycerin content in gelatin dynamites 
has teen reduced to a low of 18%. Since such a composition 
contains relatively little "nitroglycerin•gelatin," it 
rust be extended by tho addition of aromatic nitro compounds 
such as TNT and dinitotolueLe, which partially dissolve 
in warm nitroglycerin but only desensitize it very little. 
When the compound cools, Ise nitro compound tends to crystallize 
out of solution and add its own characteristics to those 
of straight nitroglycerin. 

Manufactures  
The "dope" which is made up of both the oxidizing agents 
(nitrates or percblorates) and combustible mater ale (wood 
moal, cereal meal, charcoal, etc.), must be in as finely 
pulverized a state as possible. Accordingly, each ingredient 
must be ground to a fine consistency. The mixing and 
gelatinization processes are identical to those described 
for blasting gelatin (see entry), and are conducted wAin the 
Name equipment. 

Utost 
Gel stir. dynamites are used for rook bin.e-el .end underwater 
blae,r; operations. The ammonia go'intin cnamites s  doepi%e 
their 'trength, are not suitable for hard ore or rock bleating 
because of their lower velocity of detenation and lower 
density. 
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GELOBEL 

GELOBEL 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

*Hi** 

GLUCOSE PENTANITRATE 	 See SUGAR NITRATE 

*X*** 

GLICFRIL TRINITRATE 	 See NITROGLYCERIN 

GREMUCHE-RTUTNAYA 

Alternate Nomenclature: Foreisa Nomenci store:  
Theentry graven in the 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 
The literal translation of 
the term is "of mercuric 
fulminate." 

Comments: 
Gremuche-rtutnaya le a Soviet detonating cap cnmposition 
consisting solely of mercurLz fulmillate s  usliAlly in 
0.2-gram charges. 

GRENITE 	 See also NITAOSTARCH 

Alternate Nomenclvtures 	Foreign Nomenclatural 
done 	 None 

Comosition: 
Granite is a nitrostarch explosive whose composition varies 
according to the manufacturer and the prodact's and use. 
The composition listed below gives the input limits for 
each ingredient: 

Not less than 	Not more thrtn 
Nitrostarch— ---- 95.50% 	 98.20 
Petroleum 0i2 0.75% 	 2.00% 
Gum Arabic-------- 0.70  	2.00% 
Moisture 	 , t ,  	1.00% 
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GRENITE 

Charectcristits: 
Grenite appears as small white, hard granules. It is not 
simnificantly hygroccopie.. It is less sensitive than 
straight nitrostarch. Tetroleum ingredients reduce somewhat 
the sensitivity of straight nitrostarCh. 

• 
Manufacture:  

Grenii,e is orepared by, spraying dry,nitrostarch with a 
soluti„m of the binding materials wine agitating the 

. mixture. The product is dried and 	to proper 
Bisbee' 

Uses: 
Granite has been used only in grenades since it is too 
sensitive to sstoack for u5s in projectiles. 

Comments: 
in  As n the case of Trojan explosives (see entry), nitrostarch 

is now rarely used for military purposes except for 
traintsg requirements. 

-X-111-1141* 

Guan NITRAmINE 	 See MITROCUANIDINE 

*4-3441-* 

GUHR DYNAMITE 	 See STRAIGHT LINAKITE 

41114HHI 
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GUNCOTTON 

GUNCOTTON 	 See also NITROCULULOSE, SINGLE-BASE 
MOKEIESS PR OPELLMT 

Alternate  Nomenclature: 
None 

Foreign Nomenclature: 
Coton-collodion, 

coton-nitr4, eoton-
poudre, fnlmicoton 

German: 	Koliodiumvolle, 
nitrozellulosepulver s 

 schiessbaumwolles 
 soMczowolle 

Hungarian: L8gyapot 
Italian: rulmicotone, cotone 

fulminante 
Russian: Pirokailin, khlop- 

chatobtnnaztayy 
porokh / 

Spanish: Algod6n polvora 

CAoposition: 
Uncolloided Nitrocellulose - 
Moisture 	  

87% 
13% 

Characteristics: 
Guncotton 18 a white explosive material. It will ignite 
when subjected to a temperature of from 195°  to 200°C for 
five seconds. It is nonreactive with metals. It is about 
98Z as strong as TNT. When dry it is 19% stronger than 
TNT. Like other single-base propellants, it is hygroscopic 
and unstable. 30% moisture t..11 prevont ignition. it ie 
about as sensitive as TNT. Dry, it is about as sensitive 
as PETN. See NITROCELLULOSE and SINGLE-BASE SMOKELESS 
PROPELLANT for other characteristics. 

Manufacture:  
See NITROCELLULOSE and SINGLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT. 

Uses: 
Guncotton is commonly used as a propellant, rarely as a 
demolition agent. 

Comments: , -lig term nguncottonu is commonly applied to forms of 
nitrocellulose containing 13% or more nitrogen. 

40141-3141 



HAISTIOTOYLZU 

HAISHOKUYAKU 

Alternate Nomenclature: --_°Non© 
ForeieNomerrlat=j: 

The entry is given in the 
Japanese nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 

Compositions 
Anmoniv ?archlorate----- 
	 i7.4% 

Silicon Carbide 	 1,5% 
Paraffin 	  4,5% 

Comments:  
Haisnokuvaku is a Japanese explosive composition which was 
used during Worldlier II in demolition blocks. 

41-101-X-11. 

UALEIT2 	 Scs EDNA 

*if* 

frApRTeTTE 	 Srle CCCOSITION O-4 

***** 

HBX-1 	 See TORPEX 

41488H1 

HERCOGEL A and HERCOGEL 2 	See PERHISSYBLE EXPLOSIVE 

HEXAMBE 	 See HEXITE 



MANTIS 

REUNITE 

	

Alternate NomonfAaturea 	Lgssiga Nomenclature: 
Nene 	 German: 	Hexa, Novit 

Composition: 
—esTelle3 	 40% 
TNT---. 	 60% 

Characteristics: 
ga3M-Crfif only slightly superior to TNT with respect 
to brisance and power, and is comparable to TNT with 
respect to sensitivity and stability. It does not react 
with metals. 

Uses: 
Hexanite was used by Germany during World War II aa a 
bursting charge in mines, torpedoes, and depth charges. 

Comments: 
-----Ramnite has been used chiefly as a substitute for TNT. 

It does not offer any significant advantages other than 
len- ming the demand for TNT. 

4H140.4141 

REUNITE, ALUMINIZED 

Alternate Nomenclatures 
None 

Pose410 Nomenclature: 
German: 701reeswolle 18, 

TSMV 1-101 

Uomposition: 
60% 

He3dte  24% 
Aluminum, Powdered—. 16% 

Comments: 
Aluminized hexenite was used extensively by the Germans during 
World War II as the main bursting charge in torpedo warheads. 
Its blast effect is greater than thet of tritonal. 

414H4** 

VAANITRODTPHVYLAI•III;; 
	

See HEXITE 

***** 
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nhZIL 

HUM 	 See HaITE 

4H1-11-101 

HEXITE 

Alternate N menclatural 
• 40* 5616A-  

Hexanitrodiphen,ylamine 
Hexil 

bon Appendix I for additional uses. 

11g644,i . 

c osition: 
0 C6H2NHC6H20102)3  or Ci2H97012 -- chemical compound 

containing the followIng percentages by weight of the elements: 
Carbon . ' 	 32.81% 
Hydrogen-- 1.15% 
Nitrogen---- 22.33% 
Oxygen------ 43.71% 

Characteristics: 
-----Exite appears as yellow to brownish yellow crystals. It 

molts at from 2400  to 245°C. It is similar to tetryl in 
sensitivity and brisanee l  and is very stable. 

Manufacture: 
Aniline is condensed through the addition of dinitrocblor-
benzene. The resulting dinitroPenylamine is nitrated to 
form the hexanitro compound. 

Uses: 
Hexite was used extousively by Germany during World War II 
as a booster, and, rarely, as a bursting charge 

H!4X (beta-typo) 

Alternate . Nomenclatures 
Cyclotetramethylsnetetranitramine 
Homocyolonite 
Tetranitrotetrasacle-octane 

ElE2211441! 4 6.808 	chemical compound containiv.i, 	following per- 
mtrvs by weight of the elements: 16.2% 

Hydrogen-- 2.7% 
Nitrogen---- 37.9% 
Oxygen--.--- 43.2% 
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TINY. (beta Type) 

Characteristics: 
Ha is a white explosive material which melt' at frog! 273 
to 280°C (depending upon the m.ethod of measurement). It will 
explode when subjected to a temperature of 327 00 for five 
seconds. }IMX occurs as an impurity or by-product in the 
manufacture of cycIonite (see entry). It is very similar 
to cyclonite in sensitivity. brisance, and strength, but 
is somewhat 1 ss powerftl than its parent explosive. EMX 

7.-TA7 nnri 5% relative 

Comments: 
Brixhas not been used alone as an explosive to any great 

extent. It may, however, see increasing usage in booster 
applications. 

HOMOCYCLONITE 

INCENDIARY COMPOSITIONS 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

• 
Composition: 

Examples of typical incendiary compositions are given below: 

50/50 Magnesium-Aluminum Alloy  	48.0% ----- 48.0% 
Barium Nitrate 	  50.5% 	 50.5% 
Linseed Oil- 	  1.5% 	 006 

Asphaltum-- 	  1.5% 

Comments: 
------/E7Cendiary compositions must be sensitive t", the force of 

impact of the projectiles which carry them but must be 
Kunsan sitive to the force of setback. They ere chmmicele 
which ignite at the bursting of the projectile, and undergo 
burning rather than detonation. Such compositions are tven 
less sensitive to impact than the least sensitive of the 
standard high explosives and have relatively high explosion 
temperatures (5850C). 
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INDEPENDENT (series) 

G6L-A 

JUDSON POWDER 

K-1 MIXTURE 

Set: PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

58144-Wif 

Sea PERMISSIBLE EYPLOSIVA 

See STRAIGHT DYNAMITE 

4H14141* 

Alternate  Nomenclaturet 	Emilia Nomenclatures 
The entry is given in the 	Russian, K4-splav 
English equivalent of the 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no corresponding U.S. 
oxplosives 

Compositiont  
TNT-- 	 70% 
Dinitrobenzene 	 JOi 

Characteristics: 
is leas brisant than TNT, but it is still too 

briaant for effective fragmentation of cast iron containers; 
it will shatter the container into fragments too smell to 
be of much use. To reduce this high brisance, long blocks 
of leas brisant -!explosives such as sohneiderto have be= 
inserted into K-1 mixture with favorable results. K-1 
mixture is a toxic explosive, and is therefore becoming 
obsolete. 

Usest 
K-1 mixture has been used by the Soviet Union as a bursting 
charge in some cast iron land mince. It is being replac...: 
by K-2 mixture (ve =try). 
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K-2 MIXTURE 

K-2 MIXTURE 

Alternate  Nomenclatare: 	Foreign Nomenclature: 
The entry is given in the 	Rupsin 	K-2 splay 

Engl!.sh equivalent of the 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no corrosponding U.S. 
explosive. 

Col position- 
	 80.% 

Trinitronaphthalene 	 20% 

Comments:  
K-2 mixture has been used by the Soviet Union as a uur;,;ting 
charge in cast iron land mines. It is replacing K-1 mixture 
(see entry) because of the lower toxicity of K-2 mixture. 

KALIIALMATRIT NO. 55 	See also ALMATRITE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
	Foreign Nomenclature:  

None 
	 The entry is given in the 

Russian nomenclature; there 
e no English equivalent. 

Composition:  
Poi,assium 	 bb, 
Combustible 	 -- 12% (containing 5% vaselines  30% paraffins  

65% rosin) 

Comments: 
Kaliialmatrit no. 55 is a Russian commercial explosive 
of the almatrite class. It has a brisance lower than 
that of TNT. 

4i.g-114H1 
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MUIR 

KDNBF 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
--- rotassium Dinitrobenzfuroxan 

Compositions 
(304 4°' -- chemical compound containing the following 
percen: Lges by weight of the element!: Carbon 	 27.3% 

..,.> i4 • •. 	 'dysrogen-----Wie,i 
Nitrogen 	 21.tv% 
Oxygen 	 36.3% 
Potassium 	 14.8% 

Characteristics: 
KDNBF is an orange to brown, press-loaded explosive with a 
melting point of 210PC. It will explode when subje•:ted to a 
temperature of 250°C for five seconds. KDKBF 16 exiremiely 
sensitive to impact. It is only slightly hygroscopic and is 
stable in storage (less than 0.1% of the material is lost 
when it is subjected to 1000C temperatures for four days). 

Manufactures 
-----XlEilIne sodium hypoeblorite is reacted with benzfuroxan. 

The latter is dissolved in concentrated sulfuric acid and 
nitrated with mixed acid. The resulting dinitrobenzfuroxan 
is neutralised with potassium bicarbonate. Treatment with 
hot water causes the KDNBF to crystallize out of solution. 

Uses : 

KINK is suitable for use as a primary high explosive. 

***** 

KING 	 See PERMISSIBLE ELTLOSIVE 

14:4131* 

KING NU-GEL 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

***** 

KING ETECIAL 	 See PFRMISCIKE &:PLOSIVE 
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KOMBINIROVANNAYA AZIDO-TETRILOVAYA 

KORBINIROVANNAYA AZIDO.TITRILOVAYA 

Alternate Nomer:lature: 
None The entry is given in the 

Russian nomenclature; th‘xe 
no English equivalent. 

The literal translation of 
the term i3 "combined lead 
azide 

Composition:  
Lead .tide 	 0.15 to 0.20 gram top layer 
Tetryl 	 Up to 1.0 gram bottom layer 

Tetryl sometimes is replaced by PETN or cyclonite. 

Comments:  . 
Kombinirovannaya azido-tetrilovaya is a Soviet explosivs 
composition used in detonating caps. 

KOOKINIROVANNAYA-OREMUCHERTUTNG-TETRILOVAIA 

Altornate Nomenclature: 
 None 

&Elie Nomenclature* 
The entry is given in the 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 
The literal translation of 
the term is "combined 
mercuric fulminate and 
tetryl." 

Composition:  
Mercuric Fulminate—. 0.5 gram top layer 
Tetryl 	  Up to 1.0 gram bottom layer 

Tetryl sometimes is replaced by PETN or cyclonite. 

Comments: 
-----Eilinirovannaya-gremuchertutno-tetrilovaya is a Soviet 

explosive composition used in detonating caps. 

7° 



L-MIXTURE 

L-MIXTURE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	fagal  Nomenclatures 
The entry is in in the 	Russians L-spiav 
English equivalent of the 
Russian nomenclature; there 
is no corresponding U.S. 
explosive. 

Camitions 
TNT- 
Trinitroxylene----- 5% 

Characteristics: 
L-mixture is as sensitive to impact as TNT. It is t  however, 
easier to detonate and requires a much smaller bonstn charge 
than does TNT. A booster is unnecessary if a strong detonator 
is used. 

Uses: 
L-mixture is a Soviet explosive composition which has been 
used for cast-loaded antitank mines and in demolition 
blocks. 

L. ST. 

LACTOSEIDUANITRATE 

LDNR 

*it*** 

See LEAD STYPHNATE 

*is*** 

See SUGAR NITRATE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
Lead Dinitroresorcinate 

Co osition? 
Pb WiR2N206 -- chemical compound contain: ,g he following 
perce-tiges by weight of the elements! Lead 	 51.14; 

Carbon 	 

Nitrogen- 	 
Oxygen— 	 

174% 
0.5% 
6.9% 

23.7% 



Characteristics: 
LUNA is a red or yellow, press-loaded explosivp material. 
It will explode when subjected to a temperature of 265°C 
for five seconds. It is only slightly hygroscopic. It is 
considerably more sensitive to inroact than Tn. 

mpflufncture: 
Dinitrosorese: zinol )  prepared by treating resorcinol with 
nitro= acid, is oxidized to dinitroresorell A sell!tion 

tho dinitr=c:oroinol and oodlum carbonate lo coPbiaed with 
a lend nitrate eolution. The precipitate is filtered and 
washed thoroughly. 

uses: 
LDNR has been used in electric detonators. 

4.10141-* 

LEAD AZIDE 	 See also =DES 

Alternate  NomsadEW1 	Forel Nomenclature: 
tuna 	 eigi------7-rio.r ure de plomb s  

nitrure de plomb 
Germans 	Bleiasid 
Italians Aoido di piombos  

asoimido di piombo 
Japanese: Ohikka namari (Army) s  

chikkeen (Navy) 
Russian: Asid evintea 
Spanish: Acido do plomo s  

nitryro de plomo 

Composition:  
PbcffiT2 .- chemical compound containing the folloming 
percentages by weight of the elements: Lead-•.•.... 71,114 

Nitrogen-.-- 28.6$% 

Oharacti tics: 
--re* as e is a white to buff, press.loaded explosive material. 

It will not melt s  but decomposes instead. It will explode 
when subjected to a temperature of 34000 for five seconds, 
and may detonate sponteneously at aw tempereture if crystals 
ors over one millimeter in length. Lead amid* contains no 
avian mid dtkoonation involves no combustion. Dry'lead aside 
doer nbt Affect metals; moist lead aside corA:A.:4!% sine and 
copper raplily s  and with copper forms the extremely sensitive 
and dange^vus compound copper aside. Unlike merraio fulminate s 

 lead aside, gcnnot easily be dead-pressed. It i6 antirelr 
stable and only slightly hygrosoopio! it will not docompose 
during prolon4-i periods of storage at moderately high 
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• LFAD AZIDE 

temperatures* Lead azide is extremely sensitive to shock, 
friotion, and heat. This sensitivity increases rapidly as 
crystal size increases to a point where spontaneous detonation 
may occur. Ordinarily lead azide is stored under water, 
although such storage of ;-:treated lead azide may actmllx 
increase sensitivity since water may incveas crystal size. 
For thiS reason, lead azide intended for long-teem storage 
under Alter is usually dextrinated to permit safe storrIgs. 

Manufacture: 
Lead azide, because of its sensitivity, is manufactured 
in small quantities, normally 300 grams of product. Sodium 
at de is prepared by treating sodamide (,produced by inter-
action of sodium and aqueous ammonia) with nitrous oxide. 
The sodium azide is then reacted with lead acetate or 
lead nitrate, to produce lead c.zide as a white plieuipitate. 

Uses: 
Lead azide is used in pricers and detonators. Since in 
pressed form iv dabonates less readily than in free form, 
leaciaZidefor detonating caps End primer::: is coated with a 
layer of sensitizer to initiate its detonation. 

Comments: 
Lead azide is more efficient than mercuric fulminate, and is 
now used for many applications formerly filled by mercuric 
fulminate. 

LEAD DINITRORMORCINATE 	 See LDNR 

LEAD STYPENATL 

Alternate Nomenclature: 

Lead Trinitroresorcinate 

Foreign Nomenclature: 
French: 	Trinitroresew-inate 

de plomb 
German: 	Bleitenitroresorzin:G 
Italian: Stifnato di piombo, 

trinitroresorcinato 
edpiombo 

Russian: 	..:•fbat 
trinitroreaortsinat 
svintsa, TNRS 

Spanish: Trinitroresorcina 
plomada 



LE -D STYPHNATE 

Comeoaitioel 
10206H(NO2)3 or PriC6HN308 -- chemical compound containing 
the following percentages by weight of the elcillent,u: 
Lead-------- 40.02% 
Carbon  16.00% 
Hydrogen-- 0.22% 
Nitrogen-- 9033% 
Oxygen  28.13% 

Characteristics:  
Lead styphnate is a reddish-brown, press loaded eAploeive 
which melts with explosive violence at 260° to 310°C. It 
will explode when subjected to a temperature of 282°C for 
five seconds. Lead styphnate is only slightly hygroscopic, it 
has a higher order of sensitivity than lead azide, but is 
a poor initiator; it cannot initiate the detonation of any 
of the military hig' explosives except PETN. 

Manufacture:  
Magnesium oxide is added to a stIspension of etyphnic acid 
in water, producing a solution of magnesium styphnate. This 
styphnate is mixed into a lead acetate solution. Dilute 
nitric acid is added after a precipitate is formed. The 
mixture is stirred and cooled until the lead . styphnaLe 
crystals are formed; this preclpitate is filtered, washed, 
and dried. 

Uses: 
. Lead styphnate is used as an ircredient of the priming 
layer used as a coating for lead azide detonating charges. 

LEAD TRINITRORESORCINATE 

LIQUID OXYGEN EXPLOSIVE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
see 	below)  

** 

See LEAD STYPHNATE 

***** 

Foreign Nomenclatures 
 Hungarian: Oxilikeit 

Russian: Oksilikvit 

Ik 

position: 
Wzra cxygen explosives consist of a porous conbuetible 
material suca is lampblack impregnated with liquid 
oxygen or licri'd air, although fireproofed abeorbolt 
materials my to usod without much change in characteristics. 



LIeUID OUGLN  iX- 
PLOSIVE 

Gilavecterisolce: 
Liquid oxygen explosives are very sensitive to heat and 
shock. The liquid oxygen readily evaoorates from the 
imi:,:egnated material. For this reason, they cannot be 
stored for long periods of time. Liquid oxygen explosives 
utilizing a fireproofed material, will not readily ,letonate 
from shock ;  although they „till can be detonated easily by 
a blasting cap. 

Maelifsetv ,%:::  
manufacture of liquid oxygen explosives is simply a question 
of imoregnating the absorbent material with liquid ovgen. 
The explosives ordinarily are prepared on the spot because 
of their sensitivity and the rapid evaporation of the 
liquid ingredient. 

Uses: 
Liquid oxygen explosives are used for aboveground. wining 
purposes. They are never used underground. In the Soviet 
Union, they have been used in both ccrmercial and military 
roles for some blasting operations. 

Comments: 
Li "quid oxygen explosives rapidly lose their explosive 

character as the liquid oxygen or air evaporates. his 
is an important safety factor in cases where the explosive 
charge does not detonate, 

The abbreviation LOXE for liquid oxygen explosives has not 
been standardized, and some preference has been expressed 
for the use of the abbreviation LOX. However, since LOX 
is normally used to refer to liquid oxygen, this dictionary 
uses the abbreviation LOXE to distinguish the mining 
explosive from the liquid material. 

LOW-FREEZING AND NON-FRREZING 	See also DYNAMITE, NITMOLYCERIN 
DYNAMITES 

Altornate Nomenclatures 	Foreign  Nomenclature: 
None 	 See DYNAMITE 

Compositions  
Low-freezing and non-freezing dynamites rare similar to 
gelatin dynamites (see entry) but incline !ri addition as 
ingre:Itant which will lower the tendency 	nii.roglyce•in 
explciio:7 to freoze. As in the care of otter dynandtea, 
3ome lo-freezing and non-freezing dynamit ,s may contain 
ammonforA nitmae. Representative compositions of low-
fraszinr dynamite; follow: 
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1,001-FREEZING 	NOIT-FREEZING 
=mans 

Low-FreezirsGeilDrnardte 
NitroglyPerin 	 J7/0  

nr.4 

Liquid Dinitrotcluene--- 21j 
Nitrocellulose---------- 2% 
Wood Meal. 	5% 
Sodium Nitrate--- 	 30% 

• 	Gelati.x-Telsit (a Swiss law-freezinf,  ammonia dynamite) 
Nitroglycerin 	 22.0% 
Dinitrotoluene 	 21.0% 
Nitrocellulose 	 1.5% 
Ammonium Nitrate 	 55.5% 

In the case of non-freezing dynamites, several ingredients 
may be used to render the compositions non-freezing: dinitro-
chlorohydrine, nitrated polymerized products of glymeric 
(such'as tetranitroglycerin, dinitroacetin, dir:itroformin), 
and nitrates of glycol. Representative compositions are 
listed below: 

Non-Freezin Gelatin 
Nitroglycerin 	 
Dinitrochlorohydrine---- 19% 
Nitrocellulose-- 	2% 
Sodium Nitrate 	 28% 
Wood Meal 	  7% 

Non̂ Fre_ezing Strai ..yplakt! 
Nitrog.ymerin------ ----- 1 
Tetraaitroglyterin 	. 15% 
Wood Meal-- 	 10% 
Sulfur 	. 	 3% 
Rosin   2% 
Sodium Nitrate 	1.01100 -- 55% 

Characteristics: 
Law-freezing dynamites usually freeze within a few degrees 
of 0°C and thus are suitable for exposure to moderate winter 
weather. Non-freezing dynamites usually caw be subjected 
to temperatures down to -30°C without freezing. Low-freezing 
dynamites relying heavily upon dinitrotolueae are not as 
brisant as the equivalent dynarite. The use of nitrated 
polymerized products of glycerin reduce only slightly the 
strength of dynamite and when used in proper proportions 
aid appreciably in preventing the freezing of tniamiteP. 
The use of glycol nitrates givos even better results since 
these nitrates do not reduce sensitivity t -  1".Vation, 
they 	the explosive non-freezing, and the: relieve 
any ehorttge of glycerin. Other characteristics are like 
those for other dynamites. 

le OW 41■••■ Oar 
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LOO-FREEZING AND PUN - 
FREEZING DIRAMITiS 

Manufacture: 
The manufacturing process of low-free?in and non-freezing 
dynamites id the same as that for the equivalent dynamites. 

Uses: 
Low-freezing and non-freezing dynamites are used fer'ari;. 
blastinzand mining operations where cold is liable to 
freezi ordinary untreated explosives. 

LOW VELOCITY MILITARY DYNAMITE 	See also 14nITARY DYNAMITE 

Alternate  Nomenclature: 
LVD  

Composition: 
:591776.5 cyclonite/1-14A dye 

TNT----. 	 -Mrs------ 

Tripentaerythritol 	 
6C/32 Vistac No. 1/DOS Binder  

17.5% (144A being 96% pure 
1-osthylamino-anthraquinone) 

67.8% 
8.6% 
4.1% (Vistac no. 1 being colybutene 

of low molecular weight; 
DOS being diectylaebacate) 

0.•••■•••■• 

Cellulose Acetate s, LH-1 	 2.0% 

Characteristics: 
?.ow velocity military dynamite is a pink, machine-loaded 
(by a Hall Packer) explosive. It, will explode when subjected 
to a temperature of 480°C for five seconds. It is somewhat 
less strong than TNT and is less sensitive to impact. It is 
unaffected by friction sensitivity tests. It has good 
resistance to low temperatures and has functioned satisfact,orily 
after being maintained at a temperature of -65°C for one day. 

14p.nsfactures  
The process of manufacture is classified Confidentie.. 

Uses: 
Low velocity military dynamite will be used for dynamite 
applications where a 1o' detonation velocity in denire. 

Comments: 
To date, low velocity military dynamite has only boon prepared 
on a laboratory scale, and tests on the ...T1c4ive are continuing. 



LOZ 

LOX, 

LVD 

MALTOSE OCTONITRATE 

MANNITOL REXANITRATE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
 Nitromannite 

See LIQUID OXYGEN EXPLOSIVE 

See Li,/ VELOCITY IgILITARY DINAYilTE 

Sec SUGAR NITRATE 

4-34-18f* 

017;0.18 -- chemical compound containing the following 
pcInentak,F's by weight of the elGmants: Carbon 	 15.94% 

Hydrogen 	 1.70% 
Nitrogen 	 18.59% 
Oxygen 	 63.69% 

Characteristics: 
Mannitol hexanitrate is a press-loaded explosive which 
melts at 112-113°C. It will explode when subjected to a 
temperature of 175°C for five swIonds. It is extremely 
sensitive to impact, being comparable to lead azide in 
this respect. It is only slightly hygroscopic. 

Manufacture:  
Concentrated sulfuric acid is added to a previously-mixed 
solution of concentrated nitric acid and d-mannitol. The 
resulting precipitate is filtered and washed. The crude 
explosive material is purified and dried. 

Uses: 
Mannitol hexanitrate can be used as a secondary charge 
detonators, and in blasting caps designed to be initiated 
by a fuze. 

4141-04141. 
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MNNOS3 WTOUTaAT;!: 

MANNOSE OCTONITRATE 
	

See SUGAR NITRATE 

.11-MVA-rc 

MEDIUM VELOCITYMMITARN DYNAMITE - 

Alternate Nomen:Aaturts: 
MVD 

Compositions 
------ 75% 

TNT 	
 
15% 

Starch..., 	 5% 
SAE No. 10 Oil 	 4% 
Vistanex Oil Gel 	 1% (containing SAE no. 10 oilflistanex 

B-120XC/Na-iy D2 wax in 80/i5/5 proportions) 

Characteristics: 
-----n alum velocity military dynamite is a buff, machine-loaded 

(by a Hall Packer) explosive. It is stronger than TNT and 
is less sensitive to impact (although It is more sensitive 
than low velocity military dynamite). 

Manufacture: 
Medium velocity military dynamite is manufactured on a at.indard 
dynamite production line. However, details of handling materi/xls 
and techniques of manufacture are classified. 

Uses: 
Medium velocity military dynamite will be used for military 
excavation, demolition, and cratering operations for which 
standard high explosives are unsuitable. 

*WM 

MERCURIC FULMINATE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
Fulminate of Mercury 
Mercury Fulminate 

ForsAga Nomenclatur A 

Franch: 	Fulminate de merctr. e 
German: 	Knallquecksilber 
Hungarian: HiganyfulminAt„ 

d'Irranohigany 
Italian: 	011minato di m5.171urlo 
Japanese: Raik3 (thunder mercury) 
Russian' Ziremuchcya rtut' 
Spanish: ' Fulminate de merourio, 

fulminate mercurlco 
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kri ► ‘C7,1iIC 7111,1111:76:13 

Composition: 
TET02  or HgC2N902  -- chemical compound con' ining the 
follow-Inv percentages by weight of the elanenta: 
Mercury-- 70.6% 
Carbon 	 8.h% 
Nitrogen 	 9.8% 
Oxygen 	 11.2% 

Characteristics: 
Mercuric fulminate is a white (when pure) to grayish yellow, 
press-loaded, heavy crystalline.expiosive material. It will 
explode when subjected to a temperature of 2100C for five 
ceconds. When dry, mercuric fu minate reacts vigorously 
with aluminum and magnesium a  more slowly with copper, brass, 
and tronze. When wet, it reacts immediately with copper, 
zinc, brass, and bronze. It does nct 	with iron or 
steel.. Dry mercuric,fulminate is extremely sensitive to 
friction and impact, and is therefore always stored und -Ir 
water. It is practically nonhygroscopic. It is unstable 
and willexplode when subjected to high temperatures (in the 
order of 100°C) for periods such as 16 hours. Prolonged 
exposure to tropical temperatures will cause slow deterioration 
and loss in detonation ability .. Storage for three years at 
350C will cause mercuric fulminate to become inert; storage 
for 10 months at 50°C will produce the same result. It is, 
therefore, not suitable for use in the tropics. 

Manufacture: 
----TwEaFy is dissolved in nitric acid, and the solution is 

mixed into ethyl alcohol. The resulting fulminate precipitate 
is repeatedly washed and, finally, purified. 

Uses: 
Mercurio fulminate is uniwrsally used as a detonator, either 
alone or more commonly mixed with 10 to 20% of potassium 
nitrate, thereby achieving greater efficiency. 

Comments: 
Mercuric fulminate is the only explosive known that can act 
as a primer, detonator, and booster in one charge. It is, 
however, less efficient than lead azide, and has been replaced 
by lead azide in many applications. For example, mercuric 
fulminate will not detonate TNT or explosive D unless an 
unsafe quantity is used. 

***** 

MERCURY FULEINATE 	 Seo MMCURIC FULMINATE 

***** 
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MILITARY DYNAMTE 

MILITARY DYNAMITE 	 See also LOW VELOCITY MILITARY DYNAMITE 
and MEDIUM VELOCITY MILITARY DYNAMITE 

Comments: 
For details on Alternate Nomenclature, Characteristics :  
Manufacture, and Uses, see 	MILITARY BYEE1TE 
ETTRYTTITELocilrgiLITARI DYNAMITE. Unlike commercial 
dynamites, military dynamites contain no nitroglycerin. 
They 	not freeze in cold stor&ge and will not exude 
in hot storage. They are lAss sonsit!-- ,, to friction and 
impact than commercial dynamites, and can be handled ;, 
transported, and stored with relative safety. 

In addition to the low and medium velocity dynamites already 
referred to above, a militAry dynamite with a high velocity 
of detonation has been proposed. .The nature of this explosive 
is classified. 

***** 

MINEX 
	

See TORPE 

MINOL 

AlternateNomenclature:
ea4-4  

Composition: 
Minols are a series of explosives developed by the British 
during World War II. The following three compositions were 
formulated! 

Minol-1 	Mino1-2Mind7 
TNT- 	.. 	 10% 	—Tor' 
Ammonium Nitrate 	 42% 	 40%  

	
38% 

	

Aluminum, Pbwdered---- 10.% 	 20%  
	

20% 

The composition of Mini-2 may also be expressed as 50/51, 
amatol plus 25% powdered aluminnffi. 

Characteristics: 
Minol is a gray, cast-loaded explosive. 7°. -al ignite when 
subjet:teu to a temperature of 435°0 for five spoonds. It As 
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comparable to TNT and tritonal in sensitivitj to initiation, 
but is more sensitive to shock and is less brisant. It ie 
unstable in the presence of moisture, hcwe7er, since the 
ammonium nitrate and aluminum react with each other. 

Manufacture: 
Ammonium nitrate and aluminum are added to TNT which has heal 
previously melted and which is maintained at 90 0C. Minol can 
Also be .repared by adding a specific quantity of aluminum 
to previously-prepared aluminum. 

Uses. 
Minol has been used as a bursting charge where TNT has been 
in short supply. Its advantages are not enough to warrant 
its use as anything but a TNT substitute. 

***** 

MONOBEL 
	

See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSTIT 

***** 

MVD 
	

See MEDIUM VELOCITY. MILITARY DYNAMITE 

NAKOL1 NAYA SMES 1  

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

Foreign Nomenclature: 
The entry is given in the 

Russian nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 
The literal translatton of 
the term is "needle aotion 
composition." 

amealiAlaa: 
qtypl-oat 	 

Tetracene 	  
Barium Nitrate  	

• The exact composition in not known. 7 7 
Anthuony TrisUlfide 	 7 

Coments: 
NalrolLik,a sus' is a Soviet explosive mixture used as a 
percussiin composition. 

4H134-114ir 
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NA.PCOGEL 

NAPCOOEL 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

NATIONAL 
	

See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

*301-3Hf 

NATRIIALMATRIT NO. 19 	 See also ALMATRTTE 

Alternate Nomenclatures 
	

Foreign.:Niwanaatur4 .  
None 	 The en try is gi”n in tha 

Russian nomenclature; there 
is no English equivalent. 

Compositions 
Sodium Chlorate---- 90% 
Combustible 	10% (containing 5% vaseline, 92.5% paraffins  

2.5% rosin) 

Commenter 
--- Narlialmatrit no. 19 is a Russian commercial.explosive 

of the almatrite class (see entry). It has a brisance 
slightly higher than that of TNT. 

41-114441 

NC 	 See NITROCELLULOSE 

NG 
	

See NITROGLYCERIN 

*mot* 

NH (nonhygroscopic) 	 See FLASHLESS AFD SMOKE:MS 
COMPOSITION:. 

41114141* 



NITRO naTATRYTHRITE 

NITRO PENTAERYTHRITE 

NITROARABINOSE 

NITROCELLULOSE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
 Oe114ose Nitrate 

Collodion 
Guncotton 
NC 
Pyrocollodion 
Pyroi:otton 

See PETN 

***** 

See SUGAR NITRATE 

See also DOUBLE-BASE SMOKELESS 
PROFFTJANT, GUN(_.OviON, PYROCRUULOSE„ 
SINGLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT, 
TRIPLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT 

Foreign  Nomenclature:  
French: 	Pyroxylol 
German: 	Nitrozellulose 
Hungarian: Nitrocellulze 
Italian: NitrocellUlosa 
Russian: Nitrokletchatka, 

nitrotselulosa 
Spanish: Nitrocelulosa$  

piroxilina 

Sovf.et NG types: KOLLOKSILIN, 
11-12%N; PIROKOLLODION, 
12.45M; PIROKSILIN NO. 1, 
12-13%N; PIROKSILIN NO. 2, 

. 13%N and above. 

U.S. NC types: PYROXYLIN or 
COLLODION, 8-12%N; PYRO-
COLLODION, 12,45%N; 7.)YRO-
CELLULOSE, 12.6C%N; GUN-
COTTON, 13%N and above. 

Comoosition:  
Nitrocellulose is a mixture of groups of units of various 
degrees of nitration. Its overall chemical formula may 
be written as: Cei0.1cO5(NO2),10  where "x" usually is 
botwoen 2 and.3. 



NITROCELLULOSE 

Characteristics: 
-----RIMadniosels white when pure, but appears more often as' 

amber, brown, or black. It is manuxactured in flakes, strips, 
sheets, pellets, or perforated cylindrieel srains. The U.S. 
types listed above are universally recegnized. NitrooellUlose 
consists of a mixture of nitrates obtained by nitrating 
cellulose. Nitrogen (N) cont•nt (and thereby explosiveo 
characteristics) varies according to variations in the 
condition• for nitration. Nitrocellulose is inherently 
unstable; moreover, increases in nitrogen content increase 
this lack of stability. Unstability causes decovposition 
which,produces nitrogen dioxide; the dioxide in turn attacks 
nitrocellulose and increases the rate of decomposition. Thus, 
the decomposition of nitrocellulose is a self-catalyzing 
process. The lack of stability can be partially overcome 
through improved nitration and purification procedures and 
better control of cellulose quality. Nitrocellulose is 
somewhat hygroscopic (decreasingly so with inereesieg 
nitrogen content). Absorption of moisture may canoe signi-
ficant changes in the propellant's ballistic value. Dry 
nitrocellulose is very sensitive to impact, friction, heat, 
and spark. 

Manufacture:  
The manufacture of pyrocellulose can be used as an example. 
Cellulose, obtained from either purified cotton linters or 
wood, is thoroughly dried and reacted with mixed acid. The 
crude nitrocellulose is separated from the resulting slurry 
by centrifuge. The nitrocellulose is boiled (for purification 
or stabilization)  and packed. Other types of nitrocellulose 
are produced according to this basic pattarn. 

Uses: 
Nitrocellulose is used in single-base smokeless propellants 
(nitrocellulose and non-explosive ingredients), double-base 
smokeless propellants (nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin), 
triple-base smokeless propellants (nitrocellulose, nitro-
glycerin, and nitroguanidine), and dynamites. Cemmercially , 

it is also used in pharmaceutical., laquer, and photographic 
products. Pyroxylin is the only fo.m. of nitrocellulose not 
used in explosives. 

***** 

NIT ROGELATIN 
	

See GELATIN DYNAMITE 

31-104414 
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NITROONAIN 

NIIROGUIN 
	

See GELATIN' DYNAMITE 

*IHR* 

NITROGLUCCSE 
	

See SUGAR NITRATE 

Foreign  Nomenclature: 

	

French: 	Nitroglvt4rine, hullo 
de Nobel, huile 
explosive 

	

Germans 	Nitroglyzerin, spreng81, 
glonoin 

Hungarian: Nitroglicerin„ rebban6- 
olaj (explosive oil) 

Italian: Nitroglicerina, olio 
esplosiv*, olio 
detonante 

Russian: Nitroglitserin 
Spanish: Nitroglicerina, aceite 

explosivo 

;also NITROGLYCERIN EXPLOSIVE: 

	

French: 	Explosif a la nitro- 
glyc4rine 

	

German: 	Nitroglyzerinsprengstoff 
Italian: Esplosivo alla nitro- 

glioerina 
Spanish: Mxpicsive de Liteoglicerina 

Also NITROGLYCERIN POWDEas 

	

French: 	Poudre a base de nitro- 
giyc6rine, poudre A In 
nitroglycgrine 

	

German: 	Nitroglyzerinpui•or 
Italian: Polvere a base di 

nitroglierina 
Sprish: P6lvora do nitz'o- 

glicerina 

NITROGLYCERIN 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
 Explosive Oil 

Detonating Oil 
Glyceryl Trinitrate 
NG 



N7'a(OLYOmin 

Composition: 
UTTONO2 ) 3  or C 1NN 309 	chemical compound contat4ing the 
following poroentageb by weight of the elements* 
Carbon 	 15.37% 
7ydreffen 	 2.22% 
Nitrogen 	 13450% 
Oxygen 	Oda% 

Characteristics 
Nitroglyteriniia'an oily colorless liquid --:!Ipn pure; the 
commercial product is yellowish or wine-yellow to brownish 
yellow. The labile form melts at 2.2 0C, the stable form at 
13.2°C. The liquid will explode when subjected to a 
temperature of 222 00 for five seconds. Nitroglycerin is 
extremely sensitive to impact and friction, exceeding 
mercuric fulminate in this respect. It is the most 
hazardous explosive manufactured in relatively large 
quantities, and extreme care must be taken in the peo:lac-
tion process. It will detonate readily* from this shock of 
iron striking iron or porcelain striking porcelain. Its 
sensitivity is increased markedly by heat. Large quantities 
will burn only for a short period of time since-heat 
accumulation soon causes detonation. Despite internal 
stresses, nitroglycerin is stable at temperatures under 
50°C, but higher temperatures cause decomposition which 
rapidly increases as the temperature increases. Nitro-
glyccrin is nonhygroscopic. 

Manufacture: 
Glycerin Jo nitrated with mixed acid. Agitation and cooling 
are continued until reaching a temperature of about 15°C. 
The mixture is run off into a separating tank where the 
nitroglycerin floats to the surface and is collected. It 
is purified, washed, and put into storage. In the United 
States, the nitration process is carried out in steel or 
cast iron containers; in Europe it is carried out in lead 
containers. Nitration and purification in Earopo are carried 
out by the Schmid and Biazzi centinuove processes, which also 
usn glycerin and mixed acid. 

Uses: 
Nitroglycerin is used extensively in propellant compcsitiens,' 
dynemiten ;  and alone (with non-oxplesive materials) as a 
blasting explosive. Because of extremely dongerous handlin ts  
difficulties, the use of straight liquid nit'oglycerin is 
prohibited. If straight nitroglycerin is revired, it is 
first mixed with an absorbent material such as ukieselguhr." 
In this form (i.e., eornamite) it may be pael ..-:.1„ qhipped, and 
handled, with relatively little danger, 
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NrrncoLycIMIN 

Recently, a trend hae developed 	the Unite States leallLg 
away from commercial nitroglycerin explosives to cheaper 
blasting explosives such as those based OA aramorthim nitrate. 

NITROGLYCERIN "; :PLOSIVE 

NITR. °GLYCERIN POWDER 

NITROGUANDLIE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 

Picrite 

"1411-3144. 

See NITROGLY6ERIN 

***** 

See NITROGLYCERIN 

401-11-11* 

Foram  Nomenclature  
British: Picrite 

.92210sition: 
H2N.C(:NH).NH.NO2 or CH4N402 -- chemical compound containing 
the following percentages by weight of the elements: 
Carbon 	 13.54% 
Hydrogen 	 3.87% 
Nitrogen 	 53.84% 
Oxygen 	 30.75% 

Characteristics:  
Nitroguanidine is a colorless or whtt.e, crystaIline, press- 
loaded explosive material melting at 2320C. It will dotonate 
when subjected to a temperature of 275°C for five tecunds. 
Nitroguanidine is far less sensitive than TNT to impact, 
friction, -  and. initiation. It is less brisant than TNT and 
it has a relatively low heat of oxplosion (thus its ability 
to "cool" propall4mt oompositions). Nitroguanidine is 
more stable than, TNT and is non4groscopic. 

Manufactures 
magrguanidino may be manufactured by two processes. 

Guanidine,is reacted with nitric -acid'or :...he'xioiamide is 
reacted with ammonium nitrate. Either re::ctiTa results 

guns, dime nitrate A  vtich la &hydrated to oitroguanidine 
with sifamic acid. 

EIC 



NITROGUANIDLNE 

Uses: 
Nitroguanidine is used primarily in propellant compositions 
(see TRIPLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT). It was used during 
World War II by the Germans as a shell filling protector 
(front impact shock) 	by.  the Italians in two amstol-type 
fillings. 

Comments: 
----rinroguan; dine is desirable in certain propellants because 

of its ability to rcexce teml ..11ratures of -..%plosion and thus 
limit gun barrel wear. It also acts to a Certain 'extent 
83 a prepellant.stabilizer. Its use as a high explosive 
has virtumy disappeared since, at best, it has been an 
inferior substitute for TNT. 

1ITROHYD1 ENE 
	

See Uses under SUGAR NITRATE 

4OHHH* 

NITRCMANNITE 
	

See MAN VTOL  HEYANIT:LATe 

NITROSTARCH 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
 .starch Nitrate 

See also GRENITE, NITROSTARCH 
BLASTING EXPLOSIVE, TROJAN 
EXPLOSIVE, NITROSTARCH DEMOLITION EXPLOSIVE 

Foreign Nomenclature:  
French: 	Xyloldine 
German: 	Xyloidin 

Siloidina 
Spanish: Illoidina„ 

nitroalmid6n 
Russian: Nitrokrakhmal 

Conpopition: 
---NrPomtmfch is not a single well-defined compound, but 

rather a mixture of nitrates obtained by 14 .4 'A..tfaqs starch. 
No single chemical formula properly describes theycompelnd. 



EITROSTARCH 

Characteristics: 
Nitrostsrch is a white, finely divided, press-:. 
very -similar in appearance to ordinary powder, 
will ignitr when subjected to a temperature f-- 	five 
seconds, and will burn with explosive violent - 	. 
corrode 	arui copper. Nitrostarch is 1414 .y 
and will 1g.u.t3 irom the smallest spark. It 	.11 ightiy 
hygroscopic, absorbing 1 to 2% Wsture. It A. unstaole 
in storage at elevated temperatures; it mil '3.c compose 
and cause sp::.2taneous combUstion. It is 1"Y: .:enSitiVe 
to impact than TNT but less sensitive than, t:iiher cry 
guncotton or nitroglycerin. Its sfaitivi v lacreases 
sharply when the material is warm and dry. 

Manufacture: 
Starch is purified and dried, and then nitrated with mixed 
acid. The resulting nitrostarch is evaporated from the 
spent acid, washed, and dried. Corn starch is the pref,rred 
raw material in the United States, although cassava slwris to 
give a slightly more stable product. 

Uses: 
Straight nitrostarch is not used alone as an explosive 
because of its extreme sensitivity. It has been used to 
make Trojan explosives, grenite, and nitrostarch blasting 
explosives (see entries). 

Comments: 
Frequently, commercial and military explosives are referred 
to as Hnitrostarch.n They are, however, coTapositions of 
straight nitrostarch and other ingredients. As mentioned 
above, straight nitrostarch never ie used alone. Since 
nitrostarch is a nitrate and not a nitro compound *  the 
chemically correct nomenclature is „starch nitrates not 
unitrostarch." However, the latter has been generally 
adopted. 

414141.691. 
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NITROSURCa BU5TD 
hULoSIVE 

NITROSTAROH BLASTING EXPLOSIVE 	See also NITRO$TARCH 

Alternate Nomenclature: 

Colilpositi  or 
The follo•ing composition can he co ►p-4sred as representative: 

Nitrostarch 	 35.5% 
TNT--- 	 15.0% 
Barium Nitrate-... 	 43.5% 
Aluminum 	 3.0% 
Graphite 	 2.0% 
Paraffin 	 1.0% 
Coal Dust 	- insignificant percentage 
Dicyandimide 	 insignificant porceaage 

Comments: 
Nitrostarch blasting oxrlosiveR R!•a liAnd in roles uormaIly 
utilizing dynamites. The nitrostarch explosives have the 
advantage of being non-freezing and non-exudiiig. Nitrostarch 
blasting explosives are similar to nitrostarch demolition 
explosives (see entry). 

4141114P11. 

NITROSTARCH DEMOLITION EXPLCJIVE See also NITROSTARCB 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

Composition 
trostarch 	  49% 

Barium Nitrate 	 40% .  
Nononitronaphthalene 	 7% 
Paranitroaniline 	 3% 
oil   	 1% 

Characteristics:. 
017,5;11,17a demolition explosive is at hand-tamped explosive 

It will detonate when eubjected to a t.mperature 
of ".)5°0 for five seconds. It is highly sensitive to impact, 
aaa ell explode from the impact of a riTle bullet. It is 

,ht"ky hygroscopic, absorbing about 2d  m ;.e.ture in an 
f J. sphere of 300C and 90% relative !lturidit,r, 



NITROSi'ARCH IEFICSITION EXPLOSIVE 

Uses: 
As its name indicates, niLxtostarch demolitim explosive has 
boon used principaly in demolition cha .4iges. It is similar 
to nitroatarch blasting explosives (see entry). 

***** 

WITROSUCROSB 	 See SUGAR NITRATE 

NITROSUGAR 	 Soo SUGAR NITRATE 

***** 

NON-1REEZING DYNAMITE 	 See LOWFRFEZING AND NON-FREEZING 
DYNAMITES 

*a*** 

OSHITSUYAKU 

Alternate Nomenclature: 

Composition: 
Oyaaitc 	80% 
Vegetable Oil-•--- 20% 

Foreign Nomenclatures  
The entry fraven in the 
Japanese nomenclature; 
there is no &Allah 
equivalent. 

Comments: 
Oshitsuyaku ie a Japanese explosive composition similar 
to U.S. composition B (see entry). It was used during 
World War., II as a demolition agent'. 
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OSHIYAKU 

h 

OSHIYAKY 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

L ,menclatlrez 
The entry ic.given in tY.a 

Japanese nomenclature; 
there is no English • 
equivalent. • 

Composition:  
Picric Acid 	 90% 
Wax 	 10% 

Comments: 
Oshiymku is a Japanese explcsive composition which was 
used during World Wax II as a bursting charge in arillery 
ammunition. 

OTSU-B 

Alternate Nomenclaturo:  
--CZ; 

Forei Nomenclature: 
he entry is given in the 
Japanese nomenclature; 
there is no English 
equivalent. 

Composition,  
-------------- 60% 

Hexanitrodiphenylamine----- 2L% 
Aluminum Powder 	 166 

Comments:  
Otsu-B iu a Japanese explosive composition which was used 
during World War 	48 a bursting charge in torpedoes, 
mines, and depth charges. 

See PICRIC ACID 



PENTAERYTTIITE TEMA:NITRATE 

PENTAEaYTHRITE TETRAN1TRATE 

?ENTOMB:UM, TETRMTTRATE 

PENTHRITZ See PETN 

PENTOLITE 

Alternats Nomencletlire: 	ftreign  Nomenclatures
Japanesst Pentoriru 

Commition: 
---PiiriroTite is a mixture of TNT and PETN in varying pa•oportions. 

The most important composition contains TNT and.PEIN in a 
50/50 proportion. Other compositions contain - higi.Or percentages 
of TNT. The descriptions baled are for pentolite 50/5U. 

Chnracterieticas 
Pontolifiria a dirty white tc light buff, press- or cast-loaded 
explosive which gate at 76 00. It will detonate when eutjected 
to a temperature of 2200e for 'five seconds. Dry pentolite is 
highly compatible with metals, only elightly affecting sine-
plated steel, Wet pentolite slightly affects copper, brass, 
magnesium, magnesium-alturdnum alloy, mild steel, and mild 
steel plated !fah copper, cadmium, lino, or aiehel. Pentolite 

mada in two grades; grade I is used for cast-loading and 
grado II for press-leading. The explosive is stable in 
etorage, although less stable than straight PETN, 
temperatures may cause some separation of PETN and TNT 
temperatures above 5000 may cause the explosive ./ exude. 
Pentolite is 49% more efficient in shaped charges than TNT, 
and is more briaant than TNT. 

Manufacture? 
Two manufacturing methods are available. in the first, TNT 
is added to a suaponsion of PETN in water ;:.vtkkd to above 
80PC. :he TNT meli:a and coats the PETN narAeles, Upon 
cooling the mixture, the TNT solidifies Tad the resulting 

See PETN 

*441444 

Se, s PETN 

::.*114131. 

4r108i* 
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PEUTOLITE 

grarail.1:0 are connoted Rwl dried. Tr. tlie second process, 
separate col:Alone of Pirai.acetone and TNT-acetone are 
prepared. The solutiotio are mixed and poured into water. 
The precipitated, paitolite solid is separated and dried. 

Uses: 
Pert:elite is used ae a bursting charge, shaped aarge, in 
roct.zts, end in shaped demolition charges. During World, 
War YY, Japan used pantclite az a burtiting charge for 
machinegun bullets (the Japenasa incorporated high explosirn 
fillers ikAiw, Esainagnn b1,1 1 :*;: 	;....111,04.8 az tonao.i 

7.7444111), 

Comments:  
The present trend 1.1 to replcoc pentolite with composition S 
because of the formerla tend€ney to 	atvarets$  
and its;greatcr sensitivity over CoMpositior B. 

11-31114131 

PERMIGEL 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

PERMISSIBLE DYNAMITE 	 See PERMISSIBLE maws= 
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PERMISSIBLE EKPLOSIVE 

Ifii 

Sea also DYNAMITE , NITROGLYCERIN 

Foreign Nomenclature: 
BeliM ExplosiP7S. G. P. 

grisou, 
poussik,c), 
explesit7antigri.- 
souteux 

British: Permitted explosive 
(not to be confused 
with authorized explosives 
which are certified safe 
only for handling and 
transport) 

French: 	Explosif antigrisouteux, 
sxplc,six de cur1t6 

Germans 	Cchtaggettersichere, 
sicherheitssprengstoff, 
sprengstoff, wetter-
dynamit 

Hungarian: Engedglyezett, kezelgs-
biztos, biztonshi, 
kezelgsbiztos dinamit, 
sujt614gbiztos 18szer 

Italian: Esplosivo smmiseibile, 
esplosivo di sicurezza 

Ruseian: Bezopasnoye varyvchatoye 
veshchestvo 

Spanish: Explosivo aprobado, 
explosivo autoriaado, 
explosivo de sdguridad 

PERMI5SILLE EXPLOSIVE 

- Alternate Nomenclature: 
 Permiasiblo apamitc 

• Safety Explosive 

Co ositions 
Sri ssible explosives ars types of dynamites which visually 

contain ammonium nitrate and which arb sensitized with nitro- 
cellulose or gelatinized nitzoglycerin (or less commonly 

nitrostarch or TNT). They may contain a small amount 
of a "cooling_" material such as aodium nitrate or chloride. 
The folloging composition gives the input limits for each 
ingredients 

Nitrate------- 

Absorbent Material-- 
Other ingredient° 	 

50 to 80% 
1C to 15% 
Up to 10% 
Up to 40% 

In some coastriee, major ingredients sue% so.7. er"Ilraiunt 
nitrate anti nitroglycdrin have been replaced or other 
explosiven with satisfactory results. 



MMUS SIDLE Mikan: 

Charaeteristins: 
Permissible explosives are intended for the mining of cosi 
where the accumulation of methane gas-4r mixtures ( "fire 
damp") and coal dust-air mixtures maybe ignited by the 
high detonation temperatures of explosives not havin,t 
certain characteristics. Permissible explosives, therefore, 
have comparatively low detom.tion temperatures; moreover, 
detonation products cool too rapidly to fire the ignitable 
atmosph ,....?e around them. Other characte•d.atice are those 
listed for DYNAMITE. 

Hfeures ••anua ■••••■•••■■ •■04. 

See DDIAMITE 

Uses: 
Permissible explosives are used universally in coal mines. 
The nongelatinous permiseibles are maladapted for use in 
mines that are relatively dry; the gelatinous permissibles 
are better adapted for use in wet mines. They are designed 
especially for blasting rock in coal mines. 

Comments: • 
n the United States, permissible explosives must be approved 
for use by the Bureau of Hines, Department of the Interims. 
Samples of proposed permissible explosives must be forwarded 
by the manufacturer to the Bureau, where extensive tests are 
conducted to determine the explosive's acceptability. 
Permissible explosives that have been approved for use may 
be detonated only with electric detonators (not fuse and 
detonators), the detonating charge of which consists of a 
1-gram mixture of 80 parts of mercuric fulminate and 20 
parts of potassium chlorate (or their equivalent). 

The following is a list of permissible expl^eivee approved 
by the Bureau of Mines for use in the United State; (as of 
31 December 1557). 

Non alatineus moitibro 
can , 	s 	51 

American A 
Apache Coal Powder A, B, H L.F, 
Austin Red Diamond No. 1, 2, 3, Its 5, 9-B, 9-C, 10,14 11 
Bituminite D 
Black Diamond No. 5-A, 7, 7-A, 7-AA, n i 	c,i, 11, 114, 
11-B, 12-B, 15, 55 

12•, 14-A, 21, 22, 
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PEPNISSIP•E EXPLOSIVE 

Black Diancvd A, Or 
Black Diamond Special Ap C 
Coalite B, C, C-1 9  0, 0-1, K, 	LL-1, lap LS-1, 
M, M-1, MS, MS-1, 8, 	Tp 	54, 7.4p 

Collicr C 
Duobel A, Bp Cp 	Ep F 
EL-14b6, 447, 454 
Indk„endent A, B, C, 	Dp Hp F, a, H 
King No. 5-A, 7, 7-A, 7-AA, 8, 9, 	11, il•Ap 11-B, 
12-B, 15, 55 

King No. A, 
King Special A, C 
Lump Coal C, CC 
Miners' Friend No. 2 
Monobel A, AA, B, C, D, 
National A, A-]., B, C, D, Ep Fp F-1, 	H 
Peerless No. 2 
Re,: Crown B-3, D-2 
Red HA, 11B„ HG, HD, Hf, HL 
Super-I No. 2, 2-A, 3, 3-A, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11 
SuPon4 Big Coal D 
Super-I Big Red No. 7-C 
Wesco Coal Powder No. 1 

Gelatinous  Permissible B aosivss: 
Austin Red- 

. _Black Diamond Nu-Gel No. 
Ge].-Coalite W, Y, Z 
Gel-Coalite No. 3 
Oelobel A, AA, C 
Hercogel 2 
Hercogel A 
Independent Gel-A 
King Hu-Gel No. 4 
Napcogel No. 1 
Permigel A, B 
Super-X Gel 
Super-1. Gel Al B 

Permissible exploelves are not normally imported or exported, 
unless a country has no dynamite production facilities at all. 
Therefore each nation has developed and standardised its own 
types of permissible 4xplosives. 
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paN 

Atternat: Nomenclatural 	Foxes 
--3177;TRIE57451-6-- iate 	oe 

Pentaer ►thrite Tetranitrate 
Penteerythritol Tetranitrat... 
Penthrite 
Tetranii. ropentaerythritol 

sition: 
02)4 or 0004012 -- chemical compound containing the 

following percentages by weight of the elements: Carben------ 
Hydrogen-. 
Nitrogen.-- 
Ox7sen------ 

Characterleties: 
PETN Irrahite or light buff*  press-loaded explosive material. 
The pure explosive melts at 141.3°C; commercial grades 
melt at from 138.0P to 138.5°C. PETN will detonate when 
subjected to a temperature of 22500 for five seconds. The 
dry material doeu not react with metals; wet PETN will affect 
copper, brass, magnesium, magnesium-aluminum alloy, mild 
steel, mild steel coated with acid-proof black paint, and 
mild steel plated with cadmium, copper, nickel, or wine. Wet 
PETN will also slightly affect aluminum after prolonged 
storage. PETN is graded into four classes (classes Al  H, C, 
and 0) according to its granulation (i te., aize of its 

. crystals.).. It is extremely sable when no acid is present, 
and will snow no, decomposition if stored for long periods 
at temperatures ranging up to 10000. However, the presence 
of only 0.01% free acid causes rapidly increesing decompo-
sition. PETN is one of the strongest known explosives, 
being 95 to 96% more powerful than TNT. It iv more or lees 
insensitive to friction, less sensitive than nitroglycerin 
to impact. 'It is, however, extremely sensitive to initiation. 

Manufacture: 
Periay be manufactured by one of two methods; one with and 
one without sulfuric acid. When using sulfuric acid, pante-
arrthritol is reacted with nitric acid. Sulfuric acid is Added 
to complete the separation of PETN. The process not using 
sulfuric acid is the preferred maneiacturing procemc in the 
United States. In this preferred method, pentaerythritcl 
is added to 96% nitric acid. After 20 minutes, thin solution 
is added to cold water and the precipitat,a;VF is filtered 
out. After rewashing, the PETN is dinttol4icd !n acetone, talc: 
solution is filtered, and the PETN in precipitated by the 
additieu of cold water. PETN generally is net dried before 
Use. 

Italian: 
Japanese: 
Russian: 

Nommielatures 
iire17--"-RiW000ntaerythrit, 

pentrit 
Pentrite 
Shoeiyaka 
Tetraeretritol nitrat, 
TEN 

• 

1240% 
2.55% 

17.72% 
60.73% 
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PPM.  

Uses, 
Class A PETN is used in boosters and detonating iuse 
(Primacord); class B PETN is used as an ingredient fc-r 
priming ;;;14"..01:,auns; CieSS mai is need in the maw:Jac:furs 
of pentolita (sue entry); an"' class D PETN is used In 
dotonato7s and blasting csps. 

PETN/WAX 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
..uud 

Cositiont 
h g::-- 95% -- 90% -- 87% -- 82% 	70% -- 60% -- 50% -- 35% 

Wax 	 5% 	10% -- 13% -. 	3o% -- 40% -- So% -- 65% 

Comnentst 
PETN/wax composition:3 have been used primarily by GenzwAy 
and Italy as boOsters or press-loaded bursting oharges, 
depending upon the amount of wax. 

PICRATOL 

Alternate Nomenclature: 

92Emeteas 
Explosive D----- 52% 
TNT 	48% 

Charaoterielics: 
o7n----atofTts .s. brown-yellow, oast-loaded explosive material.. 

It will detonate when anbaeoted to a temperature of 285 00 
for fire seconds. Pioratol is insensitive to shook, and its 
brisance lies between that of explosive D and TNT. It is 
nonhygroveopic. Wan stored for long perioi: of time at high 
temperatmees, the explosive exhibits a slight %sedation betwemn 
tho oxplorive D and TNT. At ordinary temptrateres s  however. 
picratol A entirely stable. 
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PICRAITM 

Manufacture: 	- • 
—71975' melted and heated to over 90°C. xplosive 4 is 

aeZad without )"tug preheated; The resulting thick slurry 
is Cooled to about 850C and is cast-loaded into ammumtion. 

"___. 
Plcratcl is used tie a standard filler for armor-piercing 
bonih 

Comments: 
Picratol was developed during World War II as an inexpensive 
cast-loaded substitute to explosive D, which had to be 
press-loaded under pressures runniiig up to 12,000 psi. It 
has proven quite satisfactory. 

PICRIC ACID 	 See also AROMATIC NITRO COMPOUNDS 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Foreign Nomenclature: 
P. 	 BriETEN: Lyddite 

TNP 	 French: 	Acids picrique, tri- 
Trinitrophenol 	 nitroph6nol, mainite 

German: 	PikriLolure, trinitro- 
phenol, melinit, 
bittersiure, Fp 88, 
rallpulver 1688 

Hungarian: Pikrinsav, trinitrotemel 
Italians Acido picrico, trinitro-

fenolo, pertite 
Japanese: 5shokuyaku (Army), 

shimose bakuyaku (Navy) 
Russian: Pikrinovaya kialote, 

aslinit, M 
Spanish: Acido pfcrico, trinitro-

fenol 

Composition: 
06820102 )30H or CO3N107  -- chemical compound containing the 
following percentages'Vy weight of the elements: 
Carbon 	 31.45% 
Hydrogen-- 1.32% 
Nitrogen 	 16.34% 
Oxygen.-- 48.89% 
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PICRIC ACID 

oheractoeietice^ ee, 	. 
Picric acid is a light to bright yellow, prene-loaded 
exciosive which melts at from 1220  to 1230C. It will 
detonate what subjected to a temperature of 320 0C for 
five seconds. Picric acid reacts with 	metalieweepe 
eltminum and tin. Ite re,etelens with copper, braes, lead, 
and iron are especially daegerous since the compounds 
resulting from theac reactions are extremely sensitive. 
Picri• acid was the first high exploelve to be east-loaded, 
but its melting point is 'Noo high for safe casting; the 
melting point can be lowered by the addition of other 
nitro explosives. Picric acid is about as sensitive to 
shock, friction, and initiation as TNT. It is moee 
powerful than TNT :  and will produce a greater number of 
fragments than TNT when both explosives are loaded with 
equal densities in fragmentaticn shells, Picric acid 
is nothygroscopic, and is highly stable; long periods of 
storage at ordinary temperatures have caused no meastreable 
change in the explosive. 

Manufacture: 
---isrERZC acid may be manufactured from benzene through three 

processes: the phenol process, the chlcrbenzene process, 
and the catalytic process. (1) In the phenol process 
phenol, prepared by the hydrolysis of benzene aulfonic 
acid, is treated with sulfuric acid 'to yield phenol 
sUlfonic acid which in tern is treated with nitric acid. 
The solution is cooled and the crystallized picric acid 
is separated, washed, and dried. (2) In the chlorbenzene 
process, benzene is treated with gaseon chlorine, 
yielding monochlorberzene. The prOduct is purified and 
nitrated to give dinitrochlorbensene. The latter, on 
treatment with lime or sodap loses its Ohioans content 
and becomes calcium or sodium dinitrophenolite, which on 
acidifying is converted to dinitrophenol. This in turn is 
nitrated to picric acid.. (3) In the catalytic process,, 
benzene is converted into either diaitrophenol or picric 
acid direct in one operation by means of weak nitric acid 
in the presence of mercuric fulminate which at Is 
catalyst. 

*see: 
Picric acid is used by the United States chiefly in the 
manufacture of explosive D (tee entry); by Germany as a 
booster; by Japan as a boaster sad bursting charge; and 
by France in the manufacture of tridite and trimenite 
(see entriee)c It may be used as a buratirg charge by 
countries where toluene is in short suppl:i. However, 
such usege usually requires a non-mete:1.11c eheIl lining 
for procctiles. 
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22Eesisrdtilst 
81% 

Gulf Crown E. Oil---- 19% 
dOMAIOMPOOM ■MC.M.0.01I.MY■ 

PICRITE 

PTCR1TR 	 Sec EITKOGUANIDINE 

PIPE 

Alternate Nomencic4tnre: 
wr 

Non* 

Characteristicst 
1=87thand-tainpedo  nonhygroecopic high explosive,, It is 

somewhat more sensitive to impact than TAT, but is unaffected 
iT a direct hit of a rifle bullet. It is insensitive to 
.friction, and is stalls in storage. 

Manufacture:  
PIPE-L manufactured. very mimply through a mechanical mixing 
of the PEW and oil. 

Uses: 
• 	PIPE is used as a plastic dewolitiun errlosive. 

4HIJA3HI 

PLASTIC UPLOSIVES 	 See COKPOSITICNS C, 0-2, 	and C-4, 
PIPE, PVA-4, RIPE 

4146-P14-1 4. 

PLY-1C0 and PLX-95/5 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
o 

Caposition:  
. 	. 

PLY-100 	PLX- 
Nitrumeth-Ins 	"Mr.. ...... 
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PLX-100, PLX-95/5 

Characteristics: 
-----MYTrirright yellow, liquid explosive with a melting point 

of -29°C and a boiling point of 101°C (figures for PLX-100). 
The explosive, therefore, ie used in its liquid state. Both 
types of PLX will explode 1.7%en subjected to a temperature of 
4309C for jive seconds. PLY will corrode brass, but it does 
not venct with stainless and mild steel. It is sonewhat less 
sersite to impact than TNT, and it will not detonate from 
the impost of A rifle built:L. 

Marufs-tura!, 
-Ttraplosive (95/5 type) is mixed only when ready to use. 
The components are stored separately. 

Uses: 
PLY is used for minefield clearance. For Ude AMT 1)039, the 
liquid is placed in glass containers. 

POTASSIUM DINITROBENZFORMAN 	See KDNBF 

PROPELLANTS See COMPOSITE PROPELLANT, DOUBLE-BASE 
SMOKELESS PROPELLANT, PROnLLANTS-- 
FOREIGN, SINGLE-BASE =MESS 
PROPELLANT;,SMOKELESS PROPELLANT, 
SOLID ROOM PROPELLANT, TRIPLE-BASE 
SMOKELESS PROPELLANT 
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PROPETALANTS—FOREIGT 

PROPELLANTS--FOREIGN 
	

For general information on clarses of 
propellants not discussed under this 
entry, eec the references given for 
PROPELLANTS. 

modem foreign propellants do not differ greatly from the 
smokeless propellants used by thA United States. All have 
a ni4 *.!ccollulose base (with the exception of some rocket 
propellants), and may be classed cee 	double-, 
and triple-base propellants. Major differences from 
United States compositions, such as was employed by Germany 
during World War II, arise primarily from the scarcity of 
glycerin rather than improved characteriptics.. 

Smokeless propellants have been manufactured by practically 
all nations, large add smell. No definite pattern of 
production fOr the several types can be eotablieihed, although 
countries manufacturing only small as ammunition have 
tended to concentrate on the production of single-base 
propellants because of their greater ease of manufacture, 
the availability of raw materiels, end the relatively 
little difference between the performance of single base 
and double-base types when used in small arms temannition. 

The production of triple-base propellants (sometimes called 
double-base propellants with nitroguanidine) has been much 
more restricted than double-base types. Outside of the 
United States, only Great Briten and Germany are known to 
have employed triple-base types in any quantity. The 
advantages of triple-base propellants are not as easily 
understood as are tige advantages of other explosives, since 
they occur primarily within the gun (in the form of cooler 
burning temperatures and thus less gun barrel erosion) rather 
than in the performance characteristics of the projectile. 

British Pro ellants 
-----gip_oh prove ants and quite similar to United States 

smokeless propellants. The British leaned heavily on 
fie”hle-u9ec types (tic,wi CORDITE), but the necessities e 
World War II forced acre modifications in propellent 
compositions, bringing both singlo-base (such aa 4.C.T.) 
and triple-base composition:, into extensive use. Examples 
of Brltish compositions are given below: 
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Poudre B.N. 

Forma of nitrocellulose 28% 
19% 

8% 
4+00 

2% 
2% 

PR0R3; .I2MS--FOREIGN 

Single-Base 	Double-Base 	Tri le-Bace 
Nitrocellulose 	 914 .7% .,-....... 
NitroElyeerin 	... 	------ 
DinAtrotolvene 	/4.1% 	 
Nitronaphthalene-•--- 	... 	..... 
Nitroguanidine 	... 	 
Tin—. 	 c.5% 	 
Graphlte----------= 	Oa% ------ 
CrYG1 i :a 	 as 	•• • 	0111■MMWM■ 

Centralite 	e.til ----.... 

77.90% 
14,05% 
... 
5.40% 
..0 
.., 
0.25% 
0'1. 

1 • - 

--...- 
--- 

c,c)% 
19.0% 

406 

54,7% 
... 
00. 

0.3% 
6.& 

 	... 

	

swommeiroom 	

......... 
or.•■■ •• •• as 

% 	••..111.0M 

.......1.1.11 

French Propellants 
French. propellants are of the common single-base (poudre B 
and poudre B.N.) and double-base types. They differ, however, 
in that they normally contain more than one nitration level 
of nitrocellulose in each composition. The scarcity of 
glycerin has restricted the production of doune-!3aee 
propellante, and consequently France relies more Itleavily 
upon single-base types than do other European nation;. 
Examplss of French compositions are g:ven below: 

Poudre B 
Guncotton- 
Collodion Cotton -- - 	29% 	 
Barium Nitrate- , 	 
Potassium Nitrate 	 040 	 
Vaseline 	  2% 	 
Soda Ash 	  
Volatiles 	  1% 

German Pro.  ellants 
--Tern= prop Lants are of the single-, double-, and 

triple-base types. The double- and triple-base compositions, 
however, differ from United States and British types in 
that during Wbrld War II nitroglycerin .as: often replaced 
by DEGN (sea entry) and TFAIN (see entry). Uarman singlo-b'se 
propellants conformed more closely to United States types, 
although there were some German compositions which included 
PETN. Extensive use vas made of stabilizers; Jo. mar cases, 
two or more stabilizers were used in the same composition. 
Examples of Getman propellant comp:a:Ulm= aro given below* 

Sii!glezBasa 
Nitrocellulose--------- 95.9% 
Dibutylphtnalate 	000 
Potassium Sulfate 	0.. 
PETN ftm....**mgm 	•06 

Graphitic) 	0.5% 

Contra' .ite-- 	3.6% 
Dipheklamine-- 	.0. 

OOM.,A 344% 
000 

0,80.040 	000 

00.m 64.11  
.1000mO•► 	RI 

100.1.60 	••• 
MMMOD 064% 

Ma010 	11116 

111•1ft.••• 

11.10e00,} 

• •r.0110 

• • ••♦ 

OVAIL 

0•01.4•01. 

4. WO le 

al • ••■•■• 

98.1% 
000 

• 1 

1.8% 
• • 16 

• • • 

4111111111•. 

•■• ■••11.0111 

0101010•0 

■4041■ 1111 

01,*•41O 

00M.80 

aMMWO 

1.1% 
1.C% 
000 

• • • 

1.0 
0.2% 
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63,4% 
33.0% 

58.o% 60.5% 70.4% 
• • • 27 . 3% 

•• • 

0.157,-- 0.8% 
12.0% 

0.2% 
1.5% 
1.8% alloW 

o.6% 
•• • 
•• 
1.5% 
0. 2% 
0 • • 
• • • 

111••••■■ 

411111.0 

0.1% 
• • 
• • 0 

PrtMELLANTS•••FMMGN 

Doub1p-Baue 
Nitrocellulofw 	 
Nitroglycerin 	 
DEW-- 	 

Diaitrotola6ne---- ----- 
Nitronaphthalene 	 

Potassium Sulfate 	 
Graphite 	  
Magnesium Oxide-- 	 
Centre:lite-. 
as-Diphenylurea 	 
Ethylphenylurethane 	 
Diphonylurethene 	 

Triple-Base • 
Nitrocellulose 	 
DEO 	  
•N 	 - - 
Graphite 	 
Magnesium Oxide- . 

43.5% 
WO* 18.6% 

rt rwe 
.--AM 0.1% 

0,3% 
AC al...flit e ••••011101.1111N. 000.11.110•••■••■• .M.Lo 

	 0.5% 
DiphenylLvethare 	 3025% 
Methylphenylurethane--- 3.75% 

Italian Propellants 
Italian propellants in use during World War II were very 
similar to the propellants used. in Germany, The Italieng : 

 however, did not emrloy tri:Ile-base propellants. Like the 
Germans, the Italians repL,.cod nitroglycerin with DEGN and 
employed several stabilizers in some of their compositions. 
Examples of Italian propellant compositions are given below: 

Nitrocellulose'- - -------- 9/:-.0%r  
91ngle-Base 

Cellulose Acetate-Nitrate----- 	411111•••• 

-------- 	•S• 
DEGN 	 ••• 0■11 

Cellulose 	 ...... *00 
aphite 	 .... .. 	• • • 

Petroleum Jelly-. 
2. 0% Ceatralite------- 	 

Diphenylamine---- 	 
es-Diphenylurea 	 

D•uble-Base Double-Base 
1.1m...••••=armilow •■■■•••Irc-,16 

63.5% 
0011I• 33.0% 

•• • 
•• • 
0.3% 
2.0% 
2.6% 
••• 

IND 6660 

•• • 
On Wed. 1.04; 

•• • 

7
2. ■...041.11011.. 	•••. 

4•114011111. ••••••• 
• ■■•••■• 11•1•••■■■••■ 

a WOO •• • 

27.0% 
5.0;t: 

4.5% 

•$0 
'O. 

• • • 



PROPELLANTS—FOREIGN 

!Wane:ie Propellants 
Ji...anese propellants used during World War II were restricted 
almost exclusively to single-base types on account of the 
scarcity of glycerin and glycerin substitutes (glyeas), Only 
a xew doubly base propellt,:its were produced, Kxampleo of 
Japanese propellant composItions are given below: 

Single-Base Single-Base 	Double-Base 
Nitrocellulose ----- ---- q.3.27-=  	92.0 ---.7772:U---  
Nitroglycerin- 	 ... 	------ ... 	 19,5% 
Dinitrotoluene 	 5.5% 	 5•0% ------ •.. 
Tlr. 	-, 	 ... 	--... 240% 	......--... ... 
Potassium Nitrate ,„, 	--....- ... 	------ 2,5% 
Grapaxpe--.-- - ,. 	 - 	 0.3)** ------ .4). 	-,......- • .• 
Diphenylamine 	 1.0% O. 	-- 0.. ------ 
as-Diphenylurea 	 - 	...  	,•• 	------- 6.0% 

Soviet Propellants  (Metalellnyye vrryvehat7ye resbehastva) 
Soviet propellants are of the sttndard single- and double-
base types, and are similar to those in UBO in other 
countries. Before World War II, only single-base propel-
lants were in use, Since then, single-base.types have 
been limited to 'small arms ammunition and some artillery 
ammunition, while doubL.-base types have been used in 
artillery ammunition and rockets. The Soviet Union has 
not used any triple base propellants or any glycerin 
substitutes. raamples of Soviet propellant compositions 
are given below: 

Nitrocell”lose 	 98.9
Sin 	B .1!: gl Artillz% .2.121 e-Basel  SAA 61,  

Graphite----------- 	 4.. 4.0.11.• 003% 
Camphor  

	

0.8%
Diphenylamine 	 1.1% 	0.7% ---- 1.3% ---- 2.0% 

Double-Base Antitank 
Nitrocellulose 	 64. 
Nitroglycerin 	 20.8% 
Dinitrotoluene 	 3.9% 
Graphiter---------- 0.3% 
Petroleum Jelly  2.6% 
Centralite---------- 1.3% 
as-Diphenylurea-- 6.7% 
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PEC-1 

PTX -1 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

leatiApa: 
Cyc_cnite 	 '30% 
Tetryl— 	50% 
TNT.... 20 

Characteristics: 
717:57177 light yellows  cast-loaded explosive which meta 
(eutectically) at 67°C. It does not react with aluminum or 
mild steel. It is roughly twice as sensitive to impact as 
TNT and may explode from the impact of a rifle bullet. It 
is nonhygroscopic and stable in storage. 

Manufacture:  
PirrMay be prepared by adding wet eyolonite to melted 
tetrytol 40V60. The mixture is heated and stirred until 
all, water is evaporated and the composition is uniform. 
PTY-1 may also be prepared by adding tetryl to composition L. 

Uses: 
PTX-1 may be employed in land mines and for demolition 
charges. 

'Commentate 
FTY6-1 is an experimental, explosive designed to overcome.the 
sArmiclrity of tetrytol and its tendency i",o exude. 

*14414:-11 

PTX-2 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
Ta; 

Reposition:  
Cyclonite 	 144%-hl% 
PETN-... 	 28%-26% 
TNT 	- 28%-33% 

Charazteristios: 
—Prr-2 a-7—  a dirty 'white to lipx i. buff s  eaa4. ./,.t, ded explosive 

which mete (eutectic:day) at 75 °C. It 11 sub more 
sensitive to impact than TNT, more so that PTI-1. It is, 
however ?, less sensitive to rifle bullet impstA, than PTX-1. 
It is nonhygroscopio, 
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PTX-2 

Manufacture: 
PTY-2 may be prepared by adding wet cyclonite to melted 

pentolite (30/70). The mixture is heated and stirred until 
all waver is evaporated and the composition is uniZorm. 
PTIC-2 may also be prepare by adding wet PETN to composition B. 

Miens 
PTIC.4 may be employed in shaped oharre and fragmuntation 
shells. 

Comments: 
-----1717.2 is an experimental explosive designed to overcome 

the sensitivity of pentolite. 

PVAA 

Altercate Nomenclatures 

2MI
L4TI447"  onite-------=---- 90 to 92% 
Polyvinyl Acetate-- 8 to 6% 
Dr butylphthalate--- 2 to _2% 

Characteristics:  
•1211A.,4 lira whites  priss-loaned or extruded explosive. It will 
explode when subjected to a temperature of 375°C for five 
seconds. It is quite sensitive to impact and will be affected 
by a rifle bullet 80% of the time. It is slightly hygroscopic. 

Manufacture: 
of.poIyvinyl acetate aul dihntylphthelate in 

acetone is added to a hot water slurry of cyclonite. The 
resulting PVA-14 is stirred for uniformity of composition. 

Uses: 
PVA-14, a semi-plastic composition s  is suitable for use as 
a demolition charge explosive. 

Comments: 
Ln of 90% cyclonite was originally prepared by Cerada. 

v-krruvr 

AROCEXIULOSn 
	

See NMOCELLULOSE 

***** 



PYROCOLLODIOU 

PrROCOLLODION 

PYROCOTTON 

PIRMITE 

PTROMADI 

See NITROCELLULOSE 

***** 

See NITROCELLULOSE 

See TETRYL 

***** 

See NITROCELLULOSE 

***** 

See CTCLONITE 

***** 

RED CROWN (aeries) 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE 

***a* 

RED A (seriee) 	 See PERMISSIBLE e.* IVE 

RIPE 

Alternate Nomenelaturet 
 None 

Com oftitior: 
Ofilte.mm osmmer ms+ 

Gulf Crown IC Oil-• 
85% 
15% 
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RIPE 

Characteristics: 
---11VFIETa white, hand tamped explosive, Its strength is 501E3 

185 greater than that of TNT. It is practically nonhygroscopics 

Manufacture: 
ASE is very simply manufacwred through a mechanical mixing 
of the cyclonite and oil. 

Uses: 
RIPE is used as a plastic demolition explosive. 

41X4HHi• 

ROCKET PROPELLkNT 
	

See SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANT 

4Hoti* 

RUSSIAN ALLOY 

Alternate Nomenclsturel 	fnaillaNnmenclature: 
The entriTEFigivin in the ---- Tipanwes —humndoi 

	

English evivalent of the 	Russian: Ruskii splay 
Russian nomerullature; there 
is no corresponding U.S. 
explosive. 

Composition: 
Russian 	Javanese 

Picric Acid 	 52 .5% .  .111■1.1.01N 	 .1.5% 

Dinitrohaphthalene 	 48.5% 	 
5,0%  or 20%  

Comments: 
Russian alloy iv an explosive con pueition which has been 
.used. by the Soviet Union as a bursting charge in land nines, 
bombs, and artillery ammunitior4 and by Japan during World 
War II as a bursting charge in artillery atmunition.. 

RUSSIAN MIXTURE 

Alternate Nomenclatures 	Foreign Nomenc1 -4,....,: : 
SiientrTfirliNgin in the 	Russ an: 	russkaya 

	

equivalent, of the 	 meet 
RUSbillk nomenclature; there 
is no c:erresponding U.S. 
oxploslve. 
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RUSSIAN 14IXTURE 

CollTositiont  
Ammonium Nitrate-- .50: 

3f% 
Trinitroxylene------- 32% 

Comments: 
uesiaY1 mixture is a Soviet explosive composition. Its 
uses ar; not known, but it may be used as a burnting charge 
or a demolition explosive. BucJuse 	ammonium nitrate 
content, it is hygroscopic and thereiore not entirely 
satisfactory. 

*4*** 

SAFETY EXPLOSIVE 	 See PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIla 

* 

SHORN HAMM 	 See also Foreign Nomenclature under DYNAMITE 

aternate Nomenclature: 	rorcign Nomr,nclature: 
None 	 ThoaillilIven in the 

Japanese nomenclature; there 
Is no Corresponding U.S. 
explosive. 

Composition: 
Ammonium Nitrate------- 79% 
Dinitronaphtbalene----- 10% 
Sodium 	 10% 
Sawdust-- mos..•■•••••••~••••••■•■■■■•• 1 .g 

Comments: 
—Wan bakuyuka in a Japanese explosive composition which 

was used during World War II in demolition charges. 



3ILVIR Az:DE 

SILVER AZIDE 	 See also AZIDES 

Alternate Nomenclature: Foreign Nomenclature: 
French i Azoture d.` argon;;  

aitrule filft.gent 
German! 	Silbcrazid 
Itillan: /tad° &argent°, 

azoimide &argent° 
Spay.lz,la Lido de plata, 

nitruro de plata 

Co osition: 
chemical compound containing tile following percentages 

by weight of the elomers: Silver—. 72.0% 
Nitrogen-.--- 28.0% 

Characteristics: 
Silver amide is a white to gray, press-loaded explosive 
melting at 251°C. It will detonate when exposed. to a 
temperature of 290°C for five Seconds. Like lead aside :  
silver aside contains no oxygen and detonation involves no 
combustion. It is non-volatile and practicilly nonhygro-
acopic. It is somewhat more sensitive than lead aside. 
Like lead aside :  Wye,' aside is stored wet. 

Manufacture: 
-----1-76ntion of sodium azide is added slowly to a solution of 

silver nitrate which is being lapidly stirred. The resulting 
silver aside precipitate is filtered out or sclIstion :  

West 
Silver aside mar  be used as an initiating explosive ;  although 
its use thus far has been very limited. . 

1HHH441 

SINGLE-BASE COLLOIDED PROPELLANT See SINGLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT 

***** 

SINGLE-BASE POWDER 	 See SINOL&BASN SMOKELFSS MOPELLANT 
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SINGLEBASE SMOKE--
LESS PROPELLANT 

SINGLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
Single.7ase Colloided 

Propellant 
• SingleAldas PaWder 

See also GUNCOTTON, NITROCELLULOSE, 
PROPELLANTS•FOREIGN, SMOKELESS 
PROPELLANT, and specific types 
listed. under Comnonition below 

rcze_ira Nomenclature: 
British: N.C.T. (Nitrocellulose ;  

•• Tubular) 
Russian: Piroksilinovyye 

poroktv 
Spanish: P6lvora de base dace, 

pavora nitroceluthica 

Composition: 
Single-base propellants contain nitrocellulose as their 
'principal ingredient. ILI addition they contain a ntanilizer, 
and also may contain inorganic nitrates. nitrocovnands, 
and non-explosive materials such as metallic salts, metals, 
carbohydrates, and dyes. 

Single-base propellants can be grouped into the following 
types: 

Pyrocellulose (powder) 
E. C. Powder 
Fleshless and Smokeleas Compositions 
Small Arms Propellant 

Each of the above is discussed under a separnti. on+ 717. 
foreiwn compositions ;  nee PROART.T.ANTP-FIRVTrzt. 

V.  AIMS, 
• 1•■■•• 

Characteristt:s; 
ngl 	propellants usually are ember, brown, or black 

in color and are manufactured in as many forms as double-
base propellants, i.e., flakes, strips, sheets, spheres, 
pellets, tubes, and perforated cylindrical grains (normally 
with one or seven perforations). The amount of energy and 
gas liberated by single-base propellants is determined by the 
degree of nitration (as measured by the nitrogen content). 
Single•base propellants are inherently unstable, and 
stabilisers are required to bring the stability of these 
propellants up to practical limits. These propellants are 
more difficult to stabilise than are double-base propellants. 
Singlo-baao propellants are hygroscopic; the presence or 
moisture in the propellant wi ► l change the muzzle velocity 
and thus the predictable accuracy of projectilad. 
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SINGLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANg 

Manafacta14. 
-----TirqEellulose is first comptessed to squeeze out a portion 

of excess water:. It is then impregnated with alcohol which• 
displaces the remaining water and dehydrates the vs:6erial. 
The resulting dehydrated block is broken up and mixed with 
ether to form a colluid. At this stage the etsbiliser, 
usually dtphenylamine, is added. The colloid is again 
pres,:ed into a block and is force nr.-.nen "Aiw,ront 
press" where it merges in strands similar in appearance 
and size to macaroni. The colloid is re-blocked as long 
perforated tubes (if this is the form desired). The grains 
undergo a solvent recovery process (to collect ether and 
alcohol) and are dried. 

Uses: 
Single-base propellants have been used ir. melt types of 
ammunition. However, many propellant recisirements are 
better filled by double-base propellants, and single-base 
propellants have been replaced by double-base types in 
man' applications. In countries where nitroglycerin is in 
very abort supply, single-base propellants may be used in 
Ammunition with passable rrsulta, 

Comments: 
Since single-base propellants are colloids and not powders, 
the use of the phrase "single-base powder" is not correct, 
The term "single=base.colloided propellant" for these 
propellants is coming into increasingly wide usage since 
it is mnre accurate in its description (the propellant:: 
are not completely smIkelo2s). 

SHALL ARMS PROPELLANT 	 See alto SINGLE-BASE SMOKELESS 
PROPELLANT 

Alternate Nomenclature: 

Co osition: 
ce small arms propellants are a type of angle-bum 

propellant, they all contain nitrocelluloee as their 
principal ingredient, plus varying amounts of stabilisrrs 
and other non-explosive ingredients. Typit:Al compoeitiJns 
are listed below: 



SMALL AIM PROP? ILLIM 

 II 	ITT 	Ili 
98:30 -- 99:12-0 -- 981,95%d 

 99.6% 	• 
Iwo:, 	'''"' 	i.o. 	.......... 	10 ♦ 

1,0% --- 	4., 	4.- 	4.0 
0.7% --- 	1.0% --- 	145% 

0.4% 

'MR 	I 
Nitrocellulose 	 97•0 -- g9.3%°  -- 

Tin.— --- - ----- 	 2.0% --- too ....,... 
Potassium Sulfate 	 0,. .... ... --- 
LALin 1 ttl 'ilea...me 	 0.6% --- 0.7% -w- 

Ir.j.15% nitrogen 
b13,15% or 13.25% nitrogen 
013.105 nitrogen minimum 
d12.95% nitrogen 

.To all the above compositions, a glaze of graphite and a 
coating of dinitrotoluene in applied to Cie grains. 

Characteristics: 
----a-r—&nlesspropellants foreman arm:: are uf:m]1l glazeiA with 

graphite to facilitate machine loading and to prevent the 
accumulations of large charges of static olectricity. Small 
arms propellants have a black polished appearance. They 
have a high order of stability and are particularly resistant 
to the effects of moisture because of die dinitrotaluene 
coating. Since the propellant grains are small, they 
ignite more readily and burn more freely Ulan artil3Ary 
propellants. However, when moisture is present or abnormal 
temperatures prevail, the small grains are subject to 
more rapid deterioration than the larger grains. Many 
email arms propellants are nearly as sensitive to friction 
as black powder. 

Manufacture and Uses: 
---5111eelCa&-FER SMOKELESS  PROPULANT 

+rit-irStIt• 

SMOKELESS PROPELLANT 

Alternate Nomenclature:  
-----EZA- Oided Propellent 

Smokeless Powder 

See also COMPOSITE PROPELLANT, DOUBLE, 
BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT, SINGLE-
BASE SMOVIESS PROPELLANT, TRIPLE-
BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT 

Foreign  Nomenclaturet 
Rus75717---balrmnyi rorokh 
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SM 11tH Os PROPELLENT 

Comments: 
Smokeless propellants may be divided into four main classes: 

Single-Bass Smokeless Propellant 
Do:Ible-Base Smokeless Propellant 
Triple-Base Smokeless Propellant 
Composite Propellant 

Entrie under the above headings give specific details on 
gElepsttien, Characteristics,. Manufactms, and Uses. 

All smokeless propellants with the exception of composito 
propellants contain nitrocellulose as one of the "bases." 
Single-base propellants have nitrocellulose as their active 
explosive; double-base propellants contain nitrocellulose 
and nitroglycerin as the two bases; and triple-base 
propellants contain nitrocelluloae, nitroglycerin, and 
nitroguanidine. Triple-base propellants luwe 	beett 
treated as a type of double-bare propellants; hewever s • 
the propellants contain three active explosives in their 
compoettion and their characteristics .differzonaiderW.V 
from -the characteristics of double-base propellants. They 
are, therefore, properly treated as a separate class of 
propellants. 

Smokeleee prope7aants have replaced black powder in all but 
the crudest propellant applications. They are used in all 
types of infantry and artillery ammunition and in many 
types of rocket motors. 

aconcided 	 atioaktileas propellants is 
coning into increas141.7 wine usage since it is more accurate 
in its description than is the term "smokeless propellant" 
(these propellants are colloids.and they are not completely 
smokeless). 

SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANT 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
dome 

Composition= 
San-  rocket propellents may utilise a number of coucounds, 
soae a which are classified Confidential or abov.e when 
uscd in propellant applications. In ge..er '1.. .all solid 
rocket propellants contain a fuel and a“ ce4tliser in the 
proper proportions for sustained combustion. 
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SOLID ROCKET PRO-
PELLANT 

Solid rocket propellants may he divided into three categories: 
dm-Ue-base smokeless propellants, composite propellants, 
tnd cast perchlorate propellants. The first two are 
discussed wider individual ettries. EXampins of Unit-ed 
States cast perchlorate propellants are listed belovt 

AV -1A1 (Asphalt Base Perchlorate) 
Potaiilam Perchlorate------ 	76.5% 
ruel 	 ••■•• ••••••■■ •• ■ •••• 23 ay.% 

AN S07  (Resin Base Perchlorate) 
Ammonium Perchlorate 	75% 
Fuel    24.825% (50% A-10 polyester resin, 

Sc% styrene) 
Additives--    0.175% 

Thiokol (Rubber Base Perchlorate) 
AmmonrinVichlorate--- 	 21.15% 
Potassium Perchlorate- 	 47.12% 
Polysulfide Rubber (Thiokol).— 28,85% 
Additives-- -----   2.88% 

Characteristics: 
--sTirrrocket propellants have a wide range of Characteristico, 

• depending upon the individual compositions. While the ideal 
rocket propellant has not yet been developed, its charac-
teristics have been established as follows: 

a, Uniform ignition and hi•ning 
b.Vie11-dAfirerl i  IsApr^A”^enhl as asa approximately at-A:latent 

burning suaThee 
c.Roproduceable composition with a constant heat of 

explosion 
d.Nonhygroscopicity 
e.Procurable.in grains having widely varying burning 

times, either by changes in composition or structure 
f.Adequate mechanical proper Lies 
g.High performance 
h.Smokelessness 

Stability 
J. Not affected by temperaturo variations 

Manufacture: 
*mime ow111 

Thi manufacture of double-base and composite propellants is 
discussed under individual entries..Perchlorate propellants 
in general are the easiest of all solid propellants tn 
manufacture. The oxidizer, pulverised into an extremely 

	

fine powder is added to the fuel, whit* 	bqen previously 
melted. The mixture is stirred, cast ;  ond pllowed to cool. 



SOLID ROuICET PROPE•UNT 

Uses: 
It is apparent from their name that sc11.1 rocket propellants 
are used for rockets and missilese 

Comments: 
Solid rocket propellants are coming into increasing usage 
became of their major advantages over liquid propellants, 

•their generally good storage characteristics and 
their ease of handling. however, ;  dig ,::.c 	in obtaining 
required characteristics wach as unifons borPing time 
has limited the full utilization of their advantages. 

414141-** 

SOLVENTLESS PROPELLANT or 	See DOUBLE-BASE SMOKELESS 
POWDER 	 PROPELLANT 

=AP= NITRATE 	 See NITROSTARCH 

STRAIGHT DINAMIlt 	 S4.e also DYNAMITE, MILITARY DYNAMITE, 
NITROGLIC ERIN 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	LonlAnNomanclature: 
See DYNAMEr--  

VVE22Al212: 
Aritight dynzrites can he subdivided into „dynamite with 
inactive base (Guhr qynamites)e and "dynamitsa with active 
irse tExtra dynamitee).n Represettctivo compositions are 
given balowv 

Inactive Base 
Nitroiriaal===.. 75%) Rarely, the composition tay include 
Kieeelguhr-- ...... 	25% ) some nitrocellulose. 

Active Base (U.S.) 
NitrcaFgag:::- ..... 40% 
Sodium 	 W4 to 45% approx 
Wood M. 41- 	  12 to 15% approx 
Calcium Carborate 	 1 to 3% approx ) 

Draarrre,r7r . 
See 22_ ...psition below 

kiayalso be mule 
with ammoniam 
nitrate, giving 
ammonia drnamites. 
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STRAIGHT DYNAMITE 

Armenia  Dynamite  .with  Active Base (French Ammengynamite) 
Armnonrirmlatrate------- VT- 
Nitroglycerin 	  40% 
Wood or Cereal Meal 	 1C 
Sodium Nitrate 	 Kd , 

• Low-freezing straight 4tiainitet3 (see LOW-FREEZING AND NON-
FREEZIT3 DYNAMITES) have compositions in which the nitro-
glycerin is rep:laced by nitrated of glycerin, and 

1ST 	 15", • 	 fa^^ QMAD urtmnAmv% 	• 
,,.• 	.• 	 • 

Charsoteristics: 
Inactive -Uwe -- Dynamites with inactive base are reddist. 
yellow to brownish yellow, and almost white when frozen. 
They resemble fresh earth in that they are a orwlay-plastic 
mass, They are nonhygroscopic. Normally they will ireaze • 
at 100C; when frozen they are less sensitive thori the plastic 
materiel. If made from nitrocellulose which has been flay 

'stabilized. dynamites with inactive base are completely 
stable, even at tropical temperatures. Their sensitivity 
to shock and friction is not quite as high as that of 
nitroglycerin; they are also less briaant than nitro-
Olvoerin. Hnwavar;  Oleet evnsadtes will detonate when 
kit by A afle billet. They are maps sensitive than °they' 
types of dynamites. 

Active bazo -- Dynamites with active base are greasy p3wdars 
which are loose and moist. The ammonia dynamites (varieties 
containing ummonium nitrate) are espeelelly strong but haw.. 
the disadvantage of nigh hygroscopicity. Sodium nitrate 
also lends its characteristics of hygroscopicity to those 
dynamites. Other characteristics are similar to dynamites 
with inactive base. 

Manufactures  
dynamites are manufactures by mixing nitroglvcerin 

with kieselguhr (in'the case of inactive base) or other 
Absorbent material (in the case of Active base). The 
mixing is done by shovel or by hand and the resulting 
material is screened to insure zozpleto uniformity and 
fine graining. 

Uses* 
Since straight dynamites are fast and shattering when 
detonated, they are used where a "quick" explosive is 
desired. Such uses include underwater Wasting (excluding 
ammonia dynamites), steel demolition work, mai the priming 
of deep-usll blasting gelatins. Dynamites al-wt inactive 
base ar..l practically non-existent in tho Uni4ed States 
today/ they have been replaced by active ) . ass types and 
are uoed only as a basis of comparison for other types of 
dynamitna. 
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STRAIGHT DYNAITTE 

110. • 
• 	 

The- terminology for straight dynami,i;es has not met with 
consistent usage. The term nJynamiten often is used to 
refer only to dynamites with active and imacbive bases 
(i.e., straight dynamit -.0 i  whereas it is more plxperls? 
used to refer to the entire dcinartit4 Class of explosives. 
The term ftstraight dynamite' ,  has been used in the United 
StP.,es to refer to dynamites with active base; the *.ern 
is correctly used, however, to in.:ludo all of the dynamites 
discussed in this entry. The term Ildynamite'no. 1" is 
popularly used in the United States' as an alternate name 
for dynamites with inactive base. 

***** 

SUCROSE OCTUNITRATE 
	

Sae SUGAR NITRATE 

***** 

SUGAR NITRATE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
--grgosugar 

Come-Mittens 
The following sugar nitrates have bean found to exhibit 
explosives characteristics: 

. Arahinose Tetranitrate (Nitroarabinone)--'051160(0NO2)4 or 
054%013 

Glucose Pentanitrate 	 0070(0Y02)5 or 
c6H7115°16 

al2H05(01102)6 or Lactose Hexanitrate 	  
Cl2H10023 

Lactose Octonitrate (Mitrolactose) 	 C1211103(01402 )8 " 
1010027 

Mal ose Octonitrate (Nitromaltose)---..- C12K103(01102)8 or 
0121/114Nat 

Msunome Pan: 	(Nitramennose).... c6R70(mo2)5  or 
C6H7N5°16 

Sucrose Octonitrate (Nitrosucrose).----.. C1 2H1 403 (0NO2 )8 or 
C1211108°27 

Mann other sugar nitrates have bean preptced, but they have 
no IA:porter:co as explosives. 



SUGAR NITRATM 

Characteristics 
Sugar nitraxe. appear as colorless or white crystals. They 
melt at comparatAvely low temperatures, rerging from 800 to 
165°C. In a molten state, they are sticXy ar rasinzue; 
upon cooling, they do not crystallize easily or rapidly, 
In this, they resemble the edgers from which they are peodueed, 
Sugar nitrates are inherently unstable. Comounds made from 
them ar far lea stable than nitroglycerin unleze s 
stabilize: (normally diphenylamine) is added. • 

Hanufacturet  
Sugar of the required type is dissolved in concentrated 
nitric Acid. Ccncentrated sulfuric acid iu zdded drop by 
drop, and the sugar nitrate will crystallise out of solution. 

Uses: 
Sugar nitrates are utilized in explosives as substitutes 
for nitroglycerin. Sucrose octonitrate has been LSA1(! An 
the United States in mixtures with nitroglycerin for the 
manufacture of nnitrohydrene (82-86%,nitroglycerin, 
14-18% sucrose octonitrate), which has functioned as a 
non-freezing dnamite. Mixtures of glucose pentanitrate 
and nitroglycerin, and lactose octonitrate and nitroglycerin 
have also been prepared. Theme mixtures are similar*to 
nitroglycerin in explosive strength, but are difficult to 
stabilize. 

Comments: 
ncr̂  gar nitrates are =ad in explosives only as 

sUbetitetes for nitroglycerin, '',;he extort of their use 
dapeads eatirely lipid the degree of. scarcity of glycerin 
and their cost of prodlucion. ckt best, a sugar nitrate 
will replace only 14 to 18% of nitroglycerin in an 
explosive compound; the increased need for nitric acid 
to manufacture sugar nitrates wakes their use a miring of 
dubious value. 

SIM.TRINITROTOLUENE 	 See TRINITROTOLUSNE 

***** 

T-9 
	

Sea COMPOSITION 1-9 
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Otgaiedaeiaaie 	- 

TEL 

TEGN 

Alternate  NomenelatrTe: 
firetWoregin— adinitrato 

Composition: 
CiA214208 chemical compound remaining the following 
peruentager by weightof the elements: Carbon----- 29.9% 

HYdrogena--a 5.4% 
Nitrogena-a 1307% ice; e.:4 	 530C% 

Characteristics: 
comptmndwith a melting -05at of -19°C. 

It will explod.L. 7404 auLjectiia to a temperature of 22300 
for five seconda. It is lees aensitive to impact than TNT : 

 and is unaffected by friction tests. It is, however: 
 volatile. 

Manufacture: 
triethyleneglycol is nitrated (at a temperature 

of 0° t PC), and than poured over water and extracted three 
times with ether. The extract is washed first with water 
and then with a sodium bicarbonate solution. The product 
is dried by removing water and ether. 

Uses: 
TACO has been used as an ingredient of rocket and double-
base propellants, especially by.the Germans during World 
War II. 

Commautas 
--irg quantity production of TM still presents seas difficulties 

and its use in propellantvoupositions is being replaced by 
other liquid nitrates. 

TETRAGON 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Forel 'Nomenclature: 
4-guanyla(nitrosoaminoguavi /a Soviets 'Tetratsin 

1-tetrasene 

sition, 
011).NH.NH.NOLC(sNH).NH.NH.NO or 02110160 -- chemical 

compound containing the following percentages 'N ,  vaight of 

	

the elements: Carbon 	12.77% 
Hydrogen-- 4.28% 
Nitrogen---- 74.44% . 

  Oxygen  
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TETRANITROANILINE 

Monnavym,,. 
4.m4AAMAA-0 See TETRYL 

al.*** 

See also ARMATIO Y1103 COMPOUNDS 

TEPRACEKE 

Characterictics: 
Tetracene is a colorless or pale yellow, fluffy, press-
loaded material which malts with explosive violen at 
fro= Vi %o ta 160%. ii Li1L explode whea selbjected to a 
temperature of 16CPC for five seconds. Tetracene is 
slightly hygroscopic. While it is stable at temperatort:s of 
750C and under, it will decoome at higher temperattnes $ 

 the decomposition rate increaeing rapidly as the 
temperature increases. Tetracene is somewhat more sensitive 
than merAtic fUlminate. It detonates readily from 
exposure to flame. Its expl3sion tempe..-dture is relatively 
low and makes it usof41 in priming composiUone. 

Manufacture:. 
Tetracene.may be prepared by dissolving aminoguanidine 
carbonate in a mixture cf glacial acetic acid (pure acid) 
and water. After the solution has been filtered and 
cooled$  solid sodium nitrite is added. The tetraceno 
precipitates, and is collected and washed. 

!Jess: 
Tetracene is used either as an ingredient of priming: 
compositions or as an intermediate booster. It is not 
used to initiate the detonation of high explosives since 
it will not detonate TNT, and will, detonate PETN and 
tetryl only if the tetracel.e is unpressed. 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
— %Am  

gSg284glas 
2 (NO2)4 or C6H3M508 -- chemical compound containing the 

following percentages by weight. of the elementst 
Carbon-..--..- 26.38% 
gydrogen---- 1.11% 
Nitrogen-. 25.64% 
Oxygen-- 46.87% 
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TETRANI'falt:IIILINE 

Characteristic a: 
Tetranitroaniline is a greenish yellow to olive green 
crystalline material which melts at from 2100  to 2150C 
with edcompoaltion. It does not react with metals. 
Tetranitroaniline is nonhnroecopic, and completely steWle 
in dry storage. However, lone term exposure to moisture 
tends to prorste hydrolysis of the compound. Tetra- . 

 nitroanilino is more een9itive to impssi. and friction than 
TNT. It 1 re filly detonated by the penetration of a rifle 
bullet. it is one of the strongest hign tesplosives, beina 
about 40% etrongor than TNT. 

Manufacture: 
Benzene, reacted with mixed acid. is nitrated to dinitrobensene. 
which is converted to metenitroaniline by treatment with 
a sodium.mulfido solution,, Netanitroaniline is convertGd 
to metanitroaniline sulfate by being reacted with szlf .aric 
acid. The sulfato, in turn, is nitrated to tetranitreaniline 
by reacting it with strong mixed acid. 

Uses: 
Tetranitroaniline has been used as an ingredient of cheap, 
relatively insensitive blasting explosives, so as to 
increase both explosive strength and sensitivity to detonation. 
It has also been used as a partial substitute for mercuric 
fulminate in commercial blasting caps or electric detonators, 
and, by the Soviet Union, as a booster charge in ammunition. 
It is not used as a military bursting charge. 

Comments: 
----rgr.uelitroarailine is considerably more expensive to produce 

than is TNT. For this reason, and because of its high 
sensitivity, it is not suitable as a military bursting 
charge. Although the addition of as little as 5% paraffin 
or 25% divitrobentene would reduce the sensitivity of 
tetranitroaniline to manageable proportions, such additions 
would reduce the compound's explosive strength to a point 
making impracticable its use as a military high explosive. 
Tetranitroaniline is not to be confused with trinitroenillue, 
which is a different chemical compound. 

TITRANITROBRYTHRITOL 
	

See PITH 

*MI* 

TETRANITROCTITLAHILTA 
	

See TETRYI, 
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TETRANITROTETRAZA-
CYCLE-OOTANE 

TBTRANITROTETRAZACYCLE-001ANE 	See HMI 

*KIM* 

TETRYL 	 See also AROMATIC NITRO CONFOUNDS 

Alternate N: =clature: 	Foreign Nomenclature: 
-1-5yroxrte 	 BritiMtrr(Composition, exploding) 

Tetralite 	 French: 	Tetryl 
Trinitrophenylmethyl- 	German: 	Tetryl 

nitrcialne 	 Italian: Tetrile, Tetr,71 
(Formerly A130 Tetranitro- 	Japanese: Meiayaku 
methylaniline) 	 Russian: Tetril 

Spanish: Tetrenitrometil- 
aniline, Tetryl 

Co ositiont 
g2"TR02) 2 (NCH3NO2) or C7H5N50,8 -- chemical compound containing 

the folioting percentages by weight of the elements: 
Carbon.-- 29.24 
Hydrogen.-- 1.75% 
Nitrogen•- 2639% 
oxygen.. 144.58 

Characteristics: 
Tetryl is a colorless or yellow, erystalline, press-loaded 
material which melts at between 129° and 1300C, It will 
ignite when subjected to a 11,emperature or 257°C for give 
seconds. Tetryl does not react with metals. It is only 
slightly hygroscopic, but the presence of even a slight 
amount of mciature will reduce its effectiveness. Tetryl 
is more sensitive to shock and friction than TNT. It is 
easily detonated by penetration of a rifle bullet.. It is 
completely stable at temperatures of'120 °C and under. 

Manufacture: • 
--taieFe is treated with mixed acid, and the resulting 
nitrobenzene is reduced to aniline by treatment with iron 
filings and hydrochloric acid. The aniline is combined with 
methyl alcohol (wood alcohol) by heating under pressure in 
the presence of sulfuric acid or iodine, The resulting 
dimethylaniline is dissolved in sulfuric acid and the 
eoletien 	troatad with mixed acid. The tetryl precipitites, 
and is boiled, ground, re-boiled, and dried. 



TETRII 

Uses: 
Tetryl is Uinvereally used as a booster, rarely as a bursting 
charge, and in the manufacture of tetrytol (see entry). It 
is also too'd lase extensively in military and commercial 
detonators, as a partial substitute for mercuric fulWAnato 
charges by being pressed into 	bottom of tba detamat'ar 
&ell and covnrT,C.leith a amai priming chiage of fulminate. 

41-113kii* 

TFARYTOL 

Alternate: Nomenclatures 	For eim Nomenclatures 
None 	 Ruelarni Tetritol 

c ()attics: 
. e 	ol is a composition containing varying proportions of 
tetryl and TNT. The following compositions are typical: 

Tetryl 	 80% 75% ..... 70% 65% 
TNT-- 	 20% 25% ---- 30% ---- 35% 

Characteristics: 
Wre a light yellow to buff, cast-loaded, solid which 

melts at 680C. The compositions listed above will ignits 
sthen:!subjebteintotthrfellowinglitemperatures for five seconds, 
80/20 tetrytc1.-2900C; 75/25 tetrytol--3100; 70/30 tetrytol.. 
32000; end 65/35 tetryto1-3250C. Dry tetryta 
affect maeneeium-auminum ahoy. We t tear, tol will affect 
copper, brass, aluminum4 magnerium,.magnesitus-altudnum 
mild steel. and mild steel plated with cadmium, copper, sine, 
or nickel. Tetrytol is, practically nonhygroecopic in that 
it absorbs only 0.02% moisture when exposed to an atmosphere 
of 90% relative humidity at 3000. Its senaitivity , t4 impact, 
shock, heat, and initiation is intermediate between that of • 
TNT and that of tetryl. It is more brisant than TNT and less 
brisant than tetryl. It is entirely stable in storage at 
6500 end under, Higher temperatures, however, cause some 
exudation and distortion of shape. 

Manufactures 
--- Wrg: Matti until it has malted and its temperature As 

slightly above 1000C. letryi is added and the temperature 
is decreased until the proper viscosity for pouring is 
obtained. Part of the tetryl dissolves in the TNT; the 
remainder ferns a simple mixture with the molten at 

bas 
Tetrytol le usod as a demolition explosive, a bursting 
charge for miner4 and it the bursting tubes of chemical 
shells. 
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TNA 	 See TETRANITROANILINE 

 

  

THP 
	

Sac: PICRIC ACID 

*L**LL 

TNPH 	 See also AROMATIC NITRO CCMPONDS 

Altornate Nomenclature s  
Ethyl P 
Trinitrophenetole 
Trinitrophenylethylether 

Co):61_35 
6H2 ,11102)3Clik or C8H7N306 	chemical compound containing 

the followifiepercentagee by weight, of the eleeantse 
Carbon.-- 39.84%, 
Hydrogen---- 2.92 
Nitrogen-- ride% 
Oxygen... 39,81% 

Characteristics: -- Nrif=cast-loaded explosive materiel with a melting point 
of 78,3°C. It is similar to TNT in pwer and can be aufeee-
Aaly mixed with cyclortte and summtmanitrate for other 
explosives. However, it is more sensitive to handle than 
TNT, and is more ccmplioated and expensive than TNT to 
manufacture. 

Uses: 
TNPH normally is used as a component in booster and 
bursting charge compositions. It has been proposed„ herover, 
as a bursting charge in French ammunition where scriow 
toluene shortages have required the development of 
TNT aubRtit”tea. 

Commas a: --TRH is of value as a high explosive only in cases where 
TNT substitutes are required. In other CabeSs its manufac-
turing and sensitivity disadvantages outweigh its useful-
ness except as an ingredient in explosive oulmnitiorn. 
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TNT 

TNT 	 See TRIKITROTOLUENE 

*a*** 

TOLITE 	 See TIINITROTOLUENN 

TORPEX 

   

Alternate Nomenclature: Foreign Nomenclature: 
Swedish* Haxotonal (Brand name 

used_ by Be:Forl of 
Swedin) 

   

18% 

Slight verietione in the percentage of in 	has 
resulted in the following types: 

To 

BeOLVA20.....■■ 

0herecteristics: 
-----"rn=pexsa silvery-whits *  cast-loaded explodive material. 

It will detonate when subjected to a temperature of 260°C 
for five seconds. It reacts elighayulth byarc. Torpex 
is nonhygroacopic when exposed to an atmosphere of 9t)% 
relative humidity* at 300C. It is more sensitive to impact 
than comporition B, and is readily. detonated by the pane-
traticn of a rifle bullet. It is wore br:Isant than T'N'T, 
but less brisant than oyclonite. Torpex has a high . order 
of stability; it has bean stored for 13 months at 6500 
without change. However *  slight traced of moisture in the 
composition will rearlt In the liberation of gases which rev 
rupture the ammunition component it fills and which vi11 
increase the sensitivity of the torpexto shook. 

Manufacture* 
Ting heated until it has melted and its temperature is 
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TORPFX 

about 100°C. Slightly wet cycloatte - is added slowly, and 
mixing and heating are continued until all moisture has been 
removed. Grained alurAnam is adder. and stirring is continvd 
unUi a uniform milttwe results. The temperature o• the 
ralxliu•e ie decreased until the proper viscosity fo .!.- pouring 
is nb-ktrinefl, 

Uses: 
Toz.ex is used by the United States and Great Britain as a 
bursting charge in mines, torpedmiz, and depth charges; 
it was used by Germany as a bursting charge in bombs. 

Comments: 
Because of the sensitivity of torpex9  two other explosives 
have been developed, DBX (see entry) and HBX-l. HBI-1 has 
a torpex composition plus a desensitiser and calcium chloride 
(it is actually made from composition B, compoAtIon D-2, 
TNT, and aluminum). It is less sensitive and leas brisant 
than torpex, and is nonhygroscopic. BBI-1 has not been 
standardized for general use. 

IHHHHIF 

TPX 
	

See TORPEX 

TRIAZIDOTRINITRODENZENE 

Alternate Nomenal.atIzet 
Trinitrotriazidobenzene 

- CorTolitions — .x--tr- .b.90 •12 	uilumical compound containing the fallowing percen- 
tages by wtdght of the elemonts: Carban------ 21,4% 

Nitrogen---- 5041 
Oxygen-- 28.6% 

Characteristics: 
---MAg=.zdo rrinitrobeacene is a greenish yellow, press-l.w.ded 

explosive, melting at 13100. It is nonhygroacopic, and will 
not exude. It does not react with more common astals such 
as iron, steel, copper, and brass. • 
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tftm040TRINITROBINZENE 

Manufacture2 
01;;EFichlorob9nzene is prepared by-chlorinating aniline to 
form-trichlOroaniline, and eliminating the amino group. 
The eym-triunlorobenzene is nitrated, and the precipitated 
trinitro trichlorobenzene (either powder or in acetone solution) 
in added to a solution of sodium azide in alcohol and is 
stirred rapidly. TrinitrotriazidoLnzene precipitates and 
is washed and dried. 

Nes* 
Triatidotrinittobenzene has recently been fouud to be very 
auitablo for use in priming compositions. 

TRIDITE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
None 

Zomla. Nomenclatures 
 British: Nellite 

French: 	DD 
Italians MBT 

geWptiga: 
he following composition may be takenfas representative: 

Picric Acid------• 80% 
Dinitrophenol----- 20% 

Characteristics: 
----75EffgEi a east-leaded explosive. A is Slightly inferior 

to picric acid as an explosive, but has the-advantage of 
being tastable. It will not exude. 

Uses: 
Tridite has been used as a bursting' charge for artillery 
shells-  and bombs. However, with the modern trend away from 
using picric acid in bursting charges, tridite it used with 
decreasing frequency. 

411144 41* 

TR IETHYLENEGIMOLDINITRATE 
	

See TEGN 
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TRILITE 

TRIL.tTE 
	

See TRINIT10T0LUEN8 

xz; stg- 

TRIMETHYLENETRIKITRAMINE. 	CYCLONITE 

TRDIONITE 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Fo.L210Nomenillaturet 
None 	 PranniiT---7R-E 

Col osition: 
c c 	........ 88% 

Mononitronaphthalene---- 12% 

During World War II, France used the °allowing modified 
composition: 

Picric Acid-- 	 
Mononitronapbthalene 	 

70% 
30% 

Characteristics: 
---1Wmonite ie a cast-loaded ev1Jsive melting at 90oc. 

It will detonate when subjected to a temperature of 11500 
for live seconds. it is legs sensitive to initiation and less: 
brisant than straight picric acid. However, vhen.stored at 
elevated temperltures, it will exude. 

Manufacture: 
Picric acid and mononitronaphthalone At@ melted together 
rind stirred until the composition i.e uniforao 

Uses. • 
•Trimonite has been used ae a bursting charge for artillery 
shells and bombs, especially in France. However, with the 
modern trend away from using picric acid in bunting charges, 
trfavionite is used with decreasing frequency. 

TaINITROPHENE7OLE 
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TRIWITROPHFITOL 

TRINITROPHENOL 

TRINITROPHENYLETHYLETRER 

•TRINITROPHENYLMETHYLNITRAMINE 

TRINITROTOLUENE  

See Pima ACID 

*a*** 

Seo TNN 

***** 

See TaRYL 

4**** 

See A2ORATIC NITRO ccmpoun6 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	l_e_orite.:.Nomenclatvre: 
Coal Aar Salt 	 -----14fitishc TrotY1 
Sym-Trinitrotoluene (Sym-. 	French: 	Tolita s  trinitrotoluhne s  
metrical Trinitrotoluene) 	 trinitrotoluol s  

TNT 	 trotyl 
Tolite 	 German: 	Pp-02, ftllpulver 1902, 
Trilite 	 tolits  trinitrotoluas  
Trinitrotoluol 	 trotyl 
Triton 	 Hungarians Trilit,. trinitrotoluol s  
Trotyl 	 tritolos  trotil 

EOM The terms "trotyl" 
and "tolite" are of British 
and French origins 
respectively, 

Italian: 

Japanese: 

Russian: 
Spanish: 

trinitrotoluenl s 
 trinitrotoluolos 

 tritolo 
Chakatueurakus  type 

92 (see also separate 
entry) 

T, tols  trotil 
Tolitas  trilitas  

trinitrotulueno s 
 trinitrotoluol 

Lfifelpition: 
----- ;Algata (NO2 ) 1  or C40206 chemical compound containing the 

allowing pefcentakei fly weight of the elements: 
Carbon.. 37.cl% 
Hrdrogen---- 2.22% 
Nitrogen-- 1840% 
OXYgen------  42.27% 
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0-TNT 

-NO2-  

W-TNT 

73 
0;--TNT 

1102-T  

TITT7ITROTOLU2JE 

TNT occur3 	six isom(;i%3. fles5gaat;,t1 
delta- : 	 1!,:ia-viniro .'„olot, 	Th9 '1..piriedj. 
formala given above applies to all Gi7 	 sifferenc?s 

tho isomers are dun to the Hiel:crent locations of 
of the nitro ;;ro .,I.p:i 	compoundts stracturoo For e:mmple) 
alpha-, bets.-„ and gamma-trinitrotol:ens how ,ho 
structural formulae: 

Characteristics: 
—Trinitrotoluene appears as light yellow flakes or rhomhehAdrpl 
crystals. TNT is classified into three grades in accordance 
with military spszifications: Grade I with a solidification 
point of at least 800C; OTade II with a .  solidification 
point..  of at feast 7969C; and Grade III with a solidificat 
point of at least 76°C6 Trinitrotoluene may be cast- or 
press-loaded; cast-loading is the preferred method. Tr,  

liquid form, trinitrotoluene is much morl sensitive to impact 
than the solid maters. 1. It Is practically nonhygroseopic : 

 absorbing not more than 0.2% moistm7e. It is one of the loast 
sensitive of the ailitevy high explo!Avos. Its bpisanee is 
equal to that of picric acid and guncotton, less than that of 
tetryl, EDNA, PETN„ cyclonite :  and nitroglycerine It is 
quite stable in closed tgorage, although I!' the pretence of 
certain chemical compounds much as 4j.ks1.ins and ammonia it 
forms. unstable and dangc,,rous compounds. 1407.enver :  
to =light or ultraviolet light in *,ha presence of oxrgen 
causes progressive discoloration and dcsmposition and 
increasing sensitivity  It! irpect,, 

Alpha•trinitrotoluene (symmstrical ►TT or simply sym-TNT) 
co•istitutes 93% or more of the commercial product and the 
characteristics of Isomer govsrn ths, characteriatico 
of the product. Grade .TNT, which is tho purest of tho 
three grados„ contatnz the ?cast anc:::iLtd of imouriUsa in 
the form of isomers other thn.e alpha-firs:*.o 



TRINITROTOLUENE 

Manufacture: 
..-- rniErotoluene may be manufactured by onee, two-, or three- 

stage nitration processes, or more recently, by the eortiruous 
procese :  with toluene and nixed acid an the raw materials. 
While ell four processes have been used on a production basis, 
the three-stage process has had the advantages of 
maximum yield, greeter purity of product, and greater 
ease os control of acid coneentration and temperature 
conditions. The continvoute.process, as employed by the 
Bofors Company el' Sweden, is coming into wide usage as 
its advantage of continuous TNT yield becomes :tnereasingly 
apparent. 

In the one-stage process, a large excess of strong mixed 
acid is used end the temperature is graduelly raised. TNT 
can be prodeeed •in the one process without transfer or 
separation of spent acid from intermediate products. In 
the two-stage process, either•monoe or dinitrotoluene is 
produced in the ferst stage ?  and TNT ih the second. Iu tLe 
three-stage proceos, by the use of three different acid 
mixtures and different conditions of temperature, etc., there 
are successively produced mono-, die, and trinitrotclAlaza, 
eacn stage being carried out in a different nitrator.., 
However, it should not be assumed that at any stage there is 
only one nitrated product. Thus all of the toluene is not 
nitrated to mononitrotolrene before any mononitrotoluene 
is nitrated to dinitrotoluene; 111 of the mononitrotoluene 
is not nitrated to dinitrotoluene before any dinitrotoluene 
is nitrated to trinitrotoluene. The contin uous process 
employs the same raw materials as the other processes:  but 
operates on a continuous heel), rather than on the #batchtt 
basis of the other processes. Hence, it offers a greater 
yield over A given time perted elan do any of the other 
processes. 

The TNT resulting from any of the processes must be washedt  
purified by remelting, granulated, screened, and dried. 
Grades I and II TNT must be prepared by reeryntellisetion 
ur special cherieel treatment of Grade III TN. Grade X 
TNT requires addition el purification and is the most 
expensive of the three grades. 

IINT-oil, 00  the material used in came dynamites, is a bye. 
prodpet in the process of TNT purification. Crude TNT 
is treated with organic solvents (such as alcohol or 
carbon tetrachloride) to remove any beta- and gamma-TNT 
present. Upon distillation, the organic solvents are 
recovered, and the residue is TNT-oil. 



TAZNITRCTOLU•E 

Uwisg 
•• ■• 

TNT is universally used as the bursting charge for high 
explosive artillery zhella, nines, bombs, and grenades. 
It may be used alone or mixed with ammortum nitrate (see 
AMax0L). It has also been used to a limited extent for 
demolition and blasting and in industrtal explosives. 
It is used also in the Bickford fuse. TNT is also litlW 
being nsed as a constitueni in soma solid rocket propellants. 

For UP s of mononitrotoluene and dinitrotoluene, see 
Appendices. 

moTmTmonmwraqsnnommmt,  
s•■••••■ •.A.....1.4kJ4.1.•/%1.1A1j1. ■ 14J.A. ■ 3ee.TRIAZIDOTRINITROBENZENE 

44r:* 

TRIPLE-BASE SMOKELESS PROPELLANT See also SMOMEAS PROPELLANT 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
Sub Uunmema below 

SEPPgitiqns 
Triple-base smokeless propellants contain three principal 
explosive ingredients or nbasessft nitrocellulose, nitro-
glycerin, and nitroguanidine. The following compositions 
are representative of United States propellants in this 
category: 

Nitrocellulose—• 	----- 20.6% ------ 20.0% ) 
Nitroglycerin 	------ 19.0%  ........ 21.5% ) To which is 
Nitrcguanidine 	 ----- 54.7% 	 514 4% ) added 0.1% 
:gthyl Centralite---------- ------ 6.0%- ,..-w- - 1.5% ) graphite. 
Cryolite  ' 	' 	 0,3% i.......-- 00% ) 
Unknown 	. 	. ... ------ 4.0% ) 

Comments:  
Triple-base propellants are often classified as a type of 
double-base propellant since they share many of the Emma 
characteristics. There are;  howeler, mifficient differences 
to justify their separete classification. Due to the 111 .-eo- 
guanidine content, tripie.base propellants burn at temperatures 
lower, than other propellants and consequently cause far less 
gun barrel erosion than other propellants. Moreover, they 
are more stable than other propellants s!“...e mik.roguanidine 
acts au a stabilizer to a certain extent. .tio burning of 
triple...lase propellants yields higher gas volume values 
than e;aal quantities of other propellants and thus imparts 
higher velocities to projectiles. 
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TRITON 

TRITON See TRINITROTOLUENE 

TRITONAL 

Alternate Nomenc:ature: 
None 

Composition: 	
8c 

Aluminum ------- 20% 

OLaraoterietios: 
it tonala silvery gray, cast-loaded material. Tt will 
explode when subjected to a temperature of 4700C afi,er ftve 
seconds. It is very similar in its characteristics to ':NT. 
It is essentially nonhygroscopic. It is slightly more 
sensitive to impact then TNT, but is equal to TNT in 
sensitivity to initiation. Its brisance is less than that 
of TNT, but it is more.powerfol than TNT. 

Manufacture: 
----- TNT and aluminum• 	are fed separately into a steam-heated 

kettle, where the mixture is agitated and heated until all 
of the TNT has melted. The resulting tritonal is ready 
for cant-loading. 

• Uses: 
Tritonal is a standard Uniteci States military high explosive 
used in bombs for its high blast effect. 

TROJAN EXPLOSIVE 	 See also NITROSTARCH 

Alternate Nomenclature: 
Nene  

Comosition: 
Trojan explosives have been made in tua types depending 
upon usage: Trojan grenade explosives and Trojan tre•b 
mortar shell explosives. The compositions are almost 
identical. The composition listed below giver he input 
limits for each ingredient: 
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TROJAN IMWSIVE 

Not less than 	Not more than 
Nitroetarch .. - - - 	 23.Q 	 2740% 
Ammonium Nitrate 	 - 31.0% 	 35.0% 
7edium Nitrate----.-- 	 36.0% e---e 	 40.C% 
eforcoal 	Vt MieJ111, 0••■ 	,• 	  145% 	 2.5% 
IleVit.hydrocarbons 	 .... 	0.5% 	 1.5% 
Antacid-- ------ - ----- — 0,5% 	 1.5% 
Dinteuylamine 	• -. -- 	0.2% 	 0.4% 
moie ure_-- ----- „----- ... 	 1.2% 

Cherecteristics: 
Trojan explosivem are grayieh black in color and have a 
consistency similar to brown anger. They are very 
hygroccopic, although oil in the compounds tends to reduce 
this dieadynntage. Exposure to moisture tends to reduce 
both strength and. mensitivity. Theee explosive:: are much 
less sensitive then straight uitrostarch, and are particularly 
insensitive to ignition and sympathetic detonatAon. 

Manufeotures 
All materials other than the straight nitrostarch are 
ground and dried. The nitroetarch is mixed with this 
material. 

Usag:It 
Irojan exreeves have been used as bursting charges for 
hand grenades, rifle grenades, and trench mortar shells. 
They are only used very rarely at present. 

TROTYL 

***** 

See TRINITROTOLUENE 

***** 

TIPS 1 

Alternate Nomenclatures 	Foreign. Nomenclature: 

	

The entry is given in the 	None, 
English eqUivalent of the 
Japanese nomenclature; 
there lone correepondIng 
U.S. explosive. 

dompouitions  
AMmcAtum Piorate 	 81% 
AleWmum Powder 	 16% 
WOO. Pulp--.. 	"" 2% 
Peteoleum 	 1% 
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TYPE 1 

Comments: • 
Type le a Japanese explosive composition which was used 
during World War 11 as a bursting charge in depth charges. 

TYPE 88 

Alternate WOmentitrA- 	122:21mNomenclzture* 
--the entry is given in the ------Zipaneses Haensosanbakayaki 

English equivalent of an 
alternate Japanese nomen-
clature; there is no 
corresponding U. explosive. 

laallaon2  
Ammoaum Perchlorate 	 75% 
Ferro-Silicon------------ 16% 

6% 
3% 

Characteristics* 
Type 83 a a gray, v:ess-ioaded explosire compositiom. It 
rill react with msta:!e. Although it is stronger than TNT I, 
it lacks the shatter:mg power or TNT.. -1t is hygroscopic 
and unstable. 

lises2 
Type 88 is a Japanese explosive composition wUch can be 
used as a relatively cheap ualerweter explosive. 

4141111HI 

TYPE 92 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Foroi Nomenclature: M ••■•••■•••••■•••■•••••711...1■4 
-----The entry it given in the 	one 

English equivalent of the 
Japanese nomenclature; see 
Comments below. 

Composition: 
TNT 	 
Aluminum - Popfder 

 

66% 
34% 

 

 

Comment.tt 
Type 92 in a Japanese explosive composition which was used 
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Wood Heal ........ 
Crude Petroleum---.--.... 



60% 
140% 

• "segigird iii4,16 

TYPE 92 

during World War II as a bursting charge for machinegun 
bullets. The United States has a similar, explosive in 
tritonal (see entry). Ths term "type 92" has often been 
applied by ths Japanese to refer to streieht TNT, 

NOTE: Japan. incorporated :high explosive fillers into 
machinegas balets with calibers as smell se 7.7•mm. 

i'tPE 94 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Lamle Nomenclature:  
The entry ie given in the 	None 

English equivalent of the 
Japanese nomenclattwe; 
there is no corresponding 
U.S. explosive. 

agepsition: 
Trinitroaaisol----- 60% 
Oyclonite-------7-- 40% 

Comments:  
-type 94 is t Japanese exploeiie composition which was used 
durtngWe7ad War II as a bursting charge in torpedoes. 

Type 97 

Alternate Nomenclature: 	Fore 	Nomenclatunt 
---"NreritirreiWeen in the 	apati—gaiatta 

English equivalent of an 
alternate Japanese nomen- 
clature; there is no 
correaponding U.S. 
explosive. 

Cositions 
.......... 

Hexanitrodiphenylamiue----- 

Comments: 
Typo 97 ja a Japanese explosive composition .14lichmus usad 

V 'during . 'sold War II as a bursting charge in teepedoes and 
depth oh. wges. 



TYPE 98 

TYPE 98 

Alternate Nomenclatures 	Fore11 Nomencla•imle: 
The entry is given in the 	Japnneeet H2Kongo 

English equivalimt of nn 
alternate Japanese nomen-
clature; there is no 
corresponding U.S. 
explosi' .3 • 

Comytion: 
Trinitroanisol---------- 7O 	6% 

-,. Or 

Comments: 	- 
Type 98 is a Japanese explosive compositior. •;rhich was 1:4eft 
during World War II as a pziming and booster charge. 
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III FOREIGN SE•TTON  

BRITISH TM:C.4.S 

British Nomenclature 	Reference in General Section 

Amato, 	 Amatol 

Astralita 	 Astralite 

GE . 	 Tctryl 

Cordite 	 Cordite 

Gelignite 	 Gelatin Dynamite 

Lyddite 	 Picric Acid 

N.O.T. 	 Single-Base 8mokelese ZTopellant 

Nellite 	 Tridite 

Nitrocellulose, Tubular 	Single-Base Smokeless Propellant 

Permitted Explosive 	 Permissible Explosive 

Picrite 	 Nitroguanidine 

RDX 	 Cyclonite 

Research Department Explosive Cycicnite 

Trotyl 	 Trinitrotoluene 

Tubular Nitrocellulose 	Single-Base Smokeless Propelloint 



IALMCP 

French Womerc3aturu 	Rqarence in General Section. 

Acids Picrive 	 VIvic Acid 

Amato' 	 Ametnl. 

Ammonal, 	 Armonal 

Armonite 	 Ammonite 

Astralit 	 Astralite 

Azoture d' argent 	 Silver Azide 

Azcture de plomb 	 Lead Azide 

Balistite 	 Balliattte. 

Cheddite 	 Cheddite 

• Cordite 	 Cordite 

Coton-collodion 	 Guncotton 

Coton-nitre 	 Guncotton 

Coton-poudre 	 Guncotton 

DD 	 Tridite 

Dynamite 	 Dynamite 

Ecrasite 	 Evasite 

ExogIne 	 Cyclonite 

Explosif a la nitroglycirine Nitroglycerin 
Exp1.45it antig•isouteux 	Permissible Explosive 

Explosif de Burke' 	 Permissible Explosive 

Fulmicoton 	 Guncotton 

Fulminate de mercure 	Mercuric Famine. 
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FRENCH TERMS (oont'd) 

Reference in General Section  LtnaltmtraftlYna 

041atine dekonante 

061atine-djnamit0 

Ggiatine explosive 

Hulle de Nobel 

Nuile explosive 

M Mn 

Melinite 

Nitrat dlammoldeoret 

Nitrogelatine 

Nitroglycerine 

Nitrure d'argent 

Mitrure de plemb 
• 	 • 	_ 

Picrata dlammoniaque 

Poudre a base de nitrogly-
cgrine 

Poudre a la nitrorlycgrin ■, 

Poudre noire 

Pyroxylol 

Tetryl 

Polite 

TrinitroplAnol 

Trinitroresoreinsta de plot]) 

rinitrotolu4ne 

Trinitrotoluol 

Troty1 

XyleJtdine 

Blasting Gaatin 

Gelatin D2mand.4..„e 

Blasting Gelatin 

Nitroglycerin 

Nitroglycerin 

Trimonite 

Picric Acid 

AlLmonium Nitrate 

Gelatin DynamiW 

Nitroglycerin 

Silver Amide 

Lead Aside 

Explosive D 

Nitroglycerin 

Nitroglycerin 

Black Powder 

Nitrocellulose 

TJtryl 

Trinitrotoluene 

Picric Acid 

Lead Styphnate 

Trinitrotoluen, 

Trinitrotoluene 

Trinitrotolvone 

Nitrostiquoh 
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German Nomm....lattyrc 

GEBMAN TERMS 

174 'd'f".41""' ini Section MCUOL. 

     

     

Amato' • 	 Amato' 

Ammonal 	 Ammonal 

Ammonit 	 Ammonite 

Ammoniumnitrat 	 Ammonium nitrate 

Ammaniumpikrat 	 Explosive D 

Ammoniumsalpeter 	 Ammonium Nitrate 

Ammonpulver 	 Ammonal 

Astralit 	 Astralite 

Ballistit 	 Ballietite 

Bittersgure 	 Picric Acid 

Bleiazid 	 Lead Azide 

Bleitrinitrorocor=inat 	Lead Styphnate 

Cheddit 	 Cheddite 

Cordite (rare) 	 Cordite 

Donarit 	 Donarite 

Dynamit 	 Dynamite 

Ekrasit 	 Ecrasite 

Fp-02 	 Trinitrotoluene 

Fp.88 	 Picric Acid 

Fallpulver 1888 	 Picric Acid 

Fiillpulver 1902 	 Triaitrotyluene 

Gelatine-dynarrit 	 Gelatin Dynamite 

Glonoin 	 NitroglyteriA 

Guhrdynamit 	 Dynamite with inacwive Base (Duhr 
Dynamite) 
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GERMAN TERMS (Gentld) 

Geraen Nomenclature 	 Reference  in General .Section 

Hexogen 	 Cyclrnite 

Knanqueckailber 	 Mercuric Fulreatate 

Kollodiumwolle 	 guncotton 

Nordit 	 Cordite 

Melinit 	 Picric Acid 

Nitrogelatine 	 Gelatin Dynamite 

► itroglyzerin 	 Nitroglycerin 

Nitroglyzerinpulver 	NitrJglycerin 

Nitroglyzerinsprengstoff 	Nitroglycerin 

Nitropentaerythrit 	 PETN 

Nitrocellulose 	 Nitrocellulose 

Nitrozallulosepulver 	Guncotton 

Pentrit 	 PETN 

Pikrinsure 	 Picric Acid 

Schiesshnummll. 	 Cik.nocAton 
. 	. 

Brhlpsa',:G1l e 	 Guncotton 

Schlagwettersichere Sprang- 	Permissible :plosive 
stoff 

Schwarzpulver 	 Black Powder 

Sicherheitsdynamit 	 Permissible Explocive (Safety Dynamite) 

Silberazid 	 Silver Azide 

Sprenggelatine 	 Blasting Gelatin 

Sprenggunmi 	 Blasting Gelatin 

Sprengh 	 Nitroglycerin 

Sprengstoff 	 Dynanite 
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GERMAN Trim (Cont')e. 

Gormm_EI]amsaaatilre 

T ►Aryq 

Tolit 

Trifiltup;ionni 

Trinitrotobv 

Trott' 1. 

Watterdynamit 

WPC/89 

Warrelpulver/89 

Xyloidin 

geferenoe inAGRIEglastio 

Tetryl 

Trinitrotoluene 

Picric Acid. 

Trlattroteluene 

Trinitrotoluene 

Ntrmiseible Ax0Toeive 

Balietito 

Ballietite 

Nitroctarch 
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HUNGARIAN TEAMS 

Hungarian Nemenclaturs 	A„aference in  General Section 

Ai:imoniEn robbano-anyag 	Ammonal 

AymoniAminitrit 	 Ammonium Nitrate 

Ammonealetrom 	 Ammoniam Nit-fate 

Ballisztit 	 1 	Jialaistito 

Cheddit 	 Cheddite 

Dimamit 	 Dynamite 

teketo 18por 	 Black Powder 

Kott6s alapanyag4 16:+r 	Double Base Smokeless Propellant 

Kordit 	 Cordite 

hobtan4-zselatin 	 Blasting Gelatin 

Trinitrotoluene 

Trinitrotoluol 	 Trinitrotoluene 

Tritolo 	 Trinitrotoluene 

Trotil 	 Trinitrotoluene 



1 

ITALIAN TERMS 

Italian Nomenc1aturo 

A0,00.d'argentl) 	

Reference  in General Section 

...11Ver Azide 

Acido di p! ,nbo Lead Aside 

Acido picric()  Picric Acid 

I 	
Alto eaplocivc al e'er:At: 

di potaesio 
Che4mte 

Amatolo 	 Amato' 

Ammonal. 	 Ammona 

Ammonite 	 Ammonite 

Aatralite 	 Aetralit ,i= 

Azoimide dlargento 	 Silver Azide 

Azoimide di piombo 	 Lead Azide 

Balistite 	 Ballistite 

Cheddite 	 Cheddite 

Cordite 	 Cyrdlte 

COt.one fulminante 	 Guncotton 

Dinamito Dynamite 

Ecraeite  Etrasitt: 

Esplosi7o ally nitrpglicerina Nitroelycerin 

Esplosivo ammissibile 	Permissible Explosive 

 Unlosivo di sicurezza 	Permissible Explosive 

Fulminato di 	curio 	Mercuric Fminate 

Fulmicotono Guncotton 

= 	 a 

Gelatina-dtnamite Gelatin ftyyzrlto 
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ITALIAN TERMS (Cont'd) 

Italisn Nomenclature 	Pefercnoe in General Section 

Gelatina egplosiva 	 Blasting Gelatin 

MBT 	 Trieite 

Nitrato ammonico 	 Ammonium Nitrate 

Nitrocellulosa 	 Nitrwaulose 

Nitogelatina 	 Gelatin Dynamite 

Nitroglinerina 	 Nitroglycerin 

01in detoniante 	 NitrogITcarin 

Olio esplo3ivo 	 Nitroglycerin 

Pentrite 	 PETN 

Pertite 	 Picric 

Picrato ammonico 	 Explosive D 

Polvere a base di nitro- 	Nitroglycerin 
cerina 

Polvere nera 	 Black Powder 

Siloidina 	 Nitrodtarch 

Stifmfo #ombo 	 Lead Styphnate 

T-4 	 Cyelonite 

Tetrile 	 Tetryl 

Tetryl 	 Tetryl. 

Tolite 	 TAnitrotoluere 

Trimetilentrinitrotusina 	Cyclonite 

Trinifrofenolo 	 Picric Acid 

Trinitroresorcinato di piomho Lead Styphnate 
. 	. 

•rinitrotolueno 	 Trinitrotoluene 

Trirltrotoluolo 	 Trinitrvi. oluene 

Tritilite 	 13 

Trio 	 Trinitrotolwkne. 
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JAPANESE TERMS 

amalp Nonmennclature 	Reference in General Section 

Ammonyaka 	 Ammonium Nitrate 

Angayaku 	 Angayaku! alsoatpoettiva B 

Chakatusuvaku 	 Trinitrotoluene 

Chanaynku 	 Chanayaku 

Chal5yaku 

Chlkka Namari 	 Lead Azide 

Chikkaen 	 Lead Azide 

Ennayaku 	 Ennayaku 

7mtoyaku 	 Entoyaku 

H2Kongo 	 Type i8 

Haensosanbakqyaku 	 Type 88 

Heishokuseku 	 Haishokuyaku 

Kaiyaku 	 Dynamite 

Karitto 	 Carlit 

Special Ammonia Gelatin (seo under Dynamite) 

Kiri No. 1 	 Ammonia Gelatin (seeunder Dynamite) 

Kiri No. 2 	 Ammonia Gelatin (see under Dynamite) 

Kiri No. 3 	 Ammonia Gelatin (see under Dynamite) 

Ko-Shorn Bakuyaku 	 Permissible E4lostve (aotual3,y, La• 
Density Permissible Dynamlte) 

L.Shoen 	 Periassible Explosive (actually, Lou 
Density Permissible Dynamite) 

Nigotanyalo. . 	 Composition B. 

. bnayaku 	 Russian Alloy 

Oshitsayaka.... . 	 Gsbitsuyakn; &lox Ourpos:4Uon C 

Oohlyaku 	 iishiyaku 
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JAPArESE TERMS (GoW0 

Le..12M.02-011.9.1.1.9.1.8.turci 	Reference _in Goncral Section 

oshokuyakt 	 Picric Acid 

Otim-B 	 Otuu-B 

Pen'e,zriru 	 Pentelite 

Ralko 	 Mori:m.4c Fulminate 

Sakura No. 1 	 Gelatin (see under Dynamite) 

 -era No. 2 	 Gelatin (see under Dynamite) 

Zeiga.Gta_ 	 Type 97' 

Shimose Bakuyaku 	 Picric Acid 

Shin-Kiri 	 Ammonia Gelatin (see under Dynamite) 

Eh3rkyoryoku 	 Ammonia Explosive (see under Dynamite) 

Shin-Tel u-Shcan 	 Permissible Explosive (actuAllyp 
Permissible Ammonia Dynamite) 

Shoan 	 Permissible Explosive (actually, 
Permissible Ammonia Dynamite) 

Shoan Bakuyaku 	 Shoan BakAyakk. 

Sham Bak4yakn No 104 	Fermi: Bible Explosive (actually , 

Permissible Ammonium Nitrate 
Explosive) 

Shoan Bakuyaku No. 201 	Permissible EXplosive (actually, 
Permissible Ammonivra Nitrate 
EXplosive) 

Shociyaku 	 PETE! 

Shotoyaku 	 Anatol 

8houyaku 	 C7clonite 

Take No. 1 	 Spe:ial Ausionia Selatin (cane under 
Dynamite) 

Special .ommonl, t%,.1c-17,  (see under 
Dynamite ) 

Take No. 3 	 Special Ammonie Gel.tin (see under 
Dynamite) 

Ta1 Yc. 2 
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JAPANESE '1', 13 (Cont'Id) 

Japanese Nomenclature 

Tan-O-Yaku 

Toku-Shiraume Noo 1 

Toku-Shiraume Nc 2 

Type 1 

Type 92 

Type 94 

Egerence in General Section  

Cyclonite 

Permissible Explosive (actual -ft 
PerzAissible Gelatin) 

Permissible Explosive (actually, 
Permissible GelAtin) 

Type I 

Type 92; also Trinitrotoluene 

Type 9i 
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RUSSIAN TERMS 

Russia u Nomanclatwe 	Reference in General Section 

A 	 Amato' 

Alraatrit 	 Almatrite 
Amitatp:dr 

Amatol 
AlltIT 0 it 

Ar► lokcil 
Aumou cu.! 

Arm^nal 
ALaronam 

Amnonalizatrit No. 98 
Altli.OHaJrAiS.7pPIT Nt.? 98 

Ammoniinaya selitra 
Amitouginag Ce.nutipa 

Ammonit 
AWLOHRT 

AMMOrlit•neir Oat 
AUVORTIT rwtpon r 

Ammonpek 
taatounem 

AIIIMOTIt01 
AIDIO 2' 04 

AT 
AT 

Asid svintsa 
Asumc asinine 

Asido-teneregemaya 
Assmo-TenepoocoBasr 

Asotno-kislyi =anti 
ABOTTIO-, KROJItin aintomiti 

Belaya 	I 
beatatz 

Amatol 

Ammokcil 

Auiwunai 

,Aranonalmatrit No. 983 sec also 
Almatrit 

Ammonium Nitrate 

Ammonit-gudronit 

Ammanpck 

Russian Mixture 

Amato]. 

Lead Aside 

Azido-teniirossovaya 

Ammonium Nitrate 

Belaya moss 
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RUSSIAN TERMS (Contld) 

Russian Nomenclature 
	Reference in  General Soot .on 

Belit 
BOJIXT 

Bezdynnyt porolth 
ES sAinnutif ifopox 

Bezopasnoye vzryvchatoye 
vcshchestvo 

BOOOPACHOO Bapinnaroe 
Bent9OTHO 

Ch8rnyi porokh 
Tiepfiuti rtopolc 

Dinamit 

Dinamon 
AHHEMOH 

Ekrazit 
ExpaeRT 

Frantaazskaya amen' 
Opturgyocncan mem. 

Gh 
r 
aheksoghen 
rex coren 

Gremuchaya .rtutt 
rp6 .ssycaa rryT 

Gremnche-rtutnaya 
rpemyne-pTyrnasr 

Gremuchii studeni 
Ppeurnatt coryzien 

Grizutin 
rpne min 

Bel tite 

Smcklcca Prace:'lent 

Permissible EmIplosive 

Black Powder 

Dynamite 

riamon 

Ecraeite 

French Mixture 

Cyclonite 

Cyclonite 

Mercuric Fulminate 

Gremuche-rtutnwa 

Bltlatine Gelatin 

Gelatin Dynamite 
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RUSSIAN TERMS (Cont'il) 

Russian Nomencinturs 

K-1 aplav 
017,4 

Refe-ence in General Section
MIIMOR■••-  ..•■••■■...eM.00 0•■•■• 	 ....NI 0,r. 

Mixture 

K-2 splay 
K-2 en.rian 

Kalil Nitrat 
ItaJnaM EnrpaT 

KrliiF,1774trit No. 55 

Khlopchatobumazhnyy porokh 
Xxorry.aTo6yvifontti nopox 

Wolloksilin 
ROJWIOIC (314.71811 

Kombinirovannaya asido- 
tetrilovaya 

Itoutinnaponannan annAo- 
T Tpnzonan 

Kordit 
Hop, v 

Krupnozernietyi 
Kpynno3epnnoniN 

M31kozernistyl 
McxcocepnUtonatt 

Nakollnaya mos ,  
ITAkno.v.nap. 

i'iatriialmatrit No. 19 
HaTpxliamtarpar In 19 

Nitroglitsorinoyyye porokh 
Hurpor.nnuepnnonue nopox 

NItroglitserin 

!.(-2 hixturo 

Potassium Nitrate (in Appendix I) 

Kaliialmatrit No. 55; see also Almate4 

Guncotton . 

Nitrocellulose 

Kombinirovannaya azido-tetrilav4ya 

Cordite 

Large--gam (black powder) 

Spinli-graln (black poradar) 

Nakol 9 naya meal 

Natriialwatrit So. 19; 30 aloo Almatrit 

Double-Base Smokeless PropeAants 
see also Propellants, !oreign 

Ni.troglyeerirt 

NitretseluU3a 
Ylpyrpouo.ezimoon 

Nitzoosllulose 
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RUSSIO TERPS (Coutsd) 

Russian Nomenclature Ret'ore 	in General Section  

Lignii Oxygen Explosive 

Explusive 0 

Picric Acid 

Explosive D 

Witrocellnloue (of 12.45% N) 

Nitrocolinlpea (cf 104  N or above) 

Nitrocellulose (of 12 to 13% N) 

Nitrocellulose (of 13% N and above) 

Singls•Base Szokeloss Propellant; 
see also Propellants s .Foreign 

Dynamite (14aetic) 

Russian Mixture 

Russian Alloy 

Oheddite 

Lead Styphnate 

061atin Dynamite 

Oksilikvit 
OR 011)1111{BilT 

Fikrit or=nia 
MITT Xf T 919.f0Fai a 

Pikrinovaya kislota 
rialCp11110II an X OJIOT 

amenti 
DaTcpunoscaufwasti alatonott 

Pirokollodion 
IlapolcozacAnom 

Piroksilin 
1114-pox (.1 WIRT? 

Piroksilin AN 1 
TrapoucKmm N? 

Pirokeilin No. 2 
t 	N? L. 

Piroksilinmyye porokh 
rricip ONAHR013110 nopox 

Pleaticheskii dinarnit 
Il,aa oTit'teOICa HEEIAIVIT 

Rueskays ernes' 
Pyc cues cue ob 

Rtakii sTaav 
Prim& °mom 

Shedit 
IlleArir 

StLtnat olnte.t 
CT 1411111' 613MTICa 

Sttdenistyi dinc:itt 
OTygerviovemmit Affnaitur 
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RUSSIAN TERMS (CoAtL) 

Russian N—aenclature 	Ritrevence in Gensral Sectiac 

Trinitrotoluenr 

TEN 	 PETX 
T3H 	 .. , 1•IN,,,,;uoisle • •- ' 

Tetraeritritel nitrat 	PETN 
Terpanpurpv(Tox nwrpar 

Tetratein 	 Tetracene 
Te%Tatum 

Tetril 	 Tetryl 
TeTploWt 

4 • —*NOW: 

'retritol 	 Teizytol 
Tarps(Tox 

TNRS 	 Lead Styphnate 
THPC 

Tol 	 Trinitrotoluene 
TOA 

Trinitroresortsinat svintsa 	Lead Styphnate 
TpumnipopeeOpI(11H8T OBIlEtte. 

Trotil 
	

Trinitrotoluene 
Pp 0 T HA • - 

Vzryvchatoye veshohestvo 	Explosive Substance (no entry in the 
BopustraToo nenteenio 	General Section) 

Zyly1 	 Trinitroxylene (in Appendix I) 
}COMM 
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SPANISH MINS 

Enriialszeilciatuz.e 
	

lieference in General 3ection 

Aceite explosive 
	

Nift,reglycerin 

Aeide ice 	 Silver Azide 
• 

Lead Aside 

Acido pfcrico 	 Picric Acid 

Algod6n p6Ivora 	 Guncotton 

Anatole 	 Anatol 

Amenal 	 Ammenal 

Amouita 	 Ammonite 

Astrslita 	 Astralite 

BAlstita 	 Ballistite 

Cbeddita 	 Cheddite 

Ciclonita 	 Cyrlonitr. 

Cordite 	 Cordite 

Maurits. 	 DynAmita 

Dinamita goma 	 Blasting Gelatin 

Ecrasita 	 Eerasite 

Explopivn arrenhoA^ 	 Permissible plosive 

Explosivo autarizado 	Permissible Explosive 

Expic.sivo de nitroglicerina 	Nitroglycerin 

Expiosivo de segaridad 	Permissible Explosive 

Fulmiaato de merctirio 	Normal.° Fulminate 

FulmlnatorotrOirico 	 Mercuric Fulminauo 

Gelatine deton unto 	 Blasting Gelatin 
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'104,40,144),,i 

SFAVISB. TERMS (Contle 

gnaaut Nomenclatma 	Reference in General Section,. 

Gelatin dinami?,a 	 r'siatin Dynzmite 

Gelatina exploolva 	 Blasting Gelatin 

Hexbgeno 	 Cyclorite 

1%iitreto am6n1co 	 .f.:1Lrate 

Nitroalmidon 	 Nitroetarch 

Nitroceltlosa 	 Nltrocellulose 

N:Ltrogelatina 	 Gelatin Dynamite 

Nitroglicerina 	 Nitroglycerin 

Nitruro de plata 	 Silver Azide 

Nitruro de plomo 	 Lead Azide 

Picrato amtnico 	 Explosive D 

Piroxilina 	 Nitrocellulose 

P61vora de base iirlos 	Single-Base Smokeless Propellant 

P&Lvora de doble base 	norwin-B!".:0 Smokeless Prcpellailt 

P6lvora negra 	 Black Powdzr 

POlvoramitroc-e.tulOsica 	Single-Base Smokeless Propellant 

Tetranitrometilanilioa 	Tetryl. 

Tetryl 	 Tetryl 

Mita 	 Trinitroioluune 

Trilita 	 Trinitrotoluene 

Trinitrofenol 	 Picric Acid 

Trinitrotoluono 	 Trinitrotoluene 

Trinitrotoluol 

Trinitrork.wroina plumadn 	Lead Styphnate 

Xiloidinh 	 Nitrostarch 
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IV: APIMA.CES 

APPENDIX I 

INDEX OF EXPIX.IVES CONSTIfULNTS 

Materiel. 	 Uses 

Acardite 
Diphenylurea 

Acetone 

Activated Charcoal 

Aluminum 

Ammonia 

Bagasse Pith... 

Balsa Meal 

Barium Nitrate 

Propellant stabilizer.. 

Solvent in explosives production. 

See Charcoal. 

Component for high explosives, 
primer and pyrotechnic compositions. 

Raw material for ammonium nitrate, 
explosive D, ammonium chlorates  and 
ammonium perchlorate. 

Permisable gelatin dynamite component. 

See GENERAL SECTION. 

Permissible dynamite component, 
blasting explosive dehydrating agent. 

1.)tonatirF, composition component; oxidizer 
for solid rocket propellants. 

Component in percussion prirAr compo. 
sitions. 

Absorbent in permissible explosives. 

Absorbent in permissible explosives. 

Component in blasting explosives: 
 percwr.ion pr.? \or campJaitions, 

noiiie propellant..., and pyrotechnic 
composition:3,, 

Ammonium Chloride 
Sal .Ammoniac 

Ammonium Nitrate 

Ammonium Oxalate 

Antizniknu Perchlorate 

Antimony Sulfide 



IPIDtX OY EXPLOSIVEn Cai:iTITUrr23 (c,*ntsA) 

Material 

barium Percidde 

Bensene 

Binitrotoluane 

Butyl Ricinoleate 

Calcium (arbonate 
Chalk;  Pre ,Apitated 

Calcium Silicide 

C;a:up:ic,r 

Carbazole 
Diphenylimide 

Carbolic Acid 

Carbon Black 

Caustic Soda 

Cellulose 

Centralite I 
Diethyldiphenyluroa 
Diphenyldiethylurea 
Ethyl Centralite 
Montle 

Cearalite II 
Pimothyldiphonylurea 
Dtphanyldimothylurea 
MeLhyl Centralite 

Chalk, Precipitated 

Charcoal 
Activated ilharcoal 
Wood Charcoal 

Urcc  

Priming and tracer composition 
4;Vfyv(fl n. 

Raw material for nitrobenzene. See 
.aLio GENERAL SECTION under Aromatic 
Nitro Coploolmdl 

Incorret referenee tc Dinitrotoluefte (bcci. 

Propellant deterrent costing. 

Explosives stabilizer and neutralizer. 

Componrnt in detonating and pria.t.ng 
compositions. 

Desensitizer for blasting gelatin. 

Propellant otabilizsr. 

See Phenol. 

Absorbent for liquid oxygen explosives. 

Ingredient in peocessing wood pulp or 
co+ton lirterc for cellulose. 

Saw material for nitrocellulose. 

Stabilizer and detorrent for propellants. 

Stabilizer and deterrent for propellants. 

Seo Calcium Carbonate. 

Component for black po•ree.: vli some 
industrial explosivos, 
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INDEX OF EXPTCSIVES CONSTITUENTS (cmt'a) 

Dees 

See Sodium Nitrate. 

Igr:tion composition for commercial 
elactric detonators. 

Koburbeni. in permissible explosives. 

Raw material for cellulose. 

Raw material for nitrooresols. 

Rarely, a component for burst:Lng 
charge compositiors. See also 
GENERAT. SECTION. 
•■■••■••■■••••■■••■,110 414••■•••■■■•• 

See Copper Aoetylide. 

See Copper Aeetylide. 

Propellant deterrent, plasticiser, 
and flash reducer. 

Sea Centralite I. 

See Centralite II. 

Indnexial explosives component, See 
also GENERAL  SECTION under Aromatic 
Nitro Commilis. 

Chlorate explosives component; 
also production of dinitropbmol„ 
trinitroanisol, hexite. See also 
GENERAL SECTION under Aromatic Nitre 
F_% 

See Nitroglycol. 

Low-freezing dynamite component. 

Bursting charge component twith 
pioric acid). See also um= 
SECTION under 4miatis N.ttro 

Mator ip.1 

Chile SsltpAer 

Copper A6etylids 
Cuprous acetylido 
Cuprons Carbide 

Cornvt.alls, Pith 

Cotton Linters 

dresol 

Cressylif,e 
Trinirocresol 

Cuprous Acetylide 

Cuprous Cmrbide 

Dibutylphthalats 

Diethyldiphenylurea 

Dimethyldiphonyllmea 

Dinitrobenzene 
DNB 

tinitrochlorhenzene 

Dinttro aye a 

Dinitromonochlorhydrin 

Dinitrophenol 



INDFK OF EXPLOaVES CORaITUTITEi (ce.Intld) 

	

Material 	 Veen 

Dinitrczaphtha4and 	 Permissible explosives ingredient; 
rarely, component of Imrsting 
cnarFes. See also GENERAL,SEOTION 
under Aromatic NitreCopsmoh. 

Dinlidrotoluene 	 Propellant deterrent, cooling agent, 
mum 	 "Irgi 	 r:ompenent in 

ey.Oloeives, chiorate 
expTn:7411,- 	and propellants. See 
also OBNERAL SECTION under Aromatic 
N1tr 

DinitroxyIene 
	

C=ponczt tr.; z .:o- . 1:oa-irce.Ang gynamites. 
See also GENERAL SECTION under 
under Arcaatl7hitro Cennuande. 

Diphenylamine 	 Propellant stabilizer. 

DiphenYldietllylurea 	 See Centralite I. 

Dipbeoyldimntbylurea 	 See G3ntralitA II 

Diphenylimide 	 See Carbazole. 

Diphenylurea 	 See Acardlu). 

DNB 	 See Dinitrobemens. 

.DNT 	 See Dinitrotoluene. 

Ethanol 	. 	 Solvent in explosives production *  
Ethyl  Alcohol 

Ethyl Alcohol 
	

See Ethanol. 

Ethyl Centralite 
	 See Centralit,3 I. 

Ethyleneglycol Dinitrate 
	

See Nitroglycol. 

Ethyl Picrate 	 See Trinitrophenetole. 

Flouters of Tin 	 See Tin Dioxide 

Formaldehyde 	 Raw material for cycionite. 

Glass Powder 
	

Component in percusglon .,a1; compositions. 
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1710C cT "ifx:PWSIV.g.(1 coNSTIMENTS cont Ct) 

&aerial 

Glycerin 

Glycol Dinitrate 

Graphite 

Hexametivlenetetramine 

Hexamine 

Hexanitrodiphenyl 

Heranitrodiphenylamine 

Hexanitrt)411pheroxide 

Rexanitrodiphenyl Sulfam 

Hexanitrodiphenyl Sulfide 
Pioryl Sulfide 

hoxanitromannits 

Hoxlnitronannitol 

Hexil 

Hexite 
}feminine 
Hexanitrodiphanylamine 
Nendl 

India Saltpeter 

Lead Dioxide 
Lead Oxide 
Lead Peroxide 

Lead Oxide 

Lead Peroxide 

Lead Steiarat 

Lead Sulfocr. ;4 4:4 
Lead Thiam:.%nate 

Uses 

Raw material for nitroglycerin. 

8,1 Nitroglycol. 

Glaze for propellent grains; explcaiva5 
binder and lubricantG 

Interm2dinte product in the marafacture 
of•cynlonite. 

See Hexite. 

Detonating composition comoonsnt, 

f.ae Hexite. 

Detonating' compositioa componeat,. 

Detonating conposettion commvnt. 

Component in some blrzting charges 
and detonating compositions; 

Seellannitolifexitnitrhto: 

See itpanitcl Helmnitrate. 

See Hexite. 

Priming composition component. See also 
GENERAL,SECTION. Formerly used by 
liimr-Lrialragh explosive compo- 
sitions. 

c 	Nitrate. 

Detonating composition oxidiser. 

See Load Dioxide. 

See Lead Dioxide. 

Fuel in solid rtv. :.4 propellants. 

oompusition :weponeni4 
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OP mulosrvEs CONSTITIIETT fcontd) 

Trope 

Lead Thiceyeeate 

Mageesium 

Uft erA.44 4.Jek 
km,4,,ary v.LUc7 

Manganese Dioxide 
Manganese Peroxide 
Pyrolusite 

Marganese Peroxide 

Mannitel Hexanitrate 
Heyealtromarmite 
Hexenitromannitol 
Nitromannite 

Mercurous Azide 
Neroury Azide 

Mercury 

Hercury - Azide 

methyl Centralite 

Mineral Jolly 
Paraffin (soft) 
Petrolatum 
Petroleum Jelly 
Vaseline 

Hirbane Oil 

Mixed Acid 
Nitrating acid 

Mollite 

Mononitrobenzene 
MiceJane Oil 
Nitrobenzene 
Oil of Mirbane 

See Lead Selfecyanate. 

nemeonent in tracer and incendtary 
compositions; p7rotechnIc compo-
eiticns. 

Incendiary composition component. 

:Detonating composition component; 
pyroteehnit covonitione. 

See Manganese Dioxide. 

Mercuric foleinate eubetitute in 
priming coepoeitione. See aieo 
GENERAL SECTION. 

Initiating composition component. 

Raw material for mercuric fulminate 
and mercurous aside. 

See Mercurous Azide. 

See Centralite II. 

Desensitizer and flash reducer in 
propellants and high explosives. 

See Mononitrobenzene 

Mixture of nitric and sulfuric acids, 
use,1 in le.tration. 

See Contra:lite T. 

Propellant and blasting explosives 
component. See also GENEtAL 
SECTION under Aromatic 
Comp ►unds  • 
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II7DEX OF EULCSIVES CONSTYVTENTS (oolit'd) 

Nat eri e,1 

Mononitrphaphthalcns 
N it. Qmplithalo 

Mononitrotel. ,ne 

Nt:phthalene 

Nitrate of Potash 

Nitrating Acid 

Nitric Acid 

Nitrobenzeee 

Nitroglycols 
Dinitroglycol 
WIYIeneglycol . flinitrate 
Glycol Dinitrate 

Nitromannite 

Nitromethane 

Nitronaphthnleie 

Nitrosoguanidlne 

Oil Of !Urbane 

Paraffin 

Perchlorate of Potash 

Perfluorourea 

User; 

Component of some bursting charges 
(with picr4 	4 A). 54;.o 
mINERAL SECTION under Arc:Aatic,  

Component in 1ow-f:ree7ing dynenitec:, 
Kinflting as a piasLi-
cizer. See also GENERAL SECTION 
under Aropaidc Nitro CompounCs, 

Rsw material for nitronaphthalenes. See 
Also GMTERAL SECTION under Aromatic 
Nitro Compounds. 

See Potassium Nitrate. 

See Mixed Acid. 

Raw material used in the pronucilon 
of explosives (usually in mixed 
acid). 

See Ftrinonitrobetr enc. 

Component in permlssAble explc-i7ca 
and loL-freezAng dynamites. 

Scc Mannitol Hexanitrate. 

See TetrenitremeLhane. 

See Mononitmonaohthalane. 

Component in percussion primAng 
compositions. 

See Mcnonitrobenzeue. 

See Mineral Jolly. 

Sae Potassium Perchlorate. 

Oxidi%er in (mild -leket propellants . 
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INT2X OF EXPLOSIVES CONSTITMnTS (contld) 

Material 

Petrolatbm 

Petroleum Jelly.  

PeLroleum Oil 

Phenol 
Carbolic Acid 

Phthalates 

Picryl 

Polyretrinanrylate 

Polysulfide Rubber 

Polyurethanes 

Potassium Chlorate 

Potassium Nitrate 
India Saltpeter 
Nitrate of Potash 
Prismatic Saltpeter 
Saltpeter 

Potassivm Perchlokate 
Perchlorate of Potash 

Potassium Sulfate 

Pyrolusite 

Soda 

Sal Ammoniac 

lines 

See Minnrel Jelly, 

See Mineral Je31y0 

Mxplonives Ag;;nt. 

Raw material for nitropbenole. See 
also OfEERAL SE/ ILZ1  r,nder Aromatic 
Nitro amom120 

Fuels in solid rocket propellents* 

See Heyanitrodiphenyl Sulfide* 

Oxidizer in eclld rocket prop:311an.ts, 

See Thiokol Polymer* 

Fuels in solid roe!vet propellants* 

Oxidizer for priming compositions* 

Componc-nt in blank powder and pyrotechnic 
compositions; oxidi2ier in aolid 
rocket propellttnts. 

Cornonent =or primer compositions, 
chlorate explosives, and pyrotechnic 
compositions, oxidivevs :In void 
rocket.propellants* 

Primer composition conponent* 

:see potassium Nitrate. 

See Manganese Dioxide* 

Ingredient in prciasssing wood pulp 
or cotton linters for cellulose. 

See Ammonium Chloride 
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INDEX OP EXPLOSIVES CCESTrTIEVS (cont'd) 

MtGrigl.  

Salt 

Saltpoter 

Saltpeter, Chile 

Shltpeter, Prisnatic 

Silver Acetylide 

Silver Permanganate 

Sodium Elcar!srmste 

5odium Chlorats 

Sulfuric Acid 

TetrenitromathAn ►  

rneS 
OLP& •••••• 

See Sodiur Chloride. 

Sc ,  Potassium Nitrate, Sodium 

Coc Sodium Nitrate. 

Fc,0 Potassiitm Nitrate. 

lk...tnnatng r!cmr‘onitien compricnt. 

Primer composition component. 

21ast.ing explosives cooling agent. 

Explosive2 and pyrolAchai.c. - composition 
oxidize r. 

Permissible explostves brieance 
reducer. 

See Sodium ThiosUlfate. 

Component in black powder, blasting 
powder, perm.  ,91? explosives, 
amaorda 4ynamites, and pyrotechnic 
compositionl; oxidiser in solid 
rocket propellants. 

See Tin Dioxide. 

Component in tracer and other pyro-
technic o:mpositions. 

See Strontilm Dioxidd. 

See GRNTPAI SECTION undea7 ates 
Nitrates. • • •••••■••••••■•■■■•■•■•• 

Component in black powdqr, some 
dynamites, pyrotechnic 	 osr 
raw matarial rm• sulfuric acid. 

Component of mixed acid used for 
explosives production. 

Component in detnnaItra compoeitim 
sod blasting explouives. 

Sodium Chloride 
Salt 

Sodium Nyposulfite 

Sodium Nitrate 
Chile Saltpeter 
Saltpeter 

Stannic Oxide 

Strontium Dioxide 
. Strontium Peroxide 

Strontium Peroxide 

Sugar 

Sulfur 
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iJooster charge compontlito See alctl 
GENERAL SECTION under Arometic 

l'!"..""7""6*Am 	ri 

INDEX OF EXPLOSIIrgi COM,'"i:ITUNrS (conted) 

Material 

Thiokol Polym-::, 
 PolyrtIlfide Rubber 

Tin 

Tim Dioxide 
Flowers of Tin 
Stannic Oxide 

Upon 

Fuel n eolid ror7kot proponents. 

roped., .zne 	rt,sanc, 

Propellant n*111) reducer. 

See Tvinitrobenzene t  

See Trinitronaphthliene. 

f..1q0 Trinitrozylene. 

TNn 

TNN 

TNX 

Toluene 

Trinitrosnisol 

Trinitrobenzene 
Tt;s3 

Tani ̂ '.i"ijct'eLKr11 

Trimitronaphthalone 
TNN 

Trinitrophentt 
Ethyl Florets 
Trinitrophenylethylether 

Trtnitrophenylethylother  

Raw material for nitrotoluerer. See 
also GENERAL SECTION under Aromatic 
Nitro Compounds. 

Most powerful of the aromatic nitro 
.ompounde j, but too difficult to 
prepare except indirectly f-..'om TNT, 
whie'a 	it, production inrease- 
ub/e. It can be used as a high 
exploAxe. 

See Cressylite. 

Stabilizer for smokeless pro•ellents. 
See also GE V:1AL SECTICN under 
Aromatic.  R11767-domcouads. 

Booster and bursting charge 
component. See also GENERAL 
SECTION under AromatirTrEFE 
iEREga. 

See Trinitrophenctole. 
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INDEX CP L7sLosrvEs CCTSTITIJENT5 (cont ,  4) 

MateriP 1 	 th3es 

Trinitroxylene 	 Compcnent in bursting charvl (with 
'W and ammonium nitrate). 0, 
alas GENER!T. s1 ?'n under Aromatic 
NitrO-UjMoonnds. 

Vaseline 	 MiAeral 

Vegetable Meal 	 See Bagasse Pith, Balsa Heal Cornstalk 
Pith. 

Wood Charrnel • 	 See Chareoel. 

WOOC1 Pulp 

Xylene 

Absorbent for nitroglycerlri in 
da)iites; wterial for 
cellulose. 

Raw material for re.troxylones. See also 
GENER1L SECTION under Aromatic Nitro 
armagL. 
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